Preface
Verily, all praise is due to Allah. We praise Him, seek His help and ask for
His forgiveness. We seek refuge in Allah from the evil in our own souls and from our
sinful deeds. Whoever Allah guides, no one can mislead.
whoever Allah allows to
go astray, no one can guide. I bear witness that there is none worthy of worship
except Allah, the One, having no partner. And I bear witness that Muhammad is His
servant and messenger. 0 believers! Have fear of Allah according to His right and die
not save as Muslims. 0 mankind! Have fear of your Lord, the One who created you
from one soul and created from it its mate and from them spread many men and
women.
fear Allah from whom you demand your mutual rights and [do not cut
ties of kinship. Surely, Allah is Ever an All-Watcher over you. 0 Believers! Have
fear of Allah and always speak the truth. He will direct you to righteous deeds and
will forgive you your sins. And whosoever obeys Allah and His Messenger has indeed
achieved a great achievement.
To proceed: Verily, the truest speech is the Book of Allah. The best guidance
is the guidance of Muhammad. The worst affairs are the innovated ones. Every
innovated matter is a heresy.
every heresy is misguidance.
every
misguidance is in the Hell-fire.
In the work before you, Dr. Umar
a well-known contemporary
scholar of Islam, has attempted to tackle two important topics. The first topic is that
of the characteristics of the jinn. The second topic is the characteristics and
methodology of Satan himself.
The first topic concerning the characteristics of the jinn is a
topic
for many reasons. Foremost among those reasons is that humans, in general, do not
have much contact with the jinn and, therefore, it is
to gather much
information about them. Secondly, the devils are known to be liars. Thus, even when
a person does encounter them, he cannot put much trust in what they claim about
themselves. Therefore, one must virtually rely only on the
of the Quran
and the authentic hadith of the Prophet (peace be upon him). In this work,
has done a good job of bringing together the texts of the Quran and sunnah

.

such that the reader will have a proper conception of this species that lives in our
midst.
The second topic concerning Satan himself is a most important topic
concerning which every believer should be knowledgeable. It is no coincidence that
Allah has mentioned Satan, his goals, his plots and his allies throughout the entire
Quran. This is because Satan is mans greatest enemy. The believer must know the
key to defending himself from Satan. Once again, Dr.
has done an excellent
job of presenting the information concerning Satan as derived from the Quran and
authentic hadith.
I thank Allah for the opportunity and ability to complete this work. I pray
that He accepts this work from me and forgives me for any mistakes and errors that
have occurred herein.
I completed the translation of this work in the late
Unfortunately, I
have not had the opportunity to publish this work until now. I must express my
thanks to Br. Homaidan al-Turki whose encouragement and assistance has helped
this book finally see its published form.
Obviously, I must express my thanks to Dr. Umar
for giving me
permission to translate and publish this book. That permission was given to me
I pray that I have not disappointed the
by taking too long in
around
finally getting this book published.
After Dr.
gave me the permission to publish this book, a number
of its chapters were published in the now defunct magazine al-Basheer. I must also
express my thanks to the publishers of al-Basbeer magazine for giving us the
permission to publish those articles in this book.
I would also like to express my thanks to my wife Zainab for reviewing the
manuscript and consistently encouraging me to publish this work due to its overall
benefit.
Many people also assisted in the translation of the work itself. They include
Fauzi al-Hesadi, Faraj Sherrima, Mahmoud Misbah, Bashir Shabah, Solaiman
Shebani and Faleh al-Sulaiman. I ask Allah to reward them all greatly.
There are numerous others who are always deserving of mention in any of
my books. Allah has blessed me by their company, encouragement, help and
guidance throughout the years. I pray that Allah rewards all of them greatly. These
people include but are not limited to: Nahar al-Rashid, Humaidan
Said
Muhammad al-Osimi, Fahd al-Yahya,
al-Shaikh,
al-Teraiqi,
Muhammad Tahlawi and Jaafar Sheikh Idris. Of course, my wife deserves special
mention for all of her years of encouragement, help and patience.

pray that this work is beneficial to those who read it. always, if anyone
has any comments, corrections or suggestions for this work, they should feel free to
contact me through the publisher.
Jamaal Zarabozo
January
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Introduction
In the name of Allah, Most Compassionate, Most Merciful
All praises are due to Allah; we praise Him; we seek His help,
we seek His forgiveness; and we seek His guidance. We seek refuge in
Allah from the evil in our souls and the badness of our deeds . For
whoever Allah guides, there is none to lead him astray. And for whoever
He allows to go astray, there is none to guide him. I bear witness that
there is none worthy of worship except Allah, for whom there is no
And I bear witness that Muhammad is His servant and
people think that writing about this topic is writin g about a
topic that is from the periphery of knowledge. They approve of humans
going over this topic in the quickest of fashions and not giving it much
thought. They think that the benefits that accrue from such a study are
very limited. Furthermore, they believe that being ignorant of this topic
is not harmful at all.
However, I am not delving into something distant. Humans today
spend billions of dollars with which they could build cities or countries
and end poverty in the farthest reaches the world- and, instead, they
spend that money on research to discover if there is life or if life is
possible on nearby planets. Scientists spend a great deal of their time and
resources on such a question. What about an existence that is known to
be living and thinking and that lives right here with us on our earth?
They live in our houses and they eat and drink with us. In fact, they even
spoil our thoughts and our hearts. These creatures drive us to destroy our
own selves and to spill each others blood. They make us worship them
or any other creature so that we will be deserving of the anger and wrath
of our Lord. The Lords anger will come upon us and the result for those
who have gone away from their Lord will be a raging fire.
No price can be put on the importance of the texts of the Quran
and authentic hadith that have reached us, giving us knowledge of this
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Those texts uncover for us the secrets of that existence: the
world of the jinn. They give us enough information for us to know about
the details of their lives. They also tell us how deeply rooted is the
enmity between that creation and man. They also tell us about the
extremes and continuous actions that they go through in order to
misguide and destroy us.
Following up the numerous verses of the Quran that discuss the
jinn and devils should be sufficient for you as an indication showing you
the importance of this matter.
The one who looks over these texts knows that the life of a
human is nothing but a struggle between him and Satan. Satan wishes to
dominate him and take him to his destruction and ruin. The human who
Allah fills with His light struggles in order to stay upon the straight path
of his Lord and to help others remain on that path. In order to do that, he
must fight against that enemy with respect to the inclinations of his soul,
thoughts of his heart, and his dreams and aspirations. He must always
scrutinize his goals and aims, both close and distant, in order for him to
know how close or distant he stands from his Lord and how far he has
purified himself from his enemy who is trying to lead him by his neck
like a farmer leads his donkey.
I compiled the texts that discuss this topic as well as the
statements of the leading scholars in this area. I pondered over what they
wrote. The result was this book which is composed of six chapters. The
first chapter is an identification and definition of this species: their
source, their creation, their names, their types, their food and drink, their
spouses, their residences, their animals and the abilities that Allah has
given them. In the midst of that chapter, one will find the evidence that
proves their existence and refutes those who reject their existence.
Chapter Two explains the goal for which they were created, the
means by which they receive the message of their Lord and the
genera ity of the Prophets message to both jinn and mankind.
Chapter Three is the heart of this work. It discusses the
follow i ng topics:
(1) The causes for the enmity between man and Satan; the
1
evidence concerning the strength and depth of that enmity; and Allahs
warning for us concerning that enemy.
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(2) The short-range and long-range goals of Satan.
(3) The methods of Satan in misleading mankind.
(4) His leaders in the battle and his soldiers.
(5) The plots that Satan makes against mankind.
And that chapter is concluded with a discussion of Satans secret
whispering that is his weapon in ruining mankind
their hearts.
Chapter Four covers a number of issues by which the devils
mislead humans. They include:
(1) Devils appearing like humans and talking to humans and the
evil that results from such interaction.
(2) Seances and the conjuring up of spirits; how authentic such
things are and their relationship with the devils.
(3) The extent to which the jinn have knowledge of the unseen
and the evil that is the result of people believing that jinn do have
knowledge of the unseen.
(4) The jinn and unidentified flying objects.
In the fifth chapter, the weapons that a believer must have in his
struggle against Satan are defined.
In the sixth and final chapter, there is a discussion of the wisdom
behind the creation of Satan.
I ask Allah, Most High, to make this writing beneficial for its
writer, publisher and reader. I also ask Allah to grant all of them its
reward. I also ask of Him refuge for us from Satan. I also ask that He
supports us with His help and care. He is the greatest protector and
helper. And peace and blessings be upon His servant and messenger,
Muhammad, and upon his family and Companions.
Umar Sulaiman al-Ashqar
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1
Identification and Clarification
What are the Jinn?
The Jinn are a world of their own, different from that of the
humans or the angels. They do, however, possess some characteristics in
common with humans, such as the ability to think and reflect. Similarly,
they also have the ability to choose between the path of good and the
path of evil in the same manner as humans. They, though, differ from
humans in other characteristics, including one very important
characteristic: Their origin.
They are called jinn
. because they are obscured from
human sight,

He sees you he and his tribe, from whence you see him not
2 7 ) .

Their Origin
as He

Allah has informed us that the jinn have been created from
in the Quran,

of

And the jinn did we create aforetime of essential fire (al-Hijr 27). In
al-Rahmaan (verse
He says,

And the jinn He did create of a smokeless flame of fire. According to
Ibn Abbaas, Ikrimah, Mujaahid, Al-Hasan and others the meaning of
marajin-min-nar, is the extremity of the flame, and in one narration
it is described as the purest and best (of fire). An-Nawawi said in his
commentary to Sahih Muslim, The smokeless flame of fire is that mixed
with the blackness of the fire.
In a hadith recorded by Muslim on the authority of Aisha, the
Prophet (peace be upon him) said,

0

The angels were created from light, the jinn were created from a
smokeless flame of fire and Adam was created from what has been
described to you [bv Allah in the Quran].

When were they created?
There is no doubt that the jinn were created before mankind, as
Allah says,

See Al-Bidayab wa an-Nibayab, vol.
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Verily We created man of potters clay of dark mud altered. And the
Jinn did We create aforetime of a flameless fire
26-27). This
verse clearly states that the jinn were created before mankind. Some of
the earlier scholars were of the opinion that they were created a thousand
years before mankind, but for that statement they have no proof in either
the Quran or the sunnah.

The Names for the Jinn in the Arabic language
Ibn Abdul Barr said, The jinn, according to the scholars of the
are of different types:
1. If one is mentioning the jinn purely of themselves, they are
called jinni
2. If one is mentioning the jinn that live among mankind, they
are called aamar
whose plural is amaar
3. If one is mentioning the ones that antagonize the young, they
are called
4. If one is mentioning the evil ones that antagonize humans they
are called shaitan
for the singular [and shayateen
for
plural].
5. If they cause even more harm and become strong, they are
called

Types of Jinn
The Prophet (peace be upon him) said,

There are three types of jinn: one that flies through the air, one that are
snakes and dogs, and one which stay in places and travel about.

There is no room for the denial of the existence
of the jinn
A small number of people absolutely deny the existence of
another being known as jinn . Some of the polytheists cl aimed that the
meaning of jinn was the souls of the
Some of the philosophers claim that the jinn are the evil
inclinations in the souls of mankind in the same way that the angels are
the inclination for good in the souls of
Some of the modern-day people allege that the jinn are the
bacteria and microbes that modern science has recently discovered.
al-Jinn, says
Muhammad al-Bahi, in his commentary on
that the jinn are the angels. To him, the jinn and angels are one existence
without any difference between them. His proof is that the angels also
cannot be seen by mankind. Except that he includes among the jinn those
who hide from the world of human beings concerning their belief or
disbelief and their good or

This was recorded b at-Tabarani and al-Haakim and by al-Baiha i in Al-Asmaa wa
alwith a sa l isnad. See Muhammad Naasir al-Deen a
Jaami al-Sa beer, vol. 3,
ibn Taimiya,
al-Fatawa, vol. 24, 280.
See
See Ibid.,
p. 346.
Muhammad
8

Not possessing knowledge concerning them is not a type of
proof
The most that these deniers can say is that they have no
knowledge concerning their existence. But not having any knowledge
about them is not a proof that they do not exist. The mind that denies
everything that it does not know of certainly is blameworthy. In fact, that
is a reason why Allah blames the unbelievers. Allah says in the Quran,

Nay, but they denied that, the knowledge whereof they could not
compass..
39). This thought is a modern invention that no one
should be obstinate enough to stick to. Is it permissible for man who has
lived hundreds of years to reject their possibility even if a trustworthy
person informs him of it? Was our lack of hearing the sounds that go on
throughout the world evidence that those sounds did not exist until the
radio was invented and gave us the ability to hear and confirm those
sounds?

The truth of the matter
The correct position is that the jinn are a third type of being,
apart from angels or humans. They are intelligent and understanding
creatures; they are not philosophical accidents or germs and are not like
the microorganisms. They are responsible for their actions and have been
ordered by Allah to perform some deeds and to abstain from others.

They cannot argue by the statement in
of ibn
who denied
the Messengers speaking with the jinn. He only rejected his speaking with them and
not the existence of the jinn. Furthermore, Companions other than ibn
such
as ibn Masud, confirmed the Prophets seeing of the jinn. And whoever knows
something is a proof against one who does not know it.
9

Proofs for the correct position
1 . Mutawatir [Undeniable agreement about their existence by
different groups of people]
Ibn Taimiya says in Majmu al-Fatawa,
None of the different groups of Muslims have differed
about the existence of the jinn, nor in the fact that Allah
sent Muhammad as a messenger to them also. The
majority of the different groups of the unbelievers also
confirm their existence. And the people of the book from
among the Jews and the Christians also accept their
existence in the same way as the Muslims do, even though
one may find some among them who will deny their
existence, but in the same way one can find among the
Muslims some who deny their existence... like the
Jahamiyya and the
But the majority of the
sects and their leading scholars accept their existence.
This is because the reports about their existence have
come in a
manner from the Prophets which
necessitates automatic and certain knowledge. It is also
known with certainty that they are alive, thinking and
acting by choice. They have been ordered to do certain
deeds and have been prohibited from certain other deeds.
They are not attributes or characteristics of humans or
other creatures, as some of the atheists claim. Since the
matter of the jinn is something narrated in mutawaatir
form from the Prophets, the scholars and masses know

The ahami ah and Mutazilah are two heretical groups that a
in the history
o f
he Jahamiyyah, in particular, are known for enying many of the
attributes of Allah. The Mutazilah developed their own five principles of religion and
accepted or rejected the aspects of faith based on those five
A mutawaatir manner implies that the matter has been reported in such a way,
such as by so many people in each generation, that it leaves

about them and no group that claims any relationship with
a messenger may deny them.
On page 13 he also wrote,
All of the groups of the Muslims acknowledge the
existence of the jinn, as do the majority of the people of
the book (Jews and Christians), the polytheists among the
Arabs and others from the children of Ham (the son of
Noah). Similarly, the majority of the Canaanites and the
Greeks from the children of Yaafith believe in them.
Therefore, the majority of all people accept their

existence.

2.

and Hadith statements about them.
[There are numerous statements in the Quran and hadith that
the existence of the jinn.] For example, Allah says in the Quran,

Say (0 Muhammad): It is revealed unto me that a company of the Jinn
listened... (al-Jinn 1). Allah also says,

And indeed (0 Muhammad) individuals of mankind used to invoke the
protection of individuals of the Jinn, so that they increased them in
revolt (al-Jinn 6).
In fact, there exist many statements about them in the Quran and
hadith, and we shall mention most of them in the rest of this work, Allah
willing.

Taimiya, Majmoo al-Fatawa, vol. 19,
11

3. Eyewitness Accounts.
Many people of our times and of the previous times have
witnessed something of the jinn, even though many who had seen them
or who had heard them were not aware that they were jinn. They thought
that they were ghosts, spirits, invisible men, creatures from outer space
and so forth.
Many trustworthy narrators, of the present day and previously,
have narrated events concerning them. The famous scholar of hadith,
said, A jinn appeared among us. I said to him, What is your
favorite food? He said, Rice. We brought some to him and I would see
the spoon go up and down but could not see anyone. I said, Do you also
have people of desires [and innovations] among you like what we have?
He said, Yes. I said, What is the situation of the Rafidha [extreme
Shia] among you. He said, They are the worst of us.
Ibn Kathir wrote, after recording the above story, I presented its
chain to our teacher Abu al-Hajjaj al-Mizi. He said, The chain is
authentic back to al-Amash. Then he said, Ibn Asaakeer recorded in the
biography of al-Abbas ibn
al-Dimishqi that he said, I heard
some of the jinn recite, The hearts are in pain until they connect with
their beloved and are with Him in any place, in the West or East; They
are filled with the love of Allah, and Allah is their lord, they are
connected to Allah and not to anything of his creation.
I [Dr. al-Ashqar] add: Many trustworthy people have told me
about their speaking with the jinn and their seeing them. Allah willing,
some of these events will be mentioned later in this work where we will
discuss the ability of the jinn to take on different forms.
4. The source from which they were created. The messenger of Allah
(peace be upon him) has informed us that the angels were created from
made a distinction between
light and the jinn were crheated from fire.
their two sources. This refutes the claim of those who say that the jinn
and the angels are nothing but one and the same beings.
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Donkeys and Dogs see the jinn
Even though we humans do not see the jinn, some animals, like
dogs and donkeys, can see them. It is recorded in
and
Dawud with a sahih chain from Jabir that the Prophet said,

If you hear the bark of dogs or the braying of donkeys during the night,
seek refuge in Allah from Satan, as they see what you do not see. This
is not strange as many scientists have confirmed that animals are capable
of many things that humans are not capable of. Bees can see ultraviolet
light and can also see the sun on an overcast day. An owl can see a
mouse running in a crowded corn patch on a dark night.

Satan and the Jinn
Satan, which Allah mentions to us many times in the Quran, is
from the world of the jinn. He used to worship Allah at the beginning of
his creation. He lived among the angels in the heavens. He entered
Paradise. But then he disobeyed Allah when he refused to prostrate to
Adam, out of pride, arrogance and envy. Therefore Allah cast him out of
from His mercy.
Satan, in the Arabic language, is a general term for any arrogant
rebel. It is used, in general, for that one specific being because he was so
arrogant and rebelled against his Lord.
He is called taaghoot in al-Nisaa, verse 76,

Taagboot can be understood to mean any false object of worship and
submission.-JZ

Those who believe do battle for the cause of Allah; and those who
disbelieve do battle for the cause of taaghoot. So fight the minions of the
devil. Lo, the devils strategy is weak. Taaghoot is a word that is
well-known to many of the people of the earth, with exactly the same
lettering, according to al-Aqaad in his book
He is called a
taaghoot because he has transgressed the limits, rebelled against his
Lord and tried to set himself up as a god to be worshipped.
Satan has despaired of any chance of mercy from Allah and for
that reason Allah has named him Iblees
means
he has no good in him. And
means despaired and lost.
Many of the early scholars have mentioned that his name before
he disobeyed his Lord was
Allah knows best how correct that

Satan, the created
The one who studies the Quran and in the hadith knows that
Satan is one of Allahs creation and he has a mind, ability to understand,
what some of the ignorant have
he moves and so forth... He is not
claimed, an evil spirit that takes the shape of the evil conscience
animalistic part of man, who leads the person when it takes the place of
the spiritual, good conscious in the heart.

This was stated in
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His origin
We have already stated that Satan is a jinn. Some modern and
past writers have disputed this point. They use as a proof the statement
of Allah,

And when We said unto the angels: Prostrate yourselves before Adam,
they fell prostrate, all save Iblees. He demurred through pride, and so
became an unbeliever (al-Baqara 34). [They also quote] other similar
verses in which Allah makes an exception from the angels of Iblees. And
they argue that if he is being excepted from a group, it must have been
that he was a member of that group as this is the customary mode of
speech.
commentaries and books of
In many of the books of
history we find narrations from many scholars on this point. They
mention that Satan was among the angels and that he was the treasurer of
paradise or of the lowest heaven. He was the most noble and honorable
of the angels and so forth. Ibn Katheer states in his commentary of the
Quran,
These stories have been related from many of the early
scholars. Most of them are from Jewish and Christian
legends (Ar., Zsraaeeliyaat) which must be investigated
more closely. Allah alone knows the truth of most of these
types of reports. Many of them are clearly false since they
contradict the truth that we possess in our hands [that is,
the Quran and the hadith of the Prophet]. Whatever the
Quran contains is sufficient and we need not delve into
the stories of the earlier peoples. Their reports have not
been safe from changes, additions and deletions. They
have fabricated many things in their reports. They did not
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have among them those trustworthy people who
safeguarded their scriptures and reports from being
contaminated by the extremists and others as this nation
(of Islam) has had. This nation has had scholars, experts,
leaders, memorizers, preservers and pious people who
recorded the hadith and scrutinized them, making clear
which of them are authentic, acceptable, weak, rejected,
fabricated, false. They were familiar with who the forgers
were and who were the unknown narrators who should
not be considered fully trustworthy. All of that is due to
the position of the Prophet Muhammad and the fact that
he is the seal of all the Prophets and leader of mankind.
Therefore forgeries and interpolations have not been able
to be attributed to him and to be accepted by the scholars.
Concerning their proof that Allah excepted Iblees from the
angels,
it is
not a definitive proof. Such statements may be
disjunctive.* In fact, this is definitely the case as Allah states that Iblees
was one of the jinn. Allah says in the Quran,

And remember when we said unto the angels: Fall prostrate before
Adam, and they fell prostrate, all save Iblees. He was of the Jinn, so he
rebelled against his Lords command (al-Kahf 20). Furthermore, it has
also been confirmed from an authentic text that the jinn are not the same
as the angels or as the humans. The Prophet said, The angels have been

al-munqata is a case where someone states, for example, Everyone
except so and so, while in reality so and so was not a member of the original
group. Such a form of s
is acceptable and not uncommon in Arabic. However,
such would probably be o jectionable if stated in En@&----,
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created from light, the jinn from fire and Adam was created from clay.
(This was recorded in Sahih Muslim).
Al-Hasan al-Basri said, Iblees was not from the angels even for
Ibn Taimiya said, Verily, Satan was from
the blinking of an
the angels with respect to his appearance, but not with respect to his
origin, and not with respect to him being of the same nature as

Was Satan the origin of the Jinn or was he just one of
them?
We do not possess any clear text that states Satan to have been
the origin of all the jinn or that states that he was simply one of them.
statement,
The latter is more apparent from the

Except Iblees and he was of the
(al-Kahf50). Ibn Taimiya is of
the opinion that Satan was the origin of all the jinn in the same way that
Adam is the origin of all

The Food and Drink of the Jinn
The jinn, and Satan among them, eat and drink. In S a h i h
al-Bukhari it is recorded on the authority of Abu Huraira that the
Prophet (peace be upon him) told him to get some stones in order for the
Prophet (peace be upon him) to clean himself after defecation. The
This translator was not able to find this hadith with this wording in
Muslim.
Instead, there is the hadith that has been mentioned earlier, The angels were
created from light.. and Adam was created from what has been described to, you [by
in the Quran]
Quoted from ibn Katheer, al-Bidaaya wa
vol. 1, p.
Majmu al-Fatawa, vol. p.
Majmu al-Fatawa, vol. 4, pp.
and
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Prophet (peace be upon him) told Abu Huraira,
not bring me bones
or dung. Abu Huraira asked the Prophet (peace be upon him) why he
specifically mentioned not to bring those two items. The Prophet (peace
be upon him) told him, They are food for the jinn. A delegation of
Naseeb came to me, and what nice jinn they are, and asked me about
their provisions. I supplicated to Allah for them that they would never
pass by dung or bones except that they would find meat upon them.
And it is recorded in
at-Tirmidhi, with a sahih chain, that the
Prophet (peace be upon him) said, Do not clean yourselves with dung
or with bones for they are food for your brothers among the
And
in Sahih Muslim it is recorded from Ibn Masud that a messenger from
the jinn came to the Prophet (peace be upon him) and he went with them.
The Prophet (peace be upon him) read to them some
verses. The
Prophet (peace be upon him) showed the people the remains of their
embers. They asked the Prophet (peace be upon him) about their
provisions and he told them, Every bone on which the name of Allah
has been mentioned will have meat on it for you. And the dung are
fodder for your animals. Then he said, Do not clean yourselves with
them as they are food for your brothers.*
The Prophet also informed us that the devils eat with their left
hands and he ordered us to be different from them in this respect.
Muslim recorded in his Sahih, on the authority of Ibn Umar, that the
Prophet (peace be upon him) said,

If one of you eats, he should eat with his right hand. And if he drinks,
he should drink with his right hand. Verily, Satan eats with his left hand
and drinks with his left hand. In
the following hadith is
recorded,
vol. 2, 154.
If we are prohibited rom spoiling the food of the inn, it is must definitely also be
l

the case that we are prohibited from spoiling the
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Whoever eats with his
hand, Satan eats with him. And whoever
drinks with his left hand, Satan drinks with him.
The following hadith is also recorded in

..
If the man enters his house and mentions the name of Allah upon
entering it and upon eating therein, Satan says, There is no lodging for
you here and no meal here. But if the man enters his house and neglects
to mention the name of Allah upon entering it, Satan says, I have found
lodging for you. And if he does not mention Allahs name upon eating
his meal, Satan says, I have found lodging and a meal. This hadith
was also recorded by Muslim. These hadith are clear texts that definitely
prove that the devils eat and drink.
In the same manner that it is prohibited for man to eat any meat
that has not had the name of Allah pronounced over it, the Messenger of
Allah (peace be upon him) permitted the believing jinn to eat any bone
that has had the name of Allah pronounced over it. They are not
permitted to eat meat over which Allahs name has not been mentioned.
All that has been eaten without having the name of Allah mentioned over
it provides food for the non-believing jinn who are the devils. In other
words, the devils seek as permissible all the food that has not had the
Allah mentioned over it. This is why many scholars are of the
name
opinion that carrion that have died by themselves are food for the devils
the name of Allah was not mentioned over them.
Ibn Qayyim concludes from the verse of the Quran,
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the

you who believe, strong drink and games of chance and idols and
divining arrows are only an infamy of Satans handiwork. Leave it aside
in order that you might succeed
that intoxicating
liquors are the beverages of the devils. And it is the drink that he orders
his patrons to drink, and he participates with them in that action, in its
drinking, its sin and its eventual punishment.

Do the jinn marry and procreate?
It is apparent that the jinn do have sexual intercourse. To prove
this, some of the scholars refer to the description of the spouses in
paradise. Allah says concerning them,

Therein are those of modest gaze, whom neither man nor jinn will have
touched before them (al-Rahmaan 60). The author of Lawaami
al-Anwaar al-Bahiya mentions a hadith which deserves a closer loo k to
see at its chain to see whether it is authen tic or not. The hadith states,

The jinn have children in the same way that the sons of
Adam have children, but theirs are more in number. This
was related by ibn Abu Haatim and Abu al-Shaikh in al-
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Udhma on the authority of Qataada. Regardless of

whether or not this hadith is authentic, the verse above is
clear that the jinn have intercourse and that satisfies us as
proof.

Some people allege that the jinn do not eat, drink or have
sex, but that claim is false as we have shown in our clear
proofs from the Quran and the sunnah.
Some scholars are of the opinion that there are different
types of jinn and some of them do eat or drink while
others do not. Wahb ibn Munabih said, The jinn are of
different kinds. One is a pure jinn, and that is like a wind
that does not eat or drink, nor does it die or procreate.
And there IS a class of them that does eat, drink, procreate
and has sex and dies. And those are those female demons
and desert demons and similar others. This was recorded
by ibn Jarir at
But what Wahb said is itself in need of evidence and cannot be
considered a proof on its own.
Many scholars have delved into the nature of their eating: is it
similar to that of the humans, do they swallow or is it by sniffing and so
forth. It is a mistake and not allowed to delve into such matters and we
are not required to know about such things. Neither Allah or His
Messenger (peace be upon him) have informed us of such matters.

In the way that the report is being referred to, it seems that it is from the
reports of Qataada. Such reports are considered weak, unless they are supported
through other sources. Unfortunate1 , the recently published edition of ibn
tafseer does not extend a I the way to
al-Rabmaan to be able to
check the entire chain.-JZ
al-Anwaar, vol. 2, p. 222.
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Marriage between the jinn and humans
One still hears about some man marrying a jinn or some woman
marrying one of the jinn or a woman being proposed to by one of the
jinn. Al-Suyooti mentioned many such reports from the early generations
and scholars pointing to the existence of marriages between humans and
jinn. Ibn Taimiya said, Humans and jinn have gotten married and have
had children, this has happened often and is well-known.
Assuming it is possible, many of the scholars showed a dislike
for such a marriage. Scholars such as al-Hasan Qataada, al-H ukum and
Ishaaq were known to have shown a di slike for it. Imam Malik could not
find any text that would prohibit it but he himself did not like for it to
occur and he gave his reason for saying so, I hate that it would be the
case that we would find a woman who is pregnant and we ask her, Who
is your husband? and she replies, One of the jinn. Much evil would be
the result of that.
A group of people are of the opinion that it is not permitted to
marry from the jinn. From the blessings of Allah is that He created for
mankind spouses of their own species. Allah says in the Quran,

And of His signs is this: He created for you mates from yourselves that
you might find rest in them, and He ordained between you love and
mercy (al-Room 21). If it could occur, it would not be possible to have
. [It should be noted that there is no direct evidence
Majmoo Fatawa,
for such an occurrence. T e Prophet (peace be upon him) never referred to such a
practice. The narrations concerning such
from later authorities cannot, in
themselves, be considered proofs concerning this matter. Furthermore, there does
not seem to be any evidence that any children existed that had characteristics of beng
partly jinn and artly human. Today, in the United
Emirates, there is a clan that
claims to be
from a female jinn. However, their characteristics are no
from any other human. Hence, it is impossible to prove
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that companionship and love between the spouses due to their different
species. The goal and wisdom of marriage would not be attainable since
the tranquillity and love mentioned by Allah in the Quran would be
impossible.
In any case, although people claim that such marriages occur
and have occurred in the past, if such does occur, it is rare and
strange. Furthermore, the one who performs it must seek the Islamic
ruling concerning it. It could be the case that the one who does it is, in a
sense, overpowered and has no way to escape that situation.
And what points to the possibility of marriage between the two
species is the mention of the female companions in
ise. Allah says
about them

Whom neither man nor jinn have touched before them (al-Rahmaan
56). And this verse points to both the jinn and mankind being equally
suitable for them.

Do the devils die?
die.

There is no doubt that the jinn, and the devils among them, do
following
verse applies to them,

.
Everyone that 1s therein will pass away; There remains but the
countenance of your Lord of Might and Glory. Which is it, of the favors
of your Lord, that you deny? (al-Rahmaan 26-28). In Sahih al-Bukhari
it is reported from Ibn Abbas that the Prophet used to say,
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I seek refuge, by your Glory, the One, whom there is no other god but
You, the One who does not die, and the jinn and mankind do die.
Concerning the length of their lives, we do not know much
except what Allah has said concerning the accursed Satan who has been
given respite and life until the Day of Judgment. Allah says,
..
He said: Reprieve me till the day when they are raised (from the dead).
He said: Lo! you are of those reprieved (AI-Asaaf 14-15).
Concerning other jinn or devils, we do not know their lifespans.
But we do know that their lifespans are longer than that of the humans.
Further evidence that they do die is the report that Khaalid ibn
killed the devil of al-Uza (a tree that the Arabs used to worship).
And a Companion killed a jinn that took the shape of a serpant, as shall
be discussed later.

The residence of the jinn and their places and the times
that they can be found
The jinn live upon the same earth as humans do. Most of them
can be found among the ruins and dilapidated areas, as well as the places
where there are many impure things, such as, bathrooms, hashish dens,
the places of the camels, cemeteries. For that reason, as Ibn Taimiya
said, those people who are close to Satan usually inhibit such areas.
There are hadith that say that one should not pray in bathrooms due to
the impurities present and because it is the abode of Satan, or in
cemeteries as this leads to polytheism and it is also a home for the
devils.
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Many of them are in the places which may be sources of evil,
such as the marketplaces. The Prophet (peace be upon him) gave the
advice to one of his Companions,

you can, do not be the first one to enter the marketplace. And do not
be the last to leave it. For they are the places of Satan and therein he
raises his banner. This hadith was recorded in Sahih Muslim.
Th e dev live in the same houses in which people ve. One can
stop them from entering or repel them from such houses by mentioning
upon entering those houses, by remembering or mentioning Allah
r dhikr), reciting the Quran, in particular, surah al-Baqara and the
verse of the Throne (verse 255 of that surah). The Prophet (peace be
upon him) stated that the devils spread out and roam about increasingly
when the dark first comes, and, therefore, he has advised Muslims to
bring in their children during that period of time. This is stated in a
hadith that was recorded by both AI-Bukhari and Muslim.
And the devils run away from the call to prayer and cannot stand
listening to it. And in the month of Ramadhaan they are chained.

The places where the devils sit or gather
The devils love to sit between the shade and the sunlight. For
this reason the Prophet (peace be upon him) forbade the Muslims to sit
and other
in such places. This hadith was recorded in the books of
works and it is sahih.

The animals of the jinn
In the hadith of Ibn Masud, recorded in Sahih Muslim, the jinn
asked the Prophet about their provisions. He told them, Every bone on
which the name of Allah is recited is your provision. The time it will fall
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in your hand it would be covered with flesh. And the dung of (the
camels) is fodder for your animals. Thus the Prophet (peace be upon
him) has informed us that they possess animals and that the fodder for
their animals is the dung of the animals of mankind.

Specific animals that the devils accompany
The devils
Prophet (peace be upon

some animals. such as camels. The

Verily the camel has been created from devils. And behind every camel
.
a
For this reason, the Prophet (peace be upon him) has
prohibited us from praying in the pastures of the camels. It is recorded in
and
Abu
that the Prophet (peace be upon
him) said,
1

not pray in the pastures of the camels, for they are from the devils.
But pray in the fields of the sheep, for they are
Ibn Majah
recorded in his
with a sahih chain,

not pray in the resting places of the camels [that they go to after
being] watered, for they have been created from the devils. These
This was recorded by Saeed ibn Mansoor in his
with a
chain.
See
vol. 2, 25.
This translator could not
all of this as one statement as in the text. Instead, the
Prophet (peace be upon him), as recorded in the referred to works, was asked about
praying in the camel astures and in the fields of sheep and he responded to
question separately.
knows
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hadith refute the claims of those who state that the reason it is forbidden
to pray in the places of the camels is that their urine and dung are
impure. Actually, the urine and the dung of any animal that i s
permissible to eat is not considered impure.

The ugliness of Satan
Satan has a very ugly appearance. This is something
accepted by the mind. Allah compares the branches of the tree of
Zuqqum in Hell to the heads of the devils. Allah says,

Is it better as a welcome, or the tree of Zaqqum? Lo! We have
appointed it a torment for wrong-doers. Lo! It is a tree that springs in the
heart of hell. Its crop is as it were the heads of the devils
62-65).
Christians of the Middle Ages used to picture Satan as a black
man with a pointed beard, raised eyebrows, a mouth that emits flames,
horns and hoofs and a tail.

Satan has two horns
In Sahih Muslim, it is recorded from Ibn Umar that the Prophet
(peace be upon him) said,

See

357.
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Do not seek to pray when the sun is rising or when it is setting, verily it
rises [and sets] between the two horns of a devil. In al-Bukhari and
Muslim, it is also recorded that the Prophet (peace be upon him) said,

If the sun is setting then leave the prayer until it disappears. And do not
wait for your prayer until the sun is rising, nor while it is setting. For
verily it sets and rises between the two horns of Satan. These hadith
are referring to the polytheists of the Arabs who used to worship the sun
and would prostrate to it when it would set or rise, for that reason Satan
would establish himself in that direction so that their worship could be

directed towards him.

The Prophet (peace be upon him) has forbidden us to pray
during that time. Actually, the correct opinion is that prayer during that
time is permissible if there is some reason for it, such as the prayer upon
entering the mosque. It is not allowed, though, if there is no reason for it,
such as simply a supererogatory
The meaning of the Prophets words is that one should not
intentionally set that time for prayer.
And from among the other narrations that mention the horn of
Satan is the following hadith that is recorded in Sahih al-Bukhari: Ibn
Umar related that he saw the Prophet (peace be upon him) pointing to
the east and state,

With that exact
, the hadith does not seem to be in either
or
Muslim. However, it is c ose to a hadith in
and a hadith with a similar
meaning may also be found in
This is a matter in which there is some difference of opinion on this question. The

author is simply stating the opinion
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Verily, the trial will come from here, the calamity will come from here,
where the horn of Satan rises. The latter statement is referring to the

East.

Their ability and strength
Allah has given the jinn power and ability that He has not given
humans. Allah has informed us of some of their ability, including great
speed and movement.
of Satanic Jinn promised Solomon that he
One of the
would be able to bring the throne of Sheba to Jerusalem in a period of
time that was so short that a man would not be able to stand from his
of sitting. But one who had knowledge of the Book said,
will
bring it before your gaze returns to you. Allah has described this
incident in the Quran with the following verses,

A stalwart of the Jinn said: I will bring it to you before you can rise
from your place. Lo! I verily am strong and trusty for such work. One
with whom was knowledge of the scripture said: I will bring it to you
before your gaze returns to you. And when he saw it set in his presence,
and he said, This is from the bounties of my Lord.

They preceded mankind in matters related to space
The jinn used to go to the lowest heaven to eavesdrop on the
inhabitants of the heavens in order to find out what event would occur in
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the future. When the Prophet was sent with his message the number of
guards in the heavens were increased. Allah savs in the Quran,

And (the Jinn who had listened to the Quran said): We had sought the
heaven but had found it filled with strong warders and meteors. And we
used to sit on places (high) therein to listen. But he who listens now
finds a flame in wait for him (al-Jinn S-9).
The Prophet (peace be upon him) himself described how the jinn
tried to steal the messages in the heaven.A b u Huraira reported that the
Prophet (peace be upon him) informed him, When Allah decrees a
matter in heaven, the angels move their wings in submission to His word
which is like a chain on a smooth stone. When their hearts are delivered
from fear they say, What did your Lord say? and receive the reply,
That which He said is the truth and He is the Most High and the Most
Great. Then those who listen by stealth hear it (i.e., the jinn), and they
are like this, some above others (and
a narrator, illustrated this
point by turning his hand over and separating the fingers). Then one who
hears the word passes it on to the one below him, and so forth until one
of them passes it to the tongue of a soothsayer or diviner. Often a flame
catches him before he is able to pass it on. He then mixes with it one
hundred lies. People then ask, Isnt it true that he not made su ch a
statement on a specific date, and he is believed because of that one
word which was heard from the heavens. (Recorded by al-Bukhari in
his Sahih.)

Superstitions during the period of ignorance
Knowledge of the reason why they were being pelted with
meteors put an end to superstitious belief that the people of ignorance
used to pass on. Ibn Abbas narrated from one of the companions
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Prophet (peace be upon him), from among the Ansar, who said that they
were with the Prophet one night and they witnessed a shooting star. The
Prophet asked them, What did you say during the days of ignorance
concerning a shooting star like that? They said, Allah and His
Messenger know best. We used to say that on that night an important
person was born or an important person had died. The Prophet said, It
does not do so because of the death or birth of anyone. But when Allah
decides an affair, the inhabitants who carry the Throne sing His praise,
and so do the ones of the next heaven and so forth until the lowest
heaven. Then those are close to those who carry the Throne say to those
who carry the Throne, What did your Lord say? And they are then
informed about what Allah has decreed. And they pass this news to the
next heaven and so forth until it reaches the lowest heaven. Then the jinn
listen in and pass on the word to their servants. When the angels notice
them they attack them with meteors. If all that they [the jinn] would
relate is only that which they actually had heard, they would be truthful;
but, instead, they mix it with lies and make additions to it. (This hadith
was recorded in Sahih Muslim.)

Their knowledge in building and other crafts
Allah has informed us that the jinn which were subjected to the
control of the Prophet Solomon performed many feats which were
evidence of their physical ability, intelligence and skill. Allah says in the

And (We gave him) certain of the jinn who worked before him by
permission of his Lord. And such of them as deviated from Our
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command, them We caused to taste the punishment of flaming fire. They
made for him what he willed: Synagogues and statues, basins like wells
and boilers built into the ground (Saba 12-13). And, perhaps, they also
had the ability to communicate between locations and reach places in a
way similar to radios and televisions. Ibn Taimiya stated that one of the
shaikhs who had contact with the jinn told him that the jinn showed
.
them something sparkling like water or glass. And they showed him
therein whatever thev wanted of news
it was something like
a crystal ball] The one reporting this
Taimiya said, They would
bring the speech of the one who was seeking my help to me and would
respond and they would take my speech back to that person.
Perhaps they were able to discover things, like the
radios and televisions, a long time ago.

Their ability to take on other shapes
The jinn have the ability to take on the shapes of humans or
animals. On the day of the Battle of Badr, Satan approached the
polytheists in the form of a man called Suraaqa ibn Malik and he
promised the polytheists aid and victory on that day. Concerning this
event, Allah has revealed the following,

And when Satan made their deeds seem fair to them and said: No one
of mankind can conquer you this day, for I am your protector.
(al-Anfaal48).
But when the armies met and Satan saw the angels descending
from the sky, he fled. [The above verse continues:]

vol. I,

309.
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But w
the armies came in sight of one another, he took flight,
saying:
. I am innocent of you. Lo! I see that which you do not. Lo! I
fear Allah. And Allah is severe in punishment (al-Anfaal48).
Abu Huraira has related the following incident that was recorded
in Sahih al-Bukhari and other books. Abu Huraira said that the Prophet
had put him in charge of guarding the zakat of Ramadhaan. He related,
Someone came to me and began to take portions of the food. I caught
him and told him that I was going to take him to the Messenger of Allah.
The man complained, I am in great need and I have children dependent
on me. Therefore I let him go. In the morning, the Prophet (peace be
upon him) asked me, What happened to the one you caught last night,
Abu Huraira? I replied, Oh Messenger of Allah, he pleaded with me
concerning his great need and his dependent children, so I felt pity for
him and let him go. The Prophet (peace be upon him) said, He lied to
you and he will be back. I knew that he would therefore return because
the Prophet (peace be upon him) had said so. I waited for him. When he
came, he again began to take loads of food. I caught him again and again
told him that I was going to take him to the Messenger of Allah (peace
be upon him). But when he pleaded, Let me go. I am in great need and
have children dependent on me, I again had mercy on him and let him
go. In the morning, the Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) again
asked me, Oh Abu Huraira, what happened to your prisoner last night?
I replied, Oh Messenger of Allah, he complained to me of his great need
and dependent children so I let him go again. The Prophet (peace be
upon him) said, He has lied to you and he will return. I again waited
for him and again he came and began to take loads of food. I caught him
once again. I told him, This time I will definitely take
to the
Messenger of Allah. This is the third time vou have done such an act.
This time the man said to me, If you let me go I will teach you some
words by which Allah wil greatly
t you! Wh you go to your bed

of
recite the verse of the throne [al-Baqara
from, Allah, there is no
god but He, the Living, the Eternal, to the end of the verse. If you do so
a guardian from Allah will come and protect you from the devils until
the morning. I decided to let him go. In the morning, the Messenger of
Allah (peace be upon him) again asked me, What happened to your
prisoner last night, Abu Huraira? I answered, He claimed that he would
teach me some words that would benefit me greatly. The Prophet (peace
be upon him) said, He has told the truth although he is a liar. Do you
know who was that person youve been talking to for the last three
nights? I replied in the negative. The Prophet (peace be upon him) told
me, That was a devil. In this hadith it is clear that devil jinn took the
form of a human being.
They may also take the form of certain animals, for example,
camels, donkeys, cows, dogs or cats. But, in particular, they take the
form of a black dog. The Prophet (peace be upon him) has said that the
black dog interrupts the prayer and he gave the reason for that that it is a
devil. Ibn Taimiya said, The black dog is the devil of the dogs. And the
jinn often take its form. Similarly, they take the form of a black cat.
The color black has the greatest strength for the devils as opposed to
other colors; in it is the power of the heat.

The jinn of the houses
The jinn take the forms of snakes and appear in front of humans.
It is for this reason that the Prophet (peace be upon him) has forbidden
the killing of the snakes found in the houses, out of fear that they may be
on the
jinn that have embraced Islam. It is recorded in Sahih
authority of Abu Saeed al-Khudri that the Prophet (peace be upon him)
said,

This translator is not aware of any evidence from the Quran or sunnah that shows
that it is common or correct to say that devils take on the form of black cats. A
statement of that nature needs to be supported from authentic
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A group of jinn in Madina have embraced Islam. So he who sees
anyone of them, should warn it three times. And if it appears after that it
should be killed, for it must be a devil.
One of the Companions of the Prophet (peace be upon him)
killed one of the snakes in the house and this led to his death. Muslim
has recorded it in his Sahih that Abu al-Saib went to Abu Saeeds house
and found him praying. Abu al-Saib was waiting for him to finish his
prayer when he heard some rumbling in the bundles of wood which were
lying in the corner of the house. He looked and he found it was a snake.
He was about to kill it when Abu Saeed gestured to him to sit down.
After the prayer, Abu Saeed pointed to a room and he said, Do you see
this room? Yes, answered al-Saib. Abu Saeed said, There was once a
man who was a newlywed and we went to participate with the Prophet
(peace be upon him) in the Battle of the Trench. He used to ask the
Prophets permission to go to his wife and the Prophet cautioned him to
take along his weapons for he feared [an attack from behind by] the tribe
Quraidha. The man took his weapons and when he returned to his family
he found his wife standing between the doors of the apartment. He was
enraged from jealousy and took a stab at her with his spear. She told him
to keep his spear away and to enter the house to see what had made her
go outside. He entered and found a big snake on the bed. He struck it
with his spear and pierced it. He was bent upon taking it outside, but the
snake had enough strength to bite him. No one knows who died first
from that incident, the snake or the man. The people made mention of
this incident to the Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him), asking him
to ask Allah to bring that man back to life. Instead, the Prophet (peace be
upon him) said, Ask forgiveness for our companion. In Madina there
are jinn that embraced Islam. if any of you should see one of them [that
is, a snake], he should give him warning for three days. If it appears after
that, it should be killed because it is, therefore, a devil.
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Important notes
This regulation concerning the prohibition of killing such
animals is with respect to snakes only and not with respect to all
animals.
2. The regulation does not extend to every snake but only to
those that are found in the house. Those that are found outside of the
houses may be killed.
3. If one sees a snake in the house then he should warn it, in
other words, order it to leave, by saying something similar to, I adjure
you by Allah to leave this house and take your evil away from us, if you
do not do so we shall kill you. If you see it after three days, you should
kill it.
4. The reason that it is to be killed only after three days is a
precautionary step in order to ensure that one does not kill a jinn that had
become Muslim. If he was such a jinn, he would leave the house. If he
does not leave, then he deserves to be killed, as it is, in that case, a
rebellious non-believing jinn that deserves to be killed due to the harm
.
that it brings to the inhabitants of the house.
5. There is one type of snake that is found in the house which we
have been given special permission to kill without first requesting it to
leave. In Sahih-al-Bukhari it is recorded from Abu Lubaba that the
Prophet (peace be upon him) said,

Do not kill the jinn, except every one with two streaks on the back, for
they cause miscarriages and take away the eyesight. Therefore, kill
them.
Does this ruling that snakes are jinn mean that every snake is a
jinn or only some of them? The Prophet (peace be upon him) said,
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Snakes are the forms of the transmutations of the shape of the jinn in
the same way that the apes and swine were transmutations of the tribe of
Israel.

Satan is able to flow in the descendants of Adam like blood
flows through a vein.

In Sahih al-Bukhari and Sahih
Prophet (peace be upon him) said,

it is recorded that the

Verily, Satan flows in the
like the flowing of the blood. It is
also recorded in the two Sahihs that Safiyya bint Hayy, the wife of the
Prophet, said, The Messenger of Allah was making seclusion
in the mosque and I brought him his loin cloth during the night. We
talked and then I stood to leave. He also stood with me and walked with
me. was living in the house of Usama ibn Zaid. Two men from the
Ansar passed by us. When the Prophet (peace be upon him) saw them he
went quickly to them and said, It is only
bint
They said,
May Allah be glorified, Oh Messenger of Allah [we had no bad
suspieion about you]. The Prophet (peace be upon him) told them,
This hadith was recorded b at-Tabaraani and
ash-Shaikh in
with a
chain. See Muhamma Nasir al-Din al-Albani,
al-Ahaditb
vol.
p.
[That is the reference given in the text in Arabic. In reality, it is
p.
Furthermore,
makes the following important point on
that this hadith does not mean that the snakes that are in existence to
from the transmuted jinn. Instead, what it means is that some jinn were transmuted
into snakes, as what ha
to those Jews who were transmuted into apes and
swine. However, they di not procreate, as is stated in another authentic hadith,
Verily, Allah did not make for any of the transmuted
s procreation or posterity.
In fact,, apes and swine were in existence before
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and

Satan flows in the human like the flowing of the blood. I feared that he
would cast some evil allegation in your souls.

Their weaknesses and inabilities
In some aspects, the jinn and devils are strong while in others
they are weak. Allah says,

Verily, the plot of Satan is weak (al-Nisaa 76). We shall mention some
of those aspects that Allah and His Messenger (peace be upon him) have
informed us about.

They have no power over the pious worshippers of Allah
Allah did not give Satan the ability to compel mankind or force
them to misguidance and disbelief. Allah says in the Quran,

. My faithful bondsmen- over them you have no power, and your
Lord suffices as their guardian
65). And He also said,
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And Satan indeed found his calculation true concerning them, for they
follow him, all save a group of true believers. And he had no warrant
whatsoever against them, save that We would know him who believes in
the Hereafter from him who is in doubt thereof (Saba 20-2 1). The
meaning is that Satan has no means of mastery over them, either through
Satan,
proofs against them or through any power over them.
himself, recognizes that fact as one can see in the following verse,

He [Satan) said: My Lord! Because you have sent me astray, I verily
shall adorn the path of error for them in the earth, and shall mislead them
every one, save such of them as are your perfectly devoted slaves
His mastery is over those humans and jinn who are pleased with
his ideas and those who are pleased to follow and obey him. Allah has
said,

As for My slaves, you have no power over any except such of the
as follow you (al-Hijr 42). On the Day of Resurrection, Satan
will say to those who followed him in this world to misguidance and
destruction,
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[Lo! Allah promised you a promise of truth; and I promised you, then
failed you.] And I had no power over you save that I called unto you and
you obeyed me. I cannot help you, nor can you help me (Ibraheem 22).
And
verse

His power is only over those who make him an ally, and those who
ascribe partners to Allah (al-Nahl 100).
His mastery over them is through seduction and misguidance. He
agitates and stirs them and leads them to disbelief and polytheism. He
harasses them until they enter into it. And he never leaves them alone.
Allah says in the Quran,

you not see that We have set the devils on the disbelievers to
confound them with confusion
83).
His power over them is not due to any proofs or arguments but is
simply because the actions that he calls them to are in accordance with
their own desires and wishes. They have harmed themselves. They allow
their true enemy, Satan, to become their friend and master because they
are in agreement with what he wants from them. When they stretch their
hands to him, they become his prisoner as a type of punishment for their
own acts. Allah did not give Satan power over any of his slaves until the
himself opened the way for Satan by obeying him
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him with Allah. Then Allah allows Satan to subjugate the slave and have

over him.

He has power over the believers due to their sins
A hadith states, Allah is with the judge as long as he does not
commit any injustice. If he commits any injustice, Allah is free from him

and keeps Satan with him.
has related a unique
from.
Abu al-Faraj ibn al-Jauzi
al-Hassan al-Basri. The story, depending on how authentic it is, shows
the ability of a human in overpowering Satan if he is sincere to Allah in
his religion and it shows how Satan can take advantage of the human

when he strays. Al-Hasan al-Basri narrated that there was a tree that was
worshipped instead of Allah. One man decided to chop down that tree.
He was going to chop down the tree out of anger for the sake of Allah.
On the way to the tree he met Iblees who was in the form of a man.
Iblees asked him, What do you plan on doing? The man answered, I
am going to chop down that tree that is worshipped instead of Allah.
Satan said, If you do not worship it, why should it harm you if others do
will chop it down. Satan then told him,
so? The man replied,
Would you like something better than that? Do not cut it and you will
get two dinars every morning under your pillow. From where will I get
that? the man asked. I will give it to you, said Iblees. The man
returned and the next morning he found two dinars under his pillow. The
following morning he again found two dinars under his pillow. On the
following morning he did not find anything. He got upset and went to
chop down the tree. Satan again appeared to him in the shape of the
same man. Satan asked him, What do you want to do? The man
plan on cutting down that tree that is worshipped instead of
answered,
Allah! Iblees said, You have lied. There is no way you will be able to
do it, The man left to chop it down. The earth swallowed him and
him until it almost killed him. Iblees asked, Do you know who I
. I am Satan. I met you for the first time when you were angry for the
was recorded by al-Haakim and al-Baihaqi with a
vol. 2,

chain. See al-Albani,

the

sake of Allah and I had no power over you. I deceived you by two dinars
and you stopped what you had intended to do [for the sake of Allah].
Now you have come because you are angry about the two dinars, and I
have gotten mastery over you.*
Allah has also informed us in His Book about a person who was
all of
given the signs of Allah and was aware of them, but then he
that and Allah let Satan gain mastery over him, Satan then seduced him
and misled him and he became a lesson for others and a story that has
been passed on. Allah says in the Quran,

Recite unto them the tale of him to whom We gave Our revelations, but
he sloughed them off, so Satan overtook him and he became of those
who were lead astray. And had We willed We would have raised him by
their means, but he clung to the earth and followed his own lust.
Therefore his likeness is as the likeness of a dog; if you attack him, he
pants with his tongue out, and if you leave him alone he pants with his
tongue out. Such is the likeness of the people who deny Our revelations.
al-Jauzi, Talbees Iblees,
[The author,
alluded to the fact that the
authenticity of this sto needs to be ascertained. Most likely, it is from the
Israaeeliyaat or stories o the Jews and Christians.
stated that the story
demonstrates how a pious person can overcome Satan.
, the story does not
demonstrate that since the person was originally going to chop own the tree for the
sake of Allah but he was not able to overcome Satans plot
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Narrate unto them the history (of the men of old), that
take thought (al-Araaf 175-76). It is clear that this parable applies to
the one who knows the truth and refuses to accept it, like the Jews who
knew that the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) was a true
messenger from the Lord but they disbelieved in him.
This is all of the story that Allah gives us. Some say that the
verse refers to Balaam ibn Baoora who was a pious person and then he
became a disbeliever. Some say it refers to Umayya ibn
Allah during the days of ignorance and who had met
of envy.
the Prophet but refused to believe in him
he would be the next messenger to be sent. We do not possess any
text that clearly identifies who the verse refers to. To receive
the signs of Allah and then to disbelieve in them is a description of
someone who is very similar to Satan. This is so because Satan became a
disbeliever after he clearly knew and recognized the truth. This is one of
the things that the Prophet (peace be upon him) feared most for his
nation. Al-Hafez Abu Yala recorded from Hudhaifa bin al-Yaman that
the Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) said, From the things that I
fear for you is a man who recites the Quran until you see its splendor
upon him. His cloak is Islam and he wears it until Allah wishes and then
he throws it behind his back and attacks his neighbor with a sword and
accuses him of polytheism. [Hudhaifa] said, 0 Messenger of Allah,
which should be killed, the one who is attacking or the one who is
attacked. He (peace be upon him) said, Nay, the one who is
attacking.

Satans fear and fleeing from some of the slaves of Allah
If a slave holds fast to Islam, has a sincere belief in his heart and
stays within the bounds set by Allah, then Satan departs and flees from
him. The Prophet (peace be upon him) said to Umar,

Katheer said, Its chain is good.

Katbeer, vol.
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Satan most certainly flees from you, 0
Umar,

He also said about

j r
I certainly see the devils of jinn and mankind fleeing from
But that situation was not solely for Umar. Whoever possesses a
strong faith can overcome Satan, defeat him and belittle him. It states in
a hadith,

The believer emaciates his devil in the same way that one of you
weakens his camel
during
Ibn Katheer stated, after
recording this hadith, Seizing his devil means grabbing his forelock and
overpowering him like what is done to a camel if he escapes and is
captured?
It is even the case that a Muslim may have such a strong effect
from among the jinn that the jinn
on his partner or
becomes a Muslim. Muslim and
have recorded from the Prophet
(peace be upon him),

This was recorded by
Sahib

at-Tirmidhi and ibn Hibban with a

vol. 2, p. 74.

chain. See

Recorded by al-Tirmidhi with a
chain. See Sahib
vol. 2, p.
The text of the hadith in the work by al-Ashqar has a number of mistakes to it.
Above is the correct text taken from

This was recorded by
[Shuaib al-Arnaoot and
Murshid point out that
the chain of this hadith is weak because it contains
ibn Lahiyah who was of
weak memory. See Shuaib al-Arnaoot and Adil Murshid,
al-lmaam Abmad
(Beirut: Muasassah
vol. 14, . 504. The chain also contains

another weakness that they did not mention. T is weakness is that the same ibn
Lahiyah used to commit
(wherein he would use a vague term that did not
show how he received the hadith) and, in this narration, he used a vague term in the

chain. Hence, one cannot be certain as to whom ibn Lahiyah actually heard this
hadith from.-JZ]
Ibn Katheer, Al-Bidaayab wa al-Nibaayab, vol. 1, p. [This interpretation by
is

on the incorrect wording of the
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There is not one of you who does not have his partner from among the
j inn. The people asked, Even you, Oh Messenger of Allah? He
answered, Even me, but Allah has helped me against him and,
has also
therefore, he only commands me to do good. Imam
recorded this hadith from Ibn Abbas with the wording, But Allah has
And Muslim recorded
helped me against him and he embraced
from Aisha,
my Lord aided me against him until he submitted.

The

were made subservient to Solomon

Allah made all the jinn and devils subservient to the Prophet
Solomon (peace be upon him) and they all performed what he wished.
He punished and imprisoned those who disobeyed. Allah says in the

So We made the wind subservient unto him, setting fair by His
command whatever he intended. And the devils, every builder and diver
(made We subservient), and others linked together in chains (Saud
36-3
He also said,
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And unto Solomon (We gave) the wind, whereof the morning course
was a months journey and the evening course a months journey, and
We caused the fountain of copper to gush forth for him, and (We gave
him) certain of the jinn who worked before him by permission of his
Lord. And such of them as deviated from Our command, them We
caused to taste the punishment of a flaming fire (Saba 12).
This subjugation to Solomon was in response to a prayer that he
made to Allah that is stated in the Quran,

He said: My Lord! Forgive me and bestow on me sovereignty such as
shall not belong to any after me. Lo! You are the Bestower (Saud 35). It
was this supplication that prevented the Prophet Muhammad (peace be
upon him) from keeping and showing the jinn that he had captured, who
had put a burning branch in the Prophets face and wanted to throw it at
him. In Sahih Muslim, the following is related on the authority of Abu
al-Darda: the Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) stood (to pray)
and he could be heard saying,
seek refuge in Allah from you. After
which he said, I curse you with the curse of Allah. He stated that three
times and then stretched out his arm, looking as if he was about to grab
something. When he finished the prayer, he was asked, Oh Messenger
of Allah, during the prayer we heard you say something that we have not
heard you say before in the prayer, and we saw
stretch
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arm. The Prophet (peace be upon him) told them, The enemy of Allah,
with a flame of fire to put it in my face, therefore
curse you with Allahs curse. Afterwards, I said
said three times,
three times, I seek refuge in Allah from you. But he did not leave after
any of these. Then I attempted to seize him. I swear by Allah, that had it

not

for the supplication of my brother Solomon, he would have

been fettered and made an object of sport for the children of
And that type of incident occurred more than once.
Imam Muslim also recorded the following from Abu
The Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) said,

An
[a type of devil] of the jinn escaped last night to interrupt my
prayer, but Allah gave me power over him, therefore I seized him and I
on tying him to one of the pillars in the mosque, but then I
was
remembered the supplication of my brother Solomon, My Lord! Forgive
me and bestow on me sovereignty such as shall not belong to any after
me. So Allah returned him belittled and despised.

The Jews lied about Solomon
The Jews and those who follow them in using jinn through
art of magic allege that Solomon used magic to gain mastery over
jinn. Many of the early scholars mention that when Solomon died,
devils recorded books of magic and disbelief and put them under

the
the
the
his

and they said, Solomon used these books to subjugate the jinn.
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This led others to say that if this art is not permissible why did Solomon
perform it. Allah revealed the following,

And when there comes unto them a messenger from Allah, confirming
that which they possess, a party of those who have received the Scripture
fling the Scripture of Allah behind their backs as if they knew not
(al-Baqara 101). Then He clarifies that they followed what was recited
unto them by the devils during the life of Solomon, declaring Solomon
innocent of magic and disbelief,

Solomon disbelieved not; but the devils disbelieved, teaching mankind
magic and that which was revealed to the angels in Babel,
and
Nor did they (the two angels) teach it to anyone till they had said:
We are only a temptation, therefore disbelieve not (in the guidance of
Allah)... (al-Baqara 102).

They are incapable of performing miracles
The jinn are not able to perform miracles like those of the
Messengers that are meant as proof for the truth of their missions. Some
of the disbelievers alleged that the Quran was from the workings of
Satan, so Allah revealed,
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The devils did not bring it down. It is not proper for them [to bring it
. Verily they are banished from the
down], nor is it in their power.
hearing (al-Shuaraa 2 1 O-2 12).

verse,,

Allah challenges all of mankind and the jinn in the following

Say: Verily, though mankind and jinn should assemble to produce the
like of this Quran, they could not produce the like thereof though they
were helpers one of another (al-Israa 88).

They are not able to appear like the Prophet (peace be
upon him) in a vision or dream
The devils are incapable of appearing in the shape of the Prophet
in a dream. At-Tirmidhi has recorded, with a sahih chain, that the
Prophet (peace be upon him) said,

Whoever sees me, then it is me, for the devils cannot appear like me.
the two Sahihs the wording is,

And

vol. 5,
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Whoever sees me, then the vision is true for the devils cannot appear in

my form.
The apparent meaning of the hadith is that the devils are
incapable of taking the true form of the Messenger of Allah (peace be
upon him). But this does not prevent them from taking a form other than
that of the Prophet (peace be upon him) and claiming that they are the
Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him). Therefore it is not permissible
to argue from this hadith that everyone who sees who he thinks is the
Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) in a dream has actually seen
him, unless, of course, who he saw meets the description of the Prophet
(peace be upon him) that is found in the books of hadith. Many people
claim that they had seen the Prophet, yet they give a description of him
that differs from what has been recorded in the trustworthy books.

They are not able to go beyond the limit set for them in the
in the Quran,

0 company of jinn and men, if you have power to penetrate (all)
regions of the heavens and the earth, then penetrate (them)! You will
never penetrate them save with (Our) sanction. Which is it, of the favors
of your Lord, do you deny? There will be sent, against you both, heat of
This translator could not find this hadith with this exact wording in
but its meaning is found therein.-JZ
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or

fire
flash of brass, and you will not escape (al-Rahmaan 33-35).
Despite their power and speed of movement, they are not able to g o
beyond such limits; if they try, they will be destroyed.

They are not able to open the closed doors that

the name of Allah mentioned over them

have had

The Prophet (peace be upon him) stated,

Close the doors and mention Allahs name upon them, for Satan cannot
open a door that has been closed up upon him [and has had the name of
Allah mentioned over it]. There is also the following hadith in the two
Sahihs,

Certainly, Satan does not open a shut door. Tie your buckets and
mention Allahs name upon them, even if it is just putting something
over it, and extinguish your lamps?
In
there is the following hadith,

This was recorded by
Dawud,
ibn Hibban and al-Haakim with a
chain. See al-Abani,
vol. 1, p.
vol. 1, p. 270.

Close your doors and cover your vessels and tie up your waterskins and
put out your lamps, for Satan does not open a closed door, nor does he
take off a cover, nor does he untie the waterskins.
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2

The Ultimate Purpose of Their Creation
created,

The jinn were created for the same purpose that mankind was

.

.

created the jinn and humankind only that they worship Me
(al-Dhaariyaat 56). Therefore, jinn are responsible for their actions and
have been ordered to perform some acts and to abstain from performing
others. Concerning he who is obedient, Allah will be pleased with him
and he will enter paradise. For whosoever disobeys and rebels, he is
given the hell-fire. Many statements of the Quran and hadith indicate
this fact.
On the Day of judgment, Allah will address both the jinn and
mankind with the following words,
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you assembly of jinn and humankind! Came there not unto you
messengers of your own who recounted unto you My tokens and warned
you of this Day? They will say: We testify against ourselves. And the life
of this world beguiled them. And they testify against themselves that
they were disbelievers (al-Anaam 130). This verse proves that the
command of Allah reached the jinn and that they had received
messengers who warned them and conveyed the message to them.
The proofs that they will be punished in the fire are many:

He says: Enter into the Fire among nations of the jinn and humankind
who passed away before you (al-Araaf 37);

Already have We urged unto hell many of the jinn and mankind, having
hearts wherewith they understand not... (al-Araaf 179);

But the word from Me concerning evildoers took effect: that I will fill
hell with the jinn and mankind together (al-Sajda 13).
And the proofs that the believing jinn will enter paradise
include,

But for him who fears the standing before his Lord there are two
gardens. Which is it, of the favours of your Lord, that you deny?
(al-Rahmaan 46-47) This verse, as is clear from the previous verses and,
in fact, the whole surah, is addressed to both jinn and mankind. The
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chapter talks about Allahs blessings to the jinn, of their entering
paradise. If they were not to gain that bounty, how could it be mentioned
as a blessing for them? Ibn Mufleh said in his book
The jinn are responsible for their actions according to the
consensus. Their unbelievers will enter the fire, and this is
agreed upon. Their believers will enter paradise according
to Malik and
In their opinion, they will not be
turned to dust, like animals, and the reward for their
believers is being saved from being in the hell-fire. And
this opinion differs from that of Abu Hanifa, al-Laith ibn
Saad and others. Apparently the first opinion is correct.
They will be in the paradise with the humans in
accordance with their measure of reward. This differs
from those who say they will not eat or drink therein; this
was said by Mujaahid. And this also differs from the
opinion, held by Umar ibn Abdul Aziz, that says that they
will be on the outskirts of paradise. Ibn
said in his
book, The jinn are like humans with respect to
responsibility for deeds and worship?

They are responsible according to their own specific
standard
Ibn Taimiya said,
The jinn are commanded to do the fundamental acts and
the secondary acts according to their own ability. They are
not exactly like humans in definition and nature. What
they have been ordered to do or prohibited from is not, in
its nature, exactly the same as what humans have been
ordered to do or what they have been prohibited from. But
they have in common with humans responsibility for
doing what they have been ordered to, and to abstain from
Quoted in

al-Anwaar, vol. 2, pp. 222-223.

what they have been forbidden. On this point, I know of
no dispute among the Muslims.
A Misconception

and its Reply

Some people have raised an objection or doubt, stating, You
accept the fact that the jinn have been created from fire. Then you say
that the unbelievers from them will be punished in the hell-fire. And the
one who tries to steal any news [from the heavens] will have a meteor
flung at him. How will the fire harm them when they have been created
from it? The response is that in origin they are created from fire. But
after their creation they were not exactly like fire. They became a
creation different from fire. This point can be made clear with reference
to humans who were created from soil. After their creation they certainly
became different from soil. If one strikes another human with a large
portion of soil one could badly harm the other or possibly kill the other.
If a human is buried in soil, he will suffocate and die. Therefore,
although he is from the earth or soil, the soil can certainly harm him. The
same is the case with respect to jinn and fire.

There is no relationship between the jinn and Allah, the
Glorious
The jinn, as was just stated, are just one of the creations of Allah
and, like all the other creations of Allah, are subservient to Him. They
were created only to worship and obey Him and they are responsible for
fulfilling His commands. All of that information puts an end to the
superstitions that developed as a result of misconceptions concerning
their true nature and lack of knowledge. The Jews and polytheistic Arabs
believed that Allah took wives from the jinn and the result of their
relationship were the angels. In the Quran, Allah refers to this false
notion and states that it is false. He says,
Taimiya, Majmoo
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they imagine kinship between Him and the jinn, whereas the jinn
know well that they will be brought before (Him). Glorified be Allah
from that which they attribute (unto Him) (al-Saaffaat 158-l 59). In his
commentary to this verse, Ibn Katheer writes,
Mujahid said, The polytheists said, The angels are the
daughters of Allah, exalted be He above what they say.
Abu Bakr said to them, Who are their mothers? They
answered, The daughters of the best of the jinn. Ibn
Zaid and Qatada both made statements similar to that of
Mujahid... Al-Aufi narrated on the authority of ibn Abbas,
The enemies of Allah alleged that He- The Most
Honorable and Most High- and Iblees were brothers. And
Allah is much greater than this grave allegation.

How does Allahs revelation reach them?
Since they are responsible for their actions, there is no doubt
that the revelation of Allah must reach them and establish the proof
against them. But how does this occur? Do they have messengers from
among themselves like humans do or are the same human messengers
also
to them?
Allah says in the Quran,

of jinn and mankind, came there not unto
of your own who recounted unto you of MY token

 0 y o u assembly

messengers
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(al-Anaam 130). This verse shows that Allah sent messengers to them.
But this verse does not make it clear who these messengers were; were
they jinn or man? The Arabic word used in the verse, minkum [translated
by Pickthall as of your own], could imply either that the messengers
were of the same species as the jinn or it could imply that the one human
messenger was sent to both of them together. Consequently, there is a
difference of opinion concerning which is meant. Basically, there are
two opinions on this point. The first opinion is that the jinn received
messengers of their own kind. This was the opinion of al-Dhuhhaak. Ibn
al-Jauzi said that this is the most obvious meaning of the verse. Ibn
Hazm said that no human messenger was also a messenger to the jinn
before the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him).
The second opinion is that all of the messengers that were sent
to the jinn were humans. Al-Suyooti stated in Luqat
that the
majority of the early and later scholars stated that the jinn never had a
messenger or prophet from their kind; this opinion was related from ibn
Abbas, Mujahid, al-Kalbi and Abu
What makes the latter opinion seem stronger is the statement of
the jinn upon hearing the Quran,

They [the jinn] said,
our people, lo, we have heard a scripture which
has been revealed after Moses... (al-Ahqaaf30). But this verse is still
not a clear proof for this particular question.
The debated question does not require any action on the part of
the Muslims, nor is there any clear text concerning it; therefore, there is
no need to discuss this question in any greater detail.

Quoted in

al-Anwaar, vol. 2, pp.
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of Muhammad (peace be upon him) is for both
jinn and humans

The Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) was sent to both
jinn and humans. Ibn Taimiya stated, There is agreement on this
principle among the Companions and those that followed their way and
the leaders of the Muslims and the rest of the different groups of
Muslims, the
al-sunnah wa al-jamaa and others. May Allah be
pleased with all of them.
What suggests this is the challenge of the Quran to both the jinn
and humans to compose a work similar to the Quran. Allah says in the

though mankind and jinn should assemble to produce the
Say: Veri
of this Quran, they could not produce the like thereof though they
would be helpers, one of another (al-Israa
Some of the jinn quickly became believers when they heard the
Quran recited. The Quran states,

Taimiya, Majmoo al-Fatawa, vol. 19,
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Say: It is revealed unto me that a company of the jinn listened, and they
said, Lo, it is a marvelous Quran, which guides unto righteousness, so
we believe in it and we ascribe no partner unto our Lord (al-Jinn I-2).
Those who listened to the Quran and believed in it are the same
ones who are mentioned in the following verse from surah

And when We inclined toward you (Muhammad) certain of the jinn,
who wished to hear the Quran and, when they were in its presence, said,
Give ear. And when it was finished, turned back to their people,
warning [them]. They said, 0 our people, lo, we have heard a scripture
which has been revealed after Moses, confirming that which was before
it, guiding unto the truth and a right road. 0 our people, respond to
Allahs summoner and believe in Him. He will forgive you some of your
sins and guard you from a painful doom. And whosoever does not
respond to Allahs summoner, he can
escape in the earth, and
you can find no protecting friends instead of Him. Such are in error
manifest (al-Ahqaaf 29-32). They heard the Quran, they believed
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and
to their people to call them towards the oneness of Allah
and faith and they gave them good tidings as well as a warning.
The story of their listening to the Prophet (peace be upon him)
has been recorded by al-Bukhari and Muslim on the authority of ibn
Abbas. Ibn Abbas reported that the Messenger of Allah (peace be upon
him) departed with some of his companions, intending to go to the
bazaar at Ukaz. At that time, there had been obstruction between the
devils and the news from the heavens. And flames were being hurled at
the jinn. Therefore, the jinn went back to their people and were asked
about what had happened. They answered, Some barriers have been put
between us and the news from the heavens. They said, This could only
happen due to some important event. So go to the eastern parts of the
earth and its western parts to find out what has happened to cause these
barriers between us and the news from the heavens. They did so. A
group of them proceeded to Tihama which is a palm grove close to the
fair of Ukaz. At that time, the Prophet (peace be upon him) was leading
his Companions in the dawn prayer. When the jinn heard the recitation
of the Quran, they said, Listen to it. Then they said, This is what has
caused the barriers between us and the news of the heavens. They
our people, we have heard a
returned to their people and said,
marvelous Quran that guides us to the straight path and we believe in it.
Then Allah revealed to His Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him),

Say; It is revealed to me that a company of the jinn listened... (al-Jinn
Allah revealed to the Prophet (peace be on him) what the jinn had
stated

The

from the jinn

The incident mentioned above was the first time that the jinn
became aware of the message of the Prophet (peace be upon him). They
listened to the Quran without the Prophet (peace be upon him) being
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aware of their presence. A group of them believed in it and went back to
their people to spread the message.
After that incident, a delegation of the jinn met with the Prophet
(peace be upon him) to gain some knowledge from him. The Prophet
(peace be upon him) gave them an appointment and met with them and
taught them what Allah prescribed for them and he read the Quran to
them and informed them of the news of the heavens. This latter incident
occurred in Makkah before the Prophets migration to Madina.
Muslim, in his Sahih, and
in his
recorded from
Alqama that he had asked Abdullah ibn Masud if anyone had
accompanied the Prophet (peace be upon him) on the night that the
Prophet (peace be upon him) met with the jinn. Ibn Masud said, No,
none of us did. But we were in the company of the Messenger of Allah
(peace be upon him) that night in Makkah and we missed him. We
searched for him in the valleys and the hills and said, He has either been
taken away [by the jinn] or has been secretly killed. He said, We spent
the worst night which people could ever spend. When it was dawn we
saw him coming from the direction of Hiraa. We said, Messenger of
Allah, we missed you and searched for you but we could not find you
and we spent the worst night which people could ever spend. He [the
Prophet] said, There came to me someone inviting me on behalf of the
jinn and I went along with him and recited to them the Quran. He said,
He then went along with us and showed us their traces and traces of
their embers. They [the jinn] asked him about their food and he said,
Every bone on which the name of Allah is recited is your provision. The
time it will fall in your hands, it would be covered with flesh. And the
dung of the camels is fodder for your animals. And in al-Tabaris
narration from ibn Masud,
stayed one night reciting to the jinn at a
place called al-Hujoon [in Makkah]
From among the verses that he recited to them was surah
In another hadith, the Prophet (peace be upon him) said, I
read it [surah al-Rahmaan] to the jinn on the night of the jinn and they
had a better response to it than you did. When I came to, Which of the

they responded with, There is none
bounties, o Lord, that we deny. And for you is the praise.
That was not the only time that the Prophet (peace be upon him)
recited to the jinn but such meetings were repeated a number of times
afterwards. In his commentary to surah al-Ahqaaf, ibn Katheer records
various hadith in which the Prophet (peace be upon him) met with the
jinn. In some of these hadith, it states that ibn Masud was very close to
the Prophet (peace be upon him) during such a night.
In a hadith recorded in Sahih al-Bukhari, there is the description
of some jinn from a place called Naseeb in Yemen visiting the Prophet
(peace be upon him). Al-Bukhari recorded from Abu Huraira that the
Prophet (peace be upon him) said,

favors of your Lord do you deny
of

A delegation of the jinn of Naseeb [a part of Yemen] came to me- and
how nice these jinn are- and asked me for provisions. I supplicated to
Allah for them that they would never pass by a bone or dung of an
animal except that they would find food upon it.

The

preaching to the humans

hadith there are reports that some jinn
In some of the auth
Bukhari, it is
some
humans. In Sahih
played a role in guiding
recorded that Umar ibn al-Khattab asked a man who used to be a diviner
during the days of ignorance about the most amazing thing that his
jinn had ever informed him of. The ex-diviner told Umar, One
day she came to me in a state of fright. She said, Have you not seen the
despair of the jinn and their defeat [i.e., from listening to the news in the
heavens] and, therefore, they now only follow the camel riders. Umar
said, Such is the truth. I was sleeping near some idols and there came a

This was recorded by al-Bazzaar, al-Haakim and ibn Jarir with a
vol. 1, p. 30.
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chain. See

man with a calf and he sacrificed it for the idol. It let out a scream the
like of which I have never heard. It said,
Julaih, o you arrogant sinner,
you have a matter of success in front of you. A man of fair speech is
saying, None has the right to be worshipped save You (o Allah). The
people fled from the sight (due to fear). Then the same cry came again. I
then went away and a few days later, the people were saying, A prophet
has appeared.. .
After recording this hadith in his commentary to s u r a h
al-Ahqaaf, Ibn Katheer wrote, This is the text of al-Bukhari. Al-Baihaqi
has recorded something similar to it from ibn Wahb. Then he stated,
Apparently this narration follows the mistaken notion that it was Umar
himself who heard the scream at the time of the sacrifice. This is made
explicit in weak narrations from Umar. All of the other narrations point
to the diviner as being the one who reported what he had seen and heard.
Allah knows best. Then he adds, That man who was the diviner was
Sawaad ibn Qaarib.

Their order to do good deeds and being witnesses for
Muslims
The hadith from the Prophet (peace be upon him) in which he
states that his partner from among the jinn submitted and ordered him
only to do good deeds will be mentioned later.
Abu Saeed al-Khudri said to Abu Sasa al-Ansari, I see that you
like sheep and wilderness. Therefore, whenever you are with your sheep
or in the wilderness, make the call to prayer and raise your voice while
doing so. Whoever hears the call to prayer, whether he be human, jinn or
any other being, will be a witness for it on the Day of Resurrection.
Abu Saeed added, I heard that from the Messenger of Allah.
[Recorded by al-Bukhari.] He stated that the jinn who heard the call to
prayer will be witnesses for him on the Day of Resurrection.
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They are at different levels of good and evil
The jinn are of different varieties; some of them are fully
devoted to doing good and righteousness; others are less so. Some of
them are heedless; others are outright disbelievers and they are by far the
majority. Allah says, concerning those who listened to the Quran,

And among us there are righteous folk and among us there are some
that are far from that. We are sects having differences
11). In
other words, some of them are completely pious, some are less so and so
on. They are of different ways and thoughts like the human beings.
Allah also states about them, quoting them,

some who have surrendered to Allah and there
And there are
are among us some who are unjust. And
has surrendered to Allah,
such, have taken the right path purposefully. And as for those who are
unjust, they are firewood for hell
5). In other words, some
of them are Muslims and some have wronged their own souls by being
unbelievers. Whoever submitted has set himself upon the path of
guidance by his actions and whosoever among them wronged their own
souls will be fuel for the hell-fire.

The nature of Satan
Allah gave the jinn the ability to become believers or
disbelievers. Thereby, Satan used to worship Allah along with the angels
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before he became an ingrate. When he became such, he became pleased
with evil and sought it even though it would be the cause of his
punishment. He was pleased by the performance of evil and encouraged
others to perform evil deeds.

He [Satan] said, Then, by Your might, I will surely beguile them,
everyone, save your single-mu ded slaves among them (Saud 82-83).
The same is the case with a human. If his soul becomes evil, he
desires what harms him and becomes gratified by such actions; in fact,
he becomes passionately in 1 ove with such things to the extent that he
.
religion,
rums nis
body and wealth. It is sufficient to
consider, as examples, those who drink alcohol or smoke cigarettes.
These things kill the one who consumes them. They are sufficient to
cause the persons death yet the person is not able to leave them save
through hardship.
1

l

.

1

1

Can a devil embrace Islam?
It is apparent from the hadith that it is possible for a devil to
embrace Islam as the devil of the Prophet (peace be upon him) did so.
Some scholars, though, reject this statement and state that a devil cannot
become a believer. The commentator of al-Aqeeda al-Tahaawiya is of
the latter opinion. The people of this school argue that the word
[mentioned in the hadith concerning the submission of the Prophets
devil] means that the devil submitted to the laws of Islam [without any
belief or faith]. Some scholars say that the correct narration of the
hadith is the Prophet (peace be on him) saying, I am safe from him.
The commentator on al-Tahaawiya is of the opinion that the narration
in the nominative case is a mistake; but
putting the word
The hadith that states that the Messenger of Allah (
be on him) was helped b
Allah over his devil and that his devil submitted an only ordered him to good

be presented later.
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al-Nawawi, in his commentary to Sahih
states, They are two
well-confirmed narrations. He states that al-Khattaabi thinks that the
is with the d h a m m a (that is, with the word in its
nominative form).
From among those who say that a devil can embrace Islam is ibn
Hibban. Commenting on the hadith referred to above, he stated, In this
report there is evidence that the devil of the Prophet (peace be upon him)
embraced Islam and he did not incite the Prophet (peace be upon him) to
do anything but good deeds. Otherwise, the Messenger of Allah (peace
be on him) was safe from him even if the devil were a disbeliever.
There is some doubt concerning the opinion of the commentator
on al-Aqeeda al-Tahaawiya that a devil can only be an unbeliever. If he
means that the word devil is only used for the disbelievers of the jinn,
then his opinion is correct. But if he means a devil can never change and
convert to Islam, then his opinion is far from correct and the hadith is an
evidence against him.

From a
point of view, it does not seem sound that the disbelieving jinn are
responsible for their actions and, at the same time, they are not able to embrace
Islam. The are only to be punished if the message reaches them and they reject the
message. T is, in itself, implies that they have the freedom to be believers or
disbelievers. Hence, they certainly can become Muslims if they so
67
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The reason behind the enmity, its history, and its
severity
The enmity between humans and Satan is rooted in an incident
that took place a long time ago. One must go back to the day that Allah
formed Adam, before He breathed His spirit into him. Satan went around
him and said, [Adam,] if you are given mastery over me, I will surely
disobey you. And if am given mastery over you, I will destroy you.
It is recorded in
on the authority of
that the
Prophet (peace be upon him) said,

When Allah fashioned Adam in Paradise, He left him as long as He
wished to leave him. Then Iblees roamed around him to see what he
actually was and when Iblees found him to be hollow from within, he
recognized that the new creature had been created with a disposition
such that it would not have control over itself.
When Allah breathed into Adam his spirit, he ordered the angels
to prostrate to Adam. Iblees used to worship Allah with the angels so the
order was also addressed to him. But Iblees considered himself too great
and, out of pride, he refused to prostrate to Adam. He cried, I am better
than him.
than
him. You
You created
created me from fire and you created him from clay.
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Then when Adam opened his eyes he found a great and generous
gesture: the angels bowing down to him. But he also found a great
enemy waiting for him that would try to lead him and his descendants to
destruction and misguidance.
Satan was cast out of paradise due to his pride but he took a
promise from Allah to be left alive until the day of judgment.

He said: Reprieve me till the day when they are raised (from the dead).
He said: Lo! You are of those who are reprieved (al-Araaf 14-l 5). Then
the accursed one made a promise and vow to himself that he would
mislead the offspring of Adam and plot against them.

He said: Now, because you have sent me astray, verily I shall lurk in
ambush for them on your Right Path. Then I shall come upon them from
before them and from behind them and from their right and
their
left, and you will not find most of them beholden (to You) (al-Araaf
16). This latter statement of his shows how great will be his struggle
to mislead the offspring of Adam. He will take every path he can against
them, on their right, left, in front of them and behind them. He will
attack them from every direction. Al-Zamakhshari said in his
commentary to this verse, He will come to them from all four directions
as the enemy usually does, such as his sneaking whispers to them. He
statement,
will entice them in every way that he can. As in the
And excite any of them whom you can with your voice, and urge your
horse and foot against them, and be a partner in their wealth and
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children, and promise them. Satan promises them only to deceive
(al-Israa

Allahs warning to us concerning Satan
The Quran warns us at length about Satan since he is such a
great test for humanity. Allah warns humans about Satans misguidance
and his desire to mislead people. Allah says,

Children of Adam! Let not Satan seduce you... (al-Araaf 27). And,

Lo. The devil is an enemy for you, so treat him as an enemy (Faatir
6). Again,

Whoever chooses Satan for an ally instead of Allah is verily a loser and
his loss is manifest (al-Nisaa
The enmity from Satan will not change or vanish. This is
because Satan sees the father of the humans, Adam, as the cause for his
being expelled from paradise and the reason behind Allahs curse upon
Satan. There is no doubt that he will seek revenge from Adam and his
offspring.
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He said: Do You see this (creation) that you have honored above me? If
you give me grace until the Day of Resurrection I will verily seize his
seed, save but a few ( al-Israa 62).
The scholars who deal in matters related to behavior and
conduct often discuss the shortcomings and weaknesses of humans
souls but they do not put enough stress on this fierce enemy, although
Allah warns us against him at many different places in the Quran. And
He orders us to seek refuge from him while Allah does not order us to
seek refuge from our souls anywhere. Only in the opening to an oratory
did the Prophet (peace be upon him) state about the evil in the souls,
And we seek refuge in Allah from the evil in our souls and the evil of
our deeds.

The goals or the aims of Satan
Long-term Goal
Satan has one long term goal. This is his ultimate ambition. This
goal is to see humans thrown into the hellfire and prevented from
entering paradise.
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He only summons his faction to be owners of the flaming Fire (Faatir
.

Short-term Goals
The above is Satans long-term goal. But he has many short-term
goals including:

1. To get the slave involved in disbelief and
This is done by calling people to worship beings or idols other
than Allah. Satan calls the people to disbelief in Allah and to disobey
His commands.

Or the likeness of Satan when he tells man to disbelieve, but when he
disbelieves, he says, Verily, I am innocent of you (al-Hashr 16).
Imam Muslim records in his Sahih on the authority of Iyaadh ibn
Hamaar that the Prophet (peace be upon him) addressed them saying,

In reality, the consequences of this goal are the same as that of the previous goal if
a person
die in a state of unbelief
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people, Allah has commanded me to teach

that which YOU do not

know which He has taught me today. (It is that) any bounty which I have
conferred upon them is lawful for them. I have created my servants with
a natural inclination toward My worship but the Devils turn them away
from the right religion and he makes the things that are unlawful to be
lawful and he orders them to make partners with Me although they have
no authority to do so.

2. If he is not able to lead them to disbelief, he leads them
to
If he is not able to lead the slave to idolatry or disbelief, Satan
does not despair. He then becomes pleased with things that are less than
that, such as sins and disobedience to Allah. He also plants enmity and
hatred in their ranks. Al-Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah have recorded in their
with a
chain, that the Messenger of Allah (peace be upon
him) said,

Verily, Satan has despaired that he should ever be worshipped again in
this land of yours. But he will be obeyed in some of your actions that
you consider small. And he will be pleased by that. And it is recorded
in Sahih al-Bukhari and elsewhere,

The second goal that the author should have stated is, If Satan cannot involve the
person in unbelief, he leads him to innovations and heresies.
al-Thauri
stated, Heresy is more beloved to Satan than sins. This is because heresies involve
disobedience towards Allah as well as the firm belief that the person is doing
something good. This is a very dangerous combination as it then becomes very
difficult to take the person away from that innovation. For more on this point, see
al-Din Zarabozo, Innovations and Islam I: The Meaning of
al(Vol.

4, November
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ever be worshipped by the
Verily Satan despairs that
performers of prayer in the Arabian peninsula. But he will instigate
between them. In other words, he will cause hatred and enmity to
occur in their midst and he will incite them against each other. This is
Allah says in the Quran,

Satan seeks only to cast among you enmity and hatred by means of
strong drink and games of chance... (al-Maaidah 91). Satan enjoins
every evil,

He enjoins upon you only the evil and the foul, and that you should say
concerning Allah that which you know not (al-Baqara 169).
In sum, any action that is loved by Allah is hated by Satan and
every act of disobedience that is hated by the Merciful is loved by Satan.

3. Blocking the slave from obeying Allah
It is not
for him to call people to disbelief, idolatry and
evil deeds. He also tries to block the way to any good deed. There is no
path of goodness that man may follow except that he sits there, lurking
it is from

.

stated that this hadith is from
However it seems that
and other sources but is not to be
in

best

and

turn mankind away. It is stated in a hadith, Satan sits in

of the children of Adam. He sits in

says, Will you embrace Islam and leave the religion of your
grandfathers? The man disobeys him
in the
to migration
and says, Will you migrate and leave
native land? The emigrant is like one on an arduous journey. The
man disobeys him and migrates. Then Satan sits in the path
struggle is

life

killed and your wives will marry others and your wealth will be
distributed. He disobeys him and makes jihad. Whoever does that has
the right upon Allah to enter paradise. And who is killed has a right upon
Allah to enter paradise. And whoever drowns has the right upon Allah to
enter paradise. And whoever has his neck broken by his animal has the
right upon Allah to enter paradise.
The above hadith is confirmed by Allahs saying in the Quran
concerning Satan,

He said: Now, because You have sent me astray, verily I shall lurk in
ambush for them on Your Right Path. Then I shall come upon them from
before them and from behind them and from their right hands and from
hands, and You will not find most of them beholden (to You)
their
(al-Araaf
The statement, I shall sit for them on Your Path, could either
mean, shall cling to Your Path [to misguide them], I shall keep them
from Your Path, or I shall make them deviate from it.
This was recorded by
al-Nasaai and lbn Hibbaan with a
Albani,
vol. 2, 72.
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chain. See

The early scholars have explained this right path in different
ways but all of their explanations, though, are quite similar and
consistent. Ibn Abbas said that it is the clear religion. Ibn Masood said it
is the book of Allah. Jaabir called it Islam while Mujaahid said it is the
truth
Satan does not leave any path to good except that he sits there to
turn people away from it.

4. Ruining the Acts of Obedience to Allah
If Satan is not able to block the way to acts of obedience, then he
will do his best to ruin the act of obedience or worship by making it such
that the person will not receive reward for the action. A companion came
to the Prophet (peace be on him) and said, Verily Satan comes between
me and my prayer and my recitation of the Quran and confuses me. The
Prophet (peace be upon him) said,

.
That is a devil called khinzah. If you feel that occurring to you, seek
refuge in Allah from him and spit (or blow*) on your left side three
times. The companion said he did so and Allah took that devil away
from him. (This was recorded by Muslim in his Sahih.)
When the Muslim begins his prayer, Satan comes to him and
whispers to him and makes his mind busy with the affairs of this life
rather than obedience to Allah. In Sahih Muslim it is recorded that the
Prophet (peace be on him) said,

The action is not actually that of spitting but it is actually

blowing and spitting, where one simply spits out a large portion of air.-J

between

Definitely when Satan hears the call to prayer, he turns his back and
flees, noisily breaking wind in order not to hear the call. After the call is
over he returns to whisper to those who are about to pray. When the
second call (al-iqaama) is made, he again flees and noisily breaks wind
in order not to hear the call. Again, when the call is over, he returns to
(the people praying) and whispers to them (to distract them from the
prayer). And in another narration,

When the call is finished, he turns back and comes between the person
and his soul, saying to him, Remember this and remember that, which
the man did not think of before [the prayer] until he does not know how
much he has prayed. (Recorded by al-Bukhari and Muslim.)

Every disobedience to the Merciful is obedience to Satan

They invoke in His stead only females; they pray to none other than
Satan, a rebel whom Allah cursed, and he said; Surely I will take of Your
bondsmen an appointed portion (al-Nisaa 117-l IS). Therefore,
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everything that is worshipped instead of Allah, be it statues, idols,
sun, the moon, ones desires, another human, some ideology or whatever,

is actually the worship of Satan. This is true whether the person is
pleased with that fact or denies it, because it was Satan that ordered and
sought that action. For example, the worshippers of the angels are

actually worshipping Satan. Allah says in the Quran,

---

And on the day when He will gather them all together, He will say unto
the angels: Did these worship you? They will say: Be You glorified. You
are our Protector from them! Nay, but they worshipped the jinn, most of
them were believers in them (Saba 40-41). So the angels never asked
the people to worship them, but it was the jinn that ordered them to do so
in order to have them worship the devils who appeared to them and led
them. Similarly, every idol has devils [encouraging others to it].

What one can conclude is that Satan orders and encourages
every evil and strives his best for evil; he tries to forbid every good and,
in fact, he fears every good deed. He wants the person to do the former
and to leave the latter. Allah says,
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The devil promises you destitution and enjoins upon you lewdness. But
Allah promises you forgiveness from Himself with bounty (al-Baqara
268). Satan makes humans fear poverty. He says to them, If you spend
your wealth in the way of Allah you will become poor. And he orders
humans to acts of lewdness. He leads humans to every evil and lewd act,
from being miserly to adultery and so on.

5. Psychologically and physically harming humans
In the same way that it is the goal of Satan to mislead mankind
by disbelief and sins, it is also his goal to physically and psychologically
harm the Muslim. The following are some of what is known concerning
such attacks:
a. Attacking the Prophet
Later we shall present a hadith in which Satan attacked the
Prophet (peace be upon him) by trying to throw a flame of fire into his
face.
b. The dreams from Satan
Satan has the ability to bring dreams to the human while he is
sleeping to molest and distress the person in order to worry and harm
him.
The Prophet (peace be upon him) has stated that dreams in sleep
are of three types: from the Most Merciful, of anguish from Satan, and
from the person himself. In Sahih al-Bukhari, it is recorded that the
Prophet (peace be upon him) said.

See

vol. 3, pp.
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If one of you sees a dream that he likes, it is from Allah. He should
praise Allah for it and he should relate it to others. If he sees what he
dislikes, it is from Satan. He should seek refuge in Allah from it and not
mention it to anyone. Thereby, it will not harm him.
Burning down houses
Satan may use animals that he spurs on for this purpose. Abu
Dawud has recorded in his
and ibn Hibbaan in his Sahih, with a
sahih chain, that the Prophet (peace be upon him) said,

When you sleep at night, extinguish your lamps for Satan guides
like this (mouse) to one like this (lamp) and they burn your place down.
d. Satan fights and plays with the human at the time of death
The Prophet (peace be upon him) used to seek refuge in Allah
from that. He used to say,

Oh Allah, I seek refuge in You from death through falling. I seek refuge
in You from my house falling on me. I seek refuge in You from falling
into a ditch, drowning, burning and decrepitude. I seek refuge in You
from the devil harming me at the time of my death. I seek refuge in

has explained the meaning of this phrase in various wa s, including:
the Satan tries to get power over the servant at the time of his death, or e keeps him

away from
before death, or he makes him despair of Allahs mercy or he
makes him very sa at leavin this world. All of these as
ma be im lied in this
sup
of the Prophet peace be u on him). On t e other and, n al-Atheer
sai cf that its meaning is that Satan fi ts and sports with the person at his death.
Allah knows best. See al-Suyooti or al-Sindis commentary on the mar in of
al-Nasaai,
(Beirut:
al-Turaath
n.d.), vo . 8, pp.
283;
al-Atheer, al-Nibaayah
al-Haditb (under the heading
.
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You from dying while fleeing from the enemy. I seek refuge in You from
dying from a poisonous sting.
e. Harming the child at the time of its birth

The Prophet (peace be upon him) said,

Every child of Adam is touched by Satan on the day that his mother
gives birth to him except Mary and her son. (Recorded by Mus
And in Sahih al-Bukhari it is recorded that,

When any human is born, Satan touches him at both sides of the body
with his two fingers, except in the case of Jesus, the son of Mary. Satan
tried to do so but failed and touched the placenta instead. In another
hadith in Sahih al-Bukhari, the following is stated,

There is no one born among the offspring of Adam except that Satan
touches it. The child cries loudly at birth, therefore, from the touch of
Satan. except Mary and her child. The reason that Mary and her child
were exempted from such an action was the supplication that the mother
of Mary made,

Recorded by an-Nasaai and al-Haakim with a
Jaami, vol. 1, .
vol. 4, p.
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chain. See al-Albani,

[My Lord, I have vowed to You that which
consecrated (offspring)...] and lo! I crave Your protection for her and for
36). Since she was
her offspring from Satan the outcast
sincere in her request, Allah answered that supplication and protected
Mary and her son from Satan.
Ammaar ibn Yaasir was also protected by Allah from Satan. In
Sahih al-Bukhari it is recorded that Abu ad-Darda said, Is there among
you the one that was protected from Satan according to what the Prophet
said
Al-Mughira said, The one who was protected from Satan
according to the tongue of His Prophet means
f. Plague is from the jinn

The Prophet (peace be upon him) stated, The end of this nation
would come through calumnies and plague. These are the pierces from
the enemy of the humans of the jinn. And whoever dies due to this
infliction has attained martyrdom. In al-Mustadrak of al-Haakim it is
recorded that the Prophet (peace be upon him) said, Plague is the
piercing of your enemies from among the jinn. And for you it is
martyrdom. Perhaps what occurred to the Prophet Job (peace be on
him) was from the jinn, as it states in the Quran,

And make mention of Our bondsman Job, when he cried unto his Lord
(saying): Lo! the devil does afflict (lit., touch) me with distress and
torment (Saad 4 1).

This was recorded by
vol. 4,

and at-Tabaraani with a
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chain. See al-Albani,

g. Various other diseases
The Prophet (peace be upon him) said, concerning the prolonged
flow of blood that occurs to some women,
.

It is but a kick from the kicks of Satan.
h. They share in the food, drink and lodging of the humans
One of the ways by which Satan harms humans is by sharing in
their food, drink and lodging. This occurs if the human contradicts the
guidance of Allah or if he is unmindful of Him. If he sticks to the
guidance of Allah or is constant in His remembrance, Satan would not
have any path to his wealth or housing. It is not allowed for Satan to take
any food unless it is offered to him by someone who has neglected to
mention the name of Allah over it. If it has had the name of Allah
mentioned over it, it is forbidden for Satan. In Sahih Muslim, it is related
from Hudhaifa that they were attending a meal with the Prophet (peace
be upon him) and they did not touch the meal until the Prophet (peace be
upon him) did so. A girl came quickly as if chased and was about to grab
some food when the Prophet (peace be upon him) caught her hand. Then
a bedouin came and did similarly. Then the Prophet (peace be upon him)
said,

Satan is permitted that food which has not had the name of Allah
pronounced over it. He brought this girl in order for the food to be
lawful for him. And he brought this bedouin in order for the food to be

Recorded by Abu Dawud, al-Nasaai, at-Tirmidhi and Ibn Majah with a

See

vol.

p.
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chain.

lawful for him. So I caught their hands. By the One in whose Hand is my
soul, his [Satans] hand is in my hand along with theirs.
The Prophet (peace be upon him) ordered us to protect our
wealth from Satan by closing doors, covering vessels and mentioning the
name of Allah upon them. That will protect them from Satan. The
Prophet (peace be upon him) said,

Close the doors and make mention of Allah. For Satan does not open a
closed door. And tighten the mouths of the waterskins and mention the
name of Allah. Cover your utensils and mention the name of Allah even
though you may only put something over them. And extinguish your
lamps. (Recorded by Muslim.)
Also Satan drinks and eats with the human if he should drink or
eat with his left hand. The same is the case if he drinks standing. In
it is recorded on the authority of Aisha that the Prophet
said,

eats with his left hand, Satan eats with him. Whoever drinks
with his left hand, Satan drinks with him.
This hadith was recorded by
and al-Tabaraani in
chain is
weak due to the presence of Rishdeen ibn
who was a pious person but a weak
Furthermore, the chain also contains
ibn Sarjis whose condition as
is not known and he was not classified as trustworthy by any scholar.
a n
Tabaraanis chain contains ibn Lahi ah and the hadith is narrated by him with a
vague term, thus not expressin how e received the hadith. Furthermore, the chain
also contains
ibn
een who was considered, according to al-Darweesh, a
liar. Therefore, the hadith must be considered a weak hadith. Allah knows best. See
85

Also in the
it is recorded on the authority of A b u
Huraira that the Prophet (peace be upon him) saw a man drinking while
The man said, Why do you say so?
standing and said to him,
The Prophet (peace be upon him) said,

Would you be pleased if a cat drank with you? The man said, No.
The Prophet (peace be upon him) said, Verily there is someone worse
than that drinking with you, and that is
Satan is repelled from ones place of residence when the person
does not neglect to mention the name of Allah upon entering his home.
The Prophet (peace be upon him) pointed that out to us. He said,

If a man enters his house and mentions the name of Allah upon entering
and upon eating, Satan says, There is no lodging or food for us here. If
he enters without mentioning the name of Allah, Satan says, I have
ibn Hanbal,

Abmad, vol. 6, p. 77; Sulaimaan al-Tabaraani,
Maktabah al-Maarif,
vol. 1, pp.
al-Darweesh,
Tahqeeq Majma al-Zawaaid wa Manba
Fawaaid (Beirut: Dar
vol.
24; Bashaar
and Shuaib
Arnaoot, Tabreer Ta reeb al-Tabdbeeb (Beirut: Muasassah al-Risaalah,
vol.
pp. 401-402 and
expression showing disapproval.This chain contains
Ziyaad al-Ta
Only Shubah is known to have narrated
from him. Based on that, some scholars, such as ibn
and ibn
Haatim,
seem to accept him. Al-Dhahabi, however, says that he is not known and that seems
to be the correct view. Al-Arnaoot and Murshid conclude that the hadith
which, in general, signifies that it is weak. See al-Arnaoot and Murshid, vol.
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found lodging for you. And if he does not mention Allah upon eating,
have found lodging and food for you [Recorded b y
Satan says,
Muslim.]
i. The touch of Satan upon the humans [possession by jinn]
Ibn Taimiya said,
The jinn entering the body of the humans is confirmed by
the agreement of the leaders of the people of the sunna
and the community (ahl
wa al-jamaa). Allah
says in the Quran, Those who swallow usury cannot rise
up save as he arises whom the devil has prostrated by his
touch (al-Baqara 275). And in the Sahih it is recorded on
the authority of the Prophet (peace be upon him), Satan
flows in the children of Adam like the flowing of the
blood.
Abdullah, the son of Imam
ibn Hanbal said, I said to
my father, Some people say that the jinn does not enter the body of the
possessed. He said, Oh my son, they are lying. It is that which speaks
by his tongue. Ibn Taimiya said,
said is well-known. The possessed
What he
person speaks a language that he himself does not
understand. And his body may be struck with a ferocious
beating, such that it would leave a great mark on a camel.
The possessed person does not perceive the strike nor
does he perceive the words that he is speaking. The
possessed may
others heavier than him. He may pull
out the carpet he is sitting upon... and other such things
that have been witnessed and reported by reliable sources.
He speaks with the tongue of the human and he moves
with that body but he is a specie other than a human.
And ibn Taimiya also wrote,
of the leaders of the Muslims reject
the notion that the jinn enters into the body of the possessed and others.
Those who reject it and claim that the Islamic law states it to be false are
Ibn Taimiya, Majmoo al-Fatawa, vol. 24, p. 276.
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stating a lie concerning Islamic law, as there is no proof therein that
denies its occurrence.
Ibn Taimiya also mentioned that some of those who deny that
the jinn enter the body of the possessed include Mutazilahs such as
al-Jubbai and Abu Bakr al-Raazi.
We shall return to this point and discuss it in more detail in the
fifth chapter.

The leader of the Battle
Iblees is the one who lays out the strategy of the battle against
humans and is the leader. From his seat, he sends his troops and armies
to different places for different purposes. He meets with his troops and
reviews what they have accomplished. He praises those who created a
great deal of mischief and misguidance among the people. Imam Muslim
records in his Sahih on the authority of Jabir that the Prophet (peace be
upon him) said,

Iblees sets his throne on the water. From there, he sends out his troops
to tempt mankind. The one whom he regards as closest to him is the one
who causes the greatest temptation. One of them returns to him and says,
I stayed with so and so and did not leave him until he did such and
such, and he is told, You have done nothing. Then one comes and
did not leave him until he separated from his wife. Iblees
reports,
then brings him near to him and says, How fine you are.
Taimiya,
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it is recorded that the Prophet (peace
him) said to ibn Sa-id (concerning whom he had a suspicion that he was
the anti-Christ), What do you see? He replied, see a throne upon the
sea and around it are serpents. The Prophet (peace be upon him) said,
He has told the truth. That is the throne of
Satan is very well versed in the ways of misguidance. He has
well-conceived plans and works of deception. And he will continue to
live and will not cease in this adventure as long as humans are alive,
until the day of Judgment. The Quran says,

He [Satan] said: My Lord reprieve me till the Day when they are raised.
He [Allah] said: Then lo! you are of those reprieved (al-Araaf 14-15).
He made a vow to urge until evil as manv of mankind as he can. He does
not give up nor does he get bored. There a hadith that states,

Verily, Satan has said,
your Honor and Grandeur [0 Allah]
enticements will not depart from your slaves as long as their souls are in
My Honor and My Grandeur, I will
their bodies. And the Lord said,
not cease forgiving those who ask for my forgiveness.*

The Soldiers
He has two types of soldiers: one from among jinn and one from
among h umans.
Muslim has also recorded something similar to that.- Z
Recorded by
and al-Haakim with a
c
Jaami, vol. 2, 72.
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See

His soldiers from the jinn
Satan has supporters and soldiers from among the jinn. We have
already mentioned the hadith that states that he sends his troops out from
his throne. And it says in the Quran,

And excite any of them whom you can with your voice, and urge your
horse and foot against them... (al-Israa 64). He has soldiers that attack
while riding and on foot. He sends them against Allahs slaves to incite
them to evil,

Do you not see that we have set the devils on the disbelievers to
confound them with confusion?
83).

Every human has a partner
Every human has a devil with him that never leaves him. Muslim
recorded that Aisha narrated that one night the Prophet (peace be upon
her room and she felt jealous. When he returned he saw her
him)
upset. He said to her, Oh Aisha, what has happened to you? Are you
jealous? She responded, How could it be that a woman like myself
would not be jealous with respect to a man like yourself? He told her,
It was your devil that came to you. She asked, Oh Messenger of
Allah, is there a devil with me? He said, Yes. She asked, Is there a
devil attached to everyone? He said, Yes. She again asked, Oh
Messenger of Allah, even with you? He answered, Yes, but my Lord
has aided me against him and, therefore, I am absolutely safe from his
actions.
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It is also recorded in Sahih Muslim and
Prophet (peace be on him) said,

that the

There is none among you except that he has a partner entrusted to him

from among the jinn. The companions asked, You too, Oh Messenger
of Allah? He responded, Yes, but Allah aids me against him so I am
safe from him and he only orders me to do good.
In the Quran it states,

And he whose sight is dim to the remembrance of the Beneficent, We
assign unto him a devil who becomes his comrade
36). And
in another verse,

And We assigned them comrades, who made their present and their past

fair seeming unto them

25).

His patrons from among the humans
Satan is mans first enemy who rushes to take him to his eternal
destruction. Although that is the case, most humans take him as their
friend and ally. They follow in his footsteps. They are pleased with his
thoughts. It shows how senseless the human, who has been bestowed a
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mind, is that he takes his most devoted enemy as his loyal ally. Allah
.. I

..

you choose him and his seed for your protecting friends instead of
Me, when they are an enemy unto you? Calamitous is the exchange of
evildoers (al-Kahf 50).
The one who takes him as an ally will suffer a great loss due to
that choice. Allah says,

Whosoever chooses Satan for an ally instead of Allah is verily a loser
and his loss is manifest (al-Nisaa 119). They lose because Satan
misguides and ruins their souls; he prohibits them from the bounty of
guidance; and he throws at them misguidance and doubts. Allah says,

As for those who disbelieve, their patrons are false deities. They bring
them out of light into darkness. Such are the rightful owners of the Fire.
They will abide therein (al-Baqara 257). And they will lose because he
will lead them to the fire on the Day of Resurrection.
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He only summons his faction to be owners of the Flaming Fire (Faatir
6). Those patrons of Satan are used by him as his troops in order to carry
out his plans and to meet his goals.

He deceives and disappoints his patrons
Many humans follow and support Satan. He is deceiving them
and leading them to what will end in their ultimate destruction and ruin.
He will, in the end, abandon them and forsake them. He even laughs at
them. Furthermore, he will point them out and even expose them. H e
orders them to steal, kill, commit adultery, and so on, and then he
discloses their acts to others and disgraces them. He did that to the
unbelievers at the battle of Badr when he came to them in the shape of
Suraaqa ibn Maalik. He had promised them succor and victory by
saying, No one of mankind can conquer you today for I am your
protector (al-Anfaal 48). When he saw the angels coming to aid the
believers, Satan fled the battlefield and he left the unbelievers to be
defeated. Hassaan ibn Thabit said (in words of poetry), He guided them
by deception and then he left them. The evil person is the one who
follows him out of deception. He did the same thing to the monk who
killed the woman and her child. It was Satan who ordered him to commit
fornication with her and then to kill her. Then Satan pointed him out to
her family and disclosed what he had done. Then he ordered the man to
prostrate to him. When he did so, he fled from him and left him. We
shall present that story later.
On the day of Resurrection, he will say to his patrons after he
and all of them have entered the fire,
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[And Satan says, when the matter has been decided, Lo! Allah
promised you a promise of truth; and I promised you, then failed you.
And I had no power over you save that I called unto you and you obeyed
me. So blame me not, but blame yourselves. I cannot help you, nor can
you help me.] Lo! I disbelieved in that which you before ascribed to
me (Ib ra h im 22). First, he encouraged them to every evil and then he
claimed complete innocence of them.
We shall present the story later of the
who claimed to
know the world of the spirits. Satan left him after he became very
famous. Finally, he was left lost and disgraced, not knowing what to do.

Satan uses his patrons as troops to serve him and to help
him in his battle against the believers
Humans are of two groups: allies and servants of Allah, the
Most Merciful, and allies of Satan. The patrons of Satan are all of the
unbelievers, regardless of what group they belong to or what affiliation
they may profess. Allah says,

We have made the devils protecting friends for those who believe
Araaf 27).
Satan gets power over them to mislead the believers by way of
doubts and skepticism. Allah says,

not
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. The devils do inspire their followers to dispute with you
(al-Anaam 121). The doubts and misconceptions that the Orientalists,

missionaries, Jews, atheists and others spread are of this nature.

He urges them to psychologically injure the believers. Allah

. Secret talks and conspiracy are only of Satan, that he may vex those
IO). He incited the polytheists to speak
secretly among themselves whenever the Muslims were close by so the
Muslims would think that they were conspiring against them.
He also urges the unbelievers to fight against the believers.
Allah says,
who believe

Those who believe do battle for the cause of Allah; and those who
disbelieve do battle for the cause of idols. So fight the friends of Satan.
Lo! Satans strategy is ever weak (al-Nisaa 76).
And he always tries to put the fear of his patrons into the
believers.
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It is only Satan who would make (men) fear his allies. Fear them not;
fear Me, if you are truly believers
175). And his patrons
and supporters are large in number,

And Satan indeed found his calculation true concerning them [humans],
for they follow him, all save a group of true believers

The ways of Satan in leading humans astray
Satan does not come to the human and say, Leave this good
deed and do this evil deed in order to make your life in this world and
the next a miserable one. If he behaved in that manner no one would
follow him. Instead, he uses many ways to deceive the slaves of Allah,

(1) Making evil look good
This is the way that Satan used and still uses to mislead
mankind. He makes the false appear in the form of truth. And he makes
what is true appear like falsehood. He will always try to make humans
like falsehood and dislike truth until the human is pushed to doing evil
deeds and turning away from the truth. As Satan himself to the Lord,
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He said: My Lord! Because you have sent me astray, I verily shall adorn
the path of error for them in the earth, and shall mislead every one of
them, save such of them as are Your perfectly devoted slaves
39-40).
On this point, ibn al-Qayyim wrote,
From his stratagem is that he always bewitches the mind
until he can deceive the person. No one is safe from his
pt whomsoever A
wil He makes
bewitching
good
to him what harms him the most, until he
imagines that it is the most beneficial act for himself. And
he makes him flee from the most beneficial act until he
thinks it is something harmful to him. Certainly, there is
no god but Allah. How many humans have been tested by
such sorcery. How many hearts have been kept from
Islam, faith and goodness [by such sorcery]. And how
many support and present falsehood in the best form and
hate truth and present it in the worst form [because of his
deception]. And how much falseness is adored and shown
in a desirous manner to the alert. And how much falseness
is spread even among the wise. He is the one who
bewitches the mind until it follows different desires and
various evil opinions. He makes them follow every path of
misguidance. He leads them to actions, one after another,
that cause their destruction. He makes appealing to them
the worship of idols, the breaking of familial relations, the
killing of daughters, marrying ones mother and so on.
And he promises them the victory of paradise with their
infidelity, wickedness and acts of disobedience. He
presents to them polytheism in the most honorable
fashion. And he presents rejection of Allahs attributes, of
His transcendence and of His speech in the guise of
anthropomorphism of Allah. He presents abandoning
ordering good and eradicating evil in the guise of having
al-Luhfaan, vol. 1, p. 130.
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your own souls (al-Maaidah 105). And he presents
turning away from what has come from the Messenger in
the guise of blindly following the Imams
and the
sufficiency of following one who is more knowledgeable.
And he presents hypocrisy and compromising with respect
to Allahs religion in the guise of being flexible and
mixing admirably with the people.
In that way, the cursed Iblees plotted against Adam as he made
the eating from the tree look like a good and beneficial act for Adam
although Allah had prohibited that for him. Satan continually told Adam
that it was the tree of eternity and that if he ate from it he would be able
to live forever in paradise or become like one of the angels. H e
continued this deception until Adam finally ate from it and was,
therefore, expelled from paradise.
We can look at the allies of Satan today to see how they use this
same method to mislead the slaves of Allah. For example, the socialists
and communists are calling people to their ideologies and claiming that
their ideologies will put an end to confusion, perturbation, waste, hunger
and so on. Similar they call women to come out of their houses, dressed
but naked, in the name of freedom. And they call people to illicit movies
and plays that insult honor and dignity and involve people in forbidden
things, all in the name of art. It is this poisonous way of thinking that
leads people to put their money in the banks and to take the interest from
such money in the name of progress and profit. These people call being
religious backwardness, old fashioned and being behind. And they
call Muslim preachers crazy and agents of the East and West.
All of that is part of this strategy of Satan since the time of
Adam. He makes the falsehood look beautiful and correct and distorts
the truth to the point that people hate it.
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By Allah, We verily sent messengers unto the nations before you, but
the devil made their deeds fair-seeming unto them (al-Nah163).
This is a very serious threat to mankind. If a human sees
falsehood as true and right, he then strives with all of his might to
enforce that truth even though it may only lead to his destruction.

Say: Shall We inform you who will be the greatest losers by their
works? Those whose effort goes astray in the life of the world, and yet
103-l 04).
they reckon that they do good work
Such people do their best to prevent the others from the religion
of Allah and they fight against the servants of Allah. They actually
believe that they are following the truth and are rightly guided!

And Lo! They surely turn them from the way of Allah, and yet they
37).
deem that they are rightly guided (alThis deception is the reason that the unbelievers concern
themselves only with this life and turn away from working for the
hereafter. Allah says,

And We assigned them comrades (in the world), who made their
25). T h e
present and their past fair-seeming unto them
comrades are the devils. They make what is in front of them of this
world very alluring so they are overcome by it. And they call them to
deny the life of the hereafter. Satan makes that seem so pleasing and
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correct to them that they
accountability, paradise and hell.

reject

notions of resurrection,

Giving pleasing names to forbidden things
Among the deceptions of Satan is that he names the evil actions
with names that are very pleasing to the human to entice him to take part
in them. In this way, he dupes the human and makes a forgery of the
reality of the situation. For example, Satan called the tree that was
forbidden to Adam, the tree of everlasting life in order to make it
appealing to Adam:

[But Satan whispered to him, saying,] Oh Adam, shall I show you the
tree of immortality and power that wastes not away? (Taha 120).
Ibn al-Qayyim stated, From Satan, his followers inherited this
trait of using names that are loved by the soul for forbidden objects. For
example, wine is called the mother of glee, interest is called a
business transaction, and taxes and tolls are called the right of the
government.
Today interest is referred to as profit; dancing, music and plays
are called art.

(2) Going to extremes
Ibn al-Qayyim beautifully elaborated this point when he wrote,
Allah never orders anything except that Satan takes two
contradictory stances towards it: either shortcoming and
These words form part of the verse but al-Ashqar excluded them from the original
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negligence or overzealousness and exaggeration. It does
not matter [to him] by which of these two mistakes he
becomes victorious over the slave. He comes to the heart

of the slave and examines it. If he finds in it listlessness
and looking for loopholes, he deals with him from that

vantage. He impedes him and makes him sit. He strikes
him with laziness, listlessness and lethargy. He opens for
him the door to reinterpretations
hopes and so
until
the
slave
may
not
fulfill
anything
of
what he is
forth
commanded.
If he finds in the slaves heart alertness, seriousness,
desire to work and potential, Satan despairs from
attacking him through the above means. Instead, he orders

him to strive even harder. He convinces him that what he

is doing is not sufficient for him. His ambition is to be
greater than that. He must work more than the other
workers. He should not sleep when they sleep. He should
not break his fast when they break their fasts. He should
not rest when they rest. If one of them washes his hands
and face three times, he should was them seven times. If
one makes wudhu for prayer, he must make ghusl. [He
orders him to] similar other acts of exaggeration and
extremism. He makes him go to extremes and beyond the
limits. He makes him stray from the straight path in the
same way that he makes the first person [described above]
fall short of the straight path and not approach it. Satans
intention for both is to keep them from the straight path:
the first by making him not come close or near to it and
the second by making him pass it and go beyond it. Many
of creation are misled by these two strategies. There is no
escape from them except deep knowledge, faith and the
strength to fight Satan and stay along the middle path.

ibn

al-Waabil al-Sayib,
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(3) Satan hinders the slave from acting by means of
procrastination and laziness
Concerning this point, Satan has many ways and means. It is
recorded in Sahih al-Bukhari that the Prophet (peace be upon him) said,

During your sleep, Satan ties three knots at the back of your necks. He
breathes the following into them, The night is long so keep on
sleeping. If the person wakes and praises Allah, then one of the knots is
unfastened. And if he performs ablution, the second knot is unfastened.
When he prays, all of the knots are unfastened. After that he will be
energetic and happy in the morning. Otherwise he would get up listless
and grouchy.
It is also recorded in Sahih al-Bukhari and Sahih Muslim that he
said,

When one of you rises from you sleep he should make ablution. He
should rinse his nose three times. For Satan stays i n the upper part of
ones nose during the night.
Al-Bukhari also records that the Prophet (peace be upon him)
was asked about a man who sleeps until the morning comes, that is, after
the time of the dawn prayer. He said,
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That is a man whom Satan has urinated into his two ears.
What we have mentioned is from among the ways that Satan

hinders the human from doing some actions. He also whispers into the
human a love for laziness, postponing or procrastinating actions and
thinking about what a long period of time one has for such and such
action or work. Ibn al-Jauzi has written on this topic, stating,

How many of the Jews or Christians have considered in
their hearts love for Islam. But Iblees always hinders
them. He says to them, Do not be hasty. Look closer into
the matter. And they postpone their conversion until they
die as unbelievers. In the same way the one who is
disobedient to Allah postpones his repentance. He sets his
sights on his desires and he hopes he will repent later.
But, as the poet said, Do not rush to perform the sins you
desire and think about the period of repentance
beforehand. How many are determined to do something
and then they postpone it. Perhaps a scholar is determined
to return to his study. Satan says, Rest for a while. Or a
servant is alerted to the prayer at night and he says to him,
You have plenty of time. He will not stop making
people love laziness and postponing of actions and he
makes the person rely on hopes and dreams.
It is necessary for the energetic person to take matters into
his own hand and act upon his energy. The energetic finds
the time to do things and does not procrastinate and he
turns away from just dreaming. The one who has a real
fear of Allah does not feel safe of punishment.. The soul
never stops in its dispute about evil and facing the good.
But it always expects that it will have plenty of time to
complete the good. One of the early scholars said,
Beware of procrastinating. It is the greatest of the
soldiers of Satan. The serious, non-procrastinating
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person and the one who rests on his hopes and puts off
working are like two who are passing through a city while
journeying. The serious, energetic one buys his provisions
early and waits for his traveling out of the city. The
procrastinator says, I will wait, as perhaps we will stay
here a month, and continues to put off buying his
provisions and preparing for his departure, until the last
minute wherein he becomes rushed and mistake prone.
T h i s is how people are in this world. Some
he is
prepared
alert. When the angel of death
not sorrowful. Others are deceived by thinking they can
procrastinate and they will despair when the time to move
on comes. It is part of ones nature to love laziness and
dreams but then Iblees comes and builds upon that. This
makes it difficult to struggle against him in that matter.
But the one who is alert knows that he is in the middle of
a battle. He knows that his enemy does not rest. And if it
seems that he is resting, it is actually just part of his
strategy.. .

of them are

(4) Promises and hopes
Satan makes false promises to humans and gives them sweet
dreams in order to mislead them. Allah says,

He promises them and stirs up desires in them, and Satan promises
120).
them only to beguile
In their battle against the believers, he promised the disbelievers
aid, honor and victory. Then he fled from them and left them by
themselves.
p. 458.
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And when Satan made their deeds seem fair to them and said: No one
of mankind can conquer you this day, for I am your protector. But when
the armies came in sight of one another, he took flight, saying,
I am
innocent of you.
He also promises the wealthy among the unbelievers more
wealth and possessions in the life after this one. One of them said,

I think not that the Hour will ever come, and if indeed I am brought
back unto my Lord I surely shall find better than this as a resort
(al-Kahf 36). Allah destroyed his garden in this life and he realized that
he had been deceived.
The human becomes busy with sweet dreams concerning which
there is no possibility of fulfillment in this life. Therefore, he does not
take part in the beneficial and fruitful deeds. Instead, he becomes
pleased with dreaming and hoping, and he does nothing.

(5) Satan appears as a sincere advisor to humans
Satan calls man to disobedience of Allah and he alleges that he
is giving him sincere advice and he only desires the best for him. He
swore to Adam that he was only giving him sincere advice:
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And he swore unto them (saying): Lo! I am a sincere adviser unto you
(al-Araaf 21).
Wahb ibn Munabbih has related the following lengthy story from
the people of the book. We present it here to show the way of Satan in
his attempt to mislead mankind. The story warns humans about Satans
sincere advice. One must oppose the thing that Satan is calling to.
Wahb said,
There was a pious worshipper of the tribe of Israel. He
was the most pious person of his time. During his time,
there were three brothers who had a sister. She was a
virgin. And they had no sister other than her. They were
all about to leave the town to go to war. They did not
know with whom to leave their sister and who they could
trust to look after her. They all agreed to leave her with
that pious person. They all trusted him. They went to him
and asked if they could leave her with him. She would be
in the building next to him until they return from the
fighting. He refused their request and sought refuge in
Allah from them and their sister. They persisted until he
finally acquiesced. He said, Put her in the house next to
my place of worship. So they put her in that house and
they left, leaving her there. She remained living next to
that pious person for some time. He would put food for
her in front of his building of worship. Then he would
lock the door and return to his place of worship. He would
then tell her to come out of her house and take the food.
Then Satan approached him softly. He encouraged him to
treat her kindly. He told him that it was not good to make
the woman come out of her house during the day as

This story, and others similar to it, are from the
or stories which have
their source in the books or tales of the Jews and Christians. We do not say it is true
nor do we say it is false, but it is allowed to narrate them as the Prophet (peace be
upon him) said, Narrate stories about the Tribe of Israel and there is no harm in

that.
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someone may come upon her. If he took the food directly

to her door that would mean a greater reward for him,

He continued for some time to go to her door and place
the food at the front of her door without speaking to her.
Then Iblees came again and encouraged him to do good
and get more reward. He said, If you took her the food
and placed it in the house for her, you would get a greater
reward. He continued to encourage him. So he started to
take the food into her house. He continued like that for
some time.
Then Iblees came again and again encouraged him to do
good. He said, If you talk to her for a while she will be
put to ease by your conversation as she is in a state of fear
and she is all alone. He then started talking to her from
atop his place of worship.
Then Iblees came again. He said, If you were to come
down and talk to her while she sits at her door and talks to
you, that would be even more comforting for her. He
continued to encourage him until he came down and sat at
his door and would talk to her. The girl would come out of
her building and sit at her door and they would talk for a
while.
Then Iblees came again and encouraged him to get great
rewards for treating her well. He said, If you were to go
from the door of your place of worship and sit close to her
door, that would be even more comforting for her. He
continued exhorting him until he did so. He continued that
act for a while. Then Iblees came again. This time he said,
If you enter her house and talk to her, and not make her
show her face in public it would be even better for you.
He continued exhorting him until he entered her house
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and spent the whole day talking to her. Then when night
fell, he returned to his place of worship.
Then Iblees came to him after that and continued to make
her more appealing to him. Until the worshipper got upon
her and kissed her. And Iblees continued to make her look
nice in his eyes and desire her until he finally had sex
with her. She got pregnant and gave birth to a boy. Then
Iblees came and told the worshipper, Do you not realize
what the brothers of the girl will do to you when they see
she has given birth to your son? You will not be safe if
your matter becomes clear. You should go to the boy and
kill it and bury it, that way you can conceal your affair
and they will not do anything to you for what you did to
her. Then he said to him, Do you think she will conceal
from her brothers what you did to her and your killing of
her son. Take her, kill her and bury her with her son. He
continued spurring him on until he killed her and threw
her in the ditch with her son. Then he put a large rock
over them and leveled it. Then he returned to his place of
worship and worshipped therein. He stayed in that state
for as long as Allah willed until the brothers came back
from the fighting. They came to him and asked him about
their sister. He mourned her loss and started to cry. He
said, She was the best of women and that is her grave.
The brothers came to the grave and cried over their sister
and asked Allah to have mercy on her. They stayed at her
grave for a few days and then went to their families.
When the night overtook them and they went to their
beds, Satan came to them in their sleep in the form of a
traveler. He started with the eldest and asked him about
their sister. The brother told him what the pious man had
stated and how they were shown her grave. Satan told him
said, He did not tell you
that the pious man had lied.
the truth about your sister. He got her pregnant and she
had his son and then he killed and buried her out of fear of
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you. Then he threw them in a ditch he dug behind the
door of the house she was staying in, to the right of the
entrance. Go and enter the house in which she stayed and
on the right of the entrance you will find everything I told
you about. Then he went to the middle brother and did
the same. Then he went to the youngest brother and did
the same. When they woke, they were all surprised at
what they had seen. When they met each other, they all
said, I saw an amazing thing last night, and they
informed each other of what they had seen.
The eldest said, That dream has nothing to it so just
ignore it The youngest said, I will not leave it until I go
and look at that place. They all went until they reached
the door of the place where there sister stayed. They
opened the door and looked for the place that was
described to them in their dreams. They found their sister
and her son buried in a ditch, as they were told. They
asked the worshipper about it and he confirmed what
Iblees had told them. They then took him and were about
to crucify him. When they had him on the wooden cross,
Satan said to him, You know that I am your companion
who tempted you by the woman until you got her pregnant
and you killed her and her son. If you obey me today and
deny Allah, who formed and shaped you, I will rescue you
from your predicament. The worshipper then belied
Allah. When he belied Allah, Satan left from being
between him and the others and they were able to
him.
Many scholars related this story in their commentary to the
following verse,

Qoted in ibn al-Jauzi, Talbees Iblees, p.
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Or the likeness of Satan when he tells man to disbelieve, then, when he
I am innocent of you. Lo! I fear Allah, the
disbelieves, says to him,
16). They mention that this verse refers
Lord of the Worlds
to this worshipper and to others similar to him. Allah knows best.

(6) He uses a step-by-step approach to misguide mankind
From the previous story we can note one of the methods that
Satan uses to mislead mankind. He takes the human step by step, not all
at one time, to misguidance. He neither over does it nor does he bore the
person. Every time the person is pleased by a step, he takes the human to
a greater act of disobedience. This continues until he can take him to the
greatest sin and the persons destruction. This is Allahs pattern with
respect to His slaves. If they deviate from Allahs path, He allows Satan
to gain control over them.

So when they went astray, Allah sent their hearts astray

(7) The slave of Allah is made to forget what is good and
best for him
Satan whispered to Adam
commanded him.

until he forgot what Allah had

And verily We made a covenant of old with Adam, but he forgot, and
We found no constancy in him (Taha 115). And the companion of
Moses said to him,

and none but Satan caused me to forget to mention
I forgot the
it (al-Kahf 63
Allah prohibited His messenger and his Companions from sitting
in any meeting in which mockery was being made of the signs of Allah
but Satan makes humans forget what their Lord wants from them and
they sit with those people who mock the religion.

And when you see those who meddle with Our revelations, withdraw
from them until they meddle with another topic. And if Satan causes you
to forget, sit not, after the remembrance, with the congregation of
wrongdoers (al-Anaam 68).
When the Prophet Joseph was in the prison he told his
companion, whom Joseph knew would be released from prison, to

of the

the other forget and,
therefore, Joseph stayed in the prison for a number of years.

And he said unto him of the two who he knew would be released:
Mention me in the presence of your lord. But Satan caused him to forget
to mention it his lord, so he (Joseph) stayed in prison for some years
to

If Satan gains complete control over the human, he will make the
human forget Allah completely.

Satan has engrossed them and so he has caused them to forget the
remembrance of Allah. They are the devils party. Lo! is it not the devils
party who will be the losers? (al-Mujaadala 19). This verse is referring
to the hypocrites, as is clear from the verses that precede it. The way to
remember is by the remembrance of Allah which repels Satan:

And remember your Lord when you forget (al-Kahf 24).

(8) Making the believers fear his supporters
Included among his means is causing the believers to fear his
supporters and soldiers. The believer finds himself not fighting against
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them, not ordering them to do good and not ordering them to abstain
from evil [due to some fear that he possesses of them]. This is one of his
greatest plots against faith. Allah has told us about that in His statement,

It is the devil who would make (men) fear his allies. Fear them not; fear
175). other words, he is
Me, if you are truly believers
feared by way of his patrons. Qataada said, Their status is raised in the
hearts of men. For that reason Allah said do not fear them but fear Me if
you are truly believers. Whenever the faith of anyone is increased, the
fear of the allies of Satan is removed from his heart. Whenever the faith
of a person decreases, his fear of Satans supporters increases.

(9) He gets to the person through what the person loves or
desires
On this topic, ibn al-Qayyim wrote,
Satan flows in humans like blood to the point that he
meets with the humans soul and mixes with it. He asks it
what it loves and what affects it. When he gets that
knowledge, he uses it against the person. He gets to him
through those means. Similarly, he informs his brothers
and devotees. Among humans, when they desire their evil
from each other, they get to each other through what they
love and desire. For the one who enters through this door,
it is a gate through which he will never be dissatisfied. If
someone attempts to get to him through other means, the

3

door will be closed to him. And he will be on a path that
is closed in front of him.

From this way Satan was able to approach Adam and Eve in
paradise. As Allah says,

He said: Your Lord forbade you from this tree only lest you should
become angels or become of the immortals (al-Araaf 20). I b n
al-Qayyim stated, The enemy of Allah examined the two parents [Adam
and Eve]. He sensed from them that they were inclined to and pleased
with staying forever in the world of bounties. He knew that this would
be the only way he could get to them. He swore by Allah to them that he
was a sincere well-wisher for them. And he told them, Your Lord
forbade you from this tree only lest you should become angels or
become of the immortals (al-Araaf

(10) Casting doubts in the persons mind
Part of the plan of Satan to mislead mankind is to shake their
faith by confusing humans with doubts and suspicions. The Prophet
(peace be upon him) warned us about some of those doubts. In Sahih
al-Bukhari and Sahih
it is recorded on the authority of Abu
Huraira that the Prophet (peace be upon him) said,

created such and such? repeatedly,
comes to you and says,
until he asks, Who created your Lord? So when he inspires such a
thought, one should seek refuge in Allah and turn away from such
thoughts.
Even the Companions of the Prophet were not safe from such
thoughts occurring to them. Some of them went to the Prophet
upon him) to complain about the notions that
minds. In Sahih
it is recorded on the authority of
that some people came to the Prophet and said, We find in our mind
great things that we cannot dare talk about! He asked them, Does it
really occur to you? They said, Yes. And the Prophet (peace be upon
him) said, This is the clear faith. He meant by that latter statement that
to reject and dislike such thoughts and whispers from Satan and to
consider such thoughts a grave matter is part of the clear and true faith.
We can see how hard this was on the Companions of the Prophet
(peace be upon him). Abu Dawud records in his
on the authority
of ibn Abbas that a man came to the Prophet (peace be upon him) and
said, My soul says something to me concerning which I would rather be
turned to ashes rather than convey it to others. The Prophet (peace be
upon him) said,

All praise is due to Allah who rejects the orders of the whisperer.
Allah has informed us about such occurrences, in general, with His
statement,

Recorded by Abu Dawud. According to

it is
Dawud (Riyadh:

al-Din

3,

See Muhammad
al-Tarbiyyah

Never sent We a messenger or a Prophet before you but when he recited
(the message), Satan attempted to throw some falsehood into it. But
Allah abolishes that which Satan proposes. Allah is Knower, Wise. That
He may make that which Satan proposes a temptation for those in whose
hearts is a disease, and those whose hearts are hardened- Lo! the
evildoers are in open schism. And that those who have been given
knowledge may know that it is the truth from your Lord, so that they
may believe therein and their hearts may submit humbly unto Him. Lo!
Allah verily is guiding those who believe unto a right path
52-54).
What is meant in the above verse is the thought within ones
own soul. This means that Satan tried to use a stratagem of whispering to
the Prophet some thoughts, for example, if you ask Allah for more war
bounties it would be sufficient for the Muslims, or asking Allah for all
the people to embrace Islam and so on. But Allah wiped out whatever
Satan tried to whisper to the Prophet (peace be upon him) and He alerted
him to the truth and only the truth. Those who say that the meaning of
the verse is that Satan entered some things into the Quran have strayed
far from the correct position. The Messenger of Allah (peace be upon

him) has been protected by Allah from making any sin or mistake in
propagating and teaching the message.
Shaqeeq, a well-known scholar, was clarifying the doubts that
Satan creates in the soul of the person. He said, No morning occurs
except that it finds Satan setting an ambush for me in four places: in
front of me, behind me, on my left and on my right. He says, Do not
fear for Allah is the Forgiving, the Merciful! So I read to him, And lo!
verily I am Forgiving toward him who repents and believes and does
good, and afterward walks
(Taha 82). Those behind me try to
frustrate me by making me think that I will not sustain those whom I

leave behind. I read to them, And there is not a beast in the earth but the

sustenance thereof depends on Allah (Hood 6). And from the right they
approach
in the form of women and I read, And lo! the sequel is for
those who keep their duty to Allah (al-Araaf 128). And from the left
they approach me in the form of desires. I read to those, And a gulf is
set between them and that which they desire (Saba

(1 l-14) Alcohol, games of chance, idols and divining
arrows
Allah says in the

0 you who believe, strong drink and games of chance and idols and
divining arrows are only an infamy of Satans handiwork. Leave it aside
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in order that you may succeed. Satan seeks only to cast among you
enmity and hatred by means of strong drink and games of chance, and to
turn you from the remembrance of Allah and from (His) worship
Strong drink is anything that intoxicates. Games
(al-Maaida 90-9 I
of chance refers to gambling. Idols are anything that are worshipped
besides Allah, such as stones, trees, statues, graves, and so on. Divining
arrows were objects used to determine what course of action should be
followed. They could be spears, arrows, pebbles or whatever. On one of
the arrows they would have written, My Lord orders this to be done,
while another may say, My Lord orders that you do not do such an
action If someone wanted to marry or travel, he would reach and grab
one of the arrows. If it said to do the act, he would do it; otherwise, he
would leave the act.
Satan persuades humans to do these four evil acts because they
are types of misguidance in themselves. They intermingle with and
become part and parcel of the persons character and lead to evil results.
They all leave an evil effect on the person. For example, alcohol makes
the person lose his senses. When he loses his senses, he does forbidden
acts and he leaves the obedience to Allah and he harms other Muslims.
Ibn Katheer, in his commentary to the Quran, quotes the following
statement from Uthman ibn Affan, Stay away from alcohol as it is the
mother of all evils. There was a man in previous times who separated
from his people in order to worship Allah. A coveting woman was after
him. She sent her slave girl to him to ask him to come and be a witness.
When he came, every time he entered a room, the door was locked
behind him. Until he came to a room in which there was a woman with a
small boy and a casket of wine. She said, By Allah, I did not call you
here to bear witness but I called you here to have intercourse with me, or
to kill this boy or to drink this alcohol. He took a glass and drank it.
Afterwards, he said, Give me more. And he did not finish until he had
intercourse with her and had killed the boy. Verily that (alcohol) and
faith can never combine in a person except that one of them will soon
leave the person. (Al-Baihaqi recorded it and ibn Katheer said its chain
is sahih.)
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Muslim and the authors of the
works record that one of
the Ansaar made a dinner for some of the Companions. He gave them
some alcohol to drink [since] it was before its prohibition. When they
got drunk, they began to boast. They then fought. Saad ibn Abu Waqqas
was injured in the fighting. He was stuck with a camels jawbone and
scarred for the rest of his life. And one of the Companions stood to
the others in prayer while he was drunk, before the prohibition of
alcohol, and he read, Say: 0 unbelievers, I worship that which you
worship not that which you worship].
worship [instead of
Therefore, Allah revealed, Oh you who believe, draw not near to prayer
when you are drunken, until you know that which you utter ( al-Nisaa
.
We have seen elderly respectable people being turned into such
crazy fools by alcohol that the young and old alike have to laugh at their
behavior.
Gambling is also a serious disease like alcohol. If one gets
involved in it, it becomes very difficult to free ones self from it. It is a
way of wasting time and wealth, it harbors feelings of hatred and pushes
the person to forbidden acts.
Satan encourages the building of altars, statues and tombs in
order for them to be later taken as objects of worship other than Allah.
The worship of statues and idols has been widespread in the past and is
currently still widespread. Devils always accompany such statues.
Sometimes, they address the worshippers. They sometimes show them
things that make the worshippers more convinced [of the correctness of
their worship]. The worshippers come to them with their needs. They
pray to them during times of hardship. They seek their aid during wars.
They present offerings and sacrifices to them. They dance and chant
around them. They have festivals and holidays at their sites. Many
mentions that the following hadith is to be found in
but
this translator has never found it in any of the published editions of
nor has he seen any other authority ascribe it to
Muslim. The above hadith
was recorded by al-Tirmidhi; and
Dawud has something very similar to it.
to
it is
See Muhammad Nasir al-Din
a
(Riyadh:
al-Tarbiyyah al-Arabi
al-Khaleej,
vol. 3,
Allah knows best.-JZ

people are misled by such acts, as is clear in the prayer of Ibrahim to his
Lord,

[My Lord,] keep me and my sons from serving idols. My Lord, lo, they
have led many of mankind astray (Ibraheem 35-36). The worship of
graves is still widespread among Muslims. They pray to those buried
there, circumambulate their graves and make sacrifices to them. A new
innovation has occurred today- that must make Satan laugh at
and this is what is called the Tomb of the Unknown Soldier.
They say it represents the soldier who was killed. They honor it with
presents, flowers and respect. Every time a leader visits the country, he
visits the tomb and gives it an offering. All of that is a kind of worship of
idols that is of the deeds of Satan.

Divining Arrows
The events of the future are kept hidden and are something that
only Allah knows. For this reason the Prophet (peace be upon him) has
al-istikhaarah and to pray to Allah for
instructed Muslims to pray
Him to guide them in the right manner for any traveling, marriage or any
deed he plans to do in the future. We pray that Allah will guide us to the
best action.
Attempting to know the future by such means as divining arrows
is futile because arrows and spears do not know wherein lies good.
Consulting them is a sign of a lack of intelligence. Similar to that is the
one who takes a bird as an omen when he is about to embark on a trip.
When he leaves his house and he sees the bird fly to the right, it is a
good omen. If it flies to the left, it is taken as a bad omen. All of that is
misguidance and delusion.
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(15) Magic
From the things that Satan uses to mislead mankind is magic.
The devils teach this knowledge that contains no benefit but only harm.
This knowledge can be used to separate a man from his wife. This is one
of the most favored deeds to Satan, as was described earlier in a hadith.
Allah says,

And they follow that which the devils falsely related against the
kingdom of Solomon. Solomon disbelieved not; but the devils
disbelieved, teaching mankind magic and that which was revealed to the
and
Nor did they (the two angels)
two angels in Babel,
teach it to anyone till they had said: We are only a temptation, therefore
disbelieve not (in the guidance of Allah). And from these two (angels)
people learn that by which they cause division between man and wife;
but they injure thereby none save by Allahs leave. And they learn that
which harms them and profits them not. And surely they do know that he

who traffics therein will have no portion in the Hereafter; and surely evil
is the price for which they sell their souls, if they but knew (al-Baqara
102) .

Is magic real?
There is a difference of opinion among the scholars on this
point. Some say it is only a deception and is not real.

[Moses] said, No, you throw. Then lo! their cords and their staves, by
their magic, appeared to him as though they ran (Taha 66). While others
say it is real as the verse from al-Baqara above shows. In fact, magic is
of two kinds: (a) a kind of illusion which is basically where the hand is
quicker than the eye, and (b) the true magic that can do actual harm
and, for example, causes a man to separate from his wife.

The spell of the Jew on the Prophet (peace be upon him)
Aisha narrated that magic was worked on the Prophet (peace be
upon him) by a Jew from the tribe of Zuraiq. His name was Labeed ibn
Al-Asam. The Prophet (peace be upon him) began to imagine that he did
something while, in reality, he did not. One day he supplicated to Allah
over and over and said, I feel that Allah has shown me the cure to my
problem. Two persons came to me in a dream and sat, one by my head
and one by my feet. One asked, What is the problem with this man?
The other one answered, He is bewitched. The other man asked then,
Who has bewitched him? The other answered, Labeed ibn al-Asam.
The man again asked, What did he use? The other said, A comb with
hair gathered on it and the outer skin of the pollen of a male date-palm.
The other man then asked, Where is it? The other answered, It is in a
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well of
SO the Prophet (peace be upon him) went to that
well and returned and said to Aisha, Its water was like yellow
and its date-palms were like the heads of devils. She asked, Did
take out those things that caused the spell? He said, No, because I
been cured by Allah and I feared that such an action would cause evil
among the people. I only ordered the well to be filled. (This
was
recorded by al-Bukhari and Muslim.)
This magic had no affect on him as a Prophet and Messenger as
the affects of magic cannot go beyond his body and affect the heart or
mind. But it was like all the other diseases that the Prophet (peace be
upon him) was inflicted with and protected from. As for the Quran,
sunnah or Islamic law in general, they are guarded from any distortion
by Allah. Allah says,

Lo! We, even We, reveal the Reminder, and lo! We are its Guardian
(al-Hijr 9).

(16) Human weaknesses
Humans have many points of weakness. They are, in fact, types
of diseases. Satan penetrates deeply into the weaknesses of the souls of
humans. They are openings for Satan to affect humans. These
weaknesses include,
among many others, weakness, despair,
discouragement, desperation, recklessness, being full of oneself, vanity,
pride, disdain, anger, evil temperament, doubts, confusion, fear, haste,
miserliness, greediness, ignorance, love of this live and wealth,
heedlessness, oppression, arrogance, suspiciousness, miserliness,
haughtiness and so on.
Islam asks the person to make his soul healthy and free of such
diseases. This calls for struggle and patience. It calls for patience in the
face of hardships on the road to Allah. Following the lower desires
the
which orders
inclines is a very easy path.

path to Allah is like that of one who is climbing to the top of a mountain.
The path of the one who follows desires is like the path of the one
descending a mountain. It is for this reason that many people respond to
the call of Satan because they find his path very easy and the call of
Allah difficult.
We shall relate some of what the early scholars have said about
Satan and his use of these different weaknesses.
Al-Mutamar ibn Sulaiman related that his father said, It has
been mentioned to me that the whispering Satan appears in the heart of
the human when he anguishes or rejoices, If one mentions Allah, then
Satan will withdraw. Wahb ibn Munabih reported that a monk once
asked Satan, What characteristic in man is the most helpful for you
against him? Satan said, His irascibility. If a slave is irascible, then we
can turn him around like a young child spins a ball around.* Ibn
al-Jauzi records that ibn Umar related that the Prophet Noah asked Satan
about what characteristic he uses to destroy people. He said, Envy and
covetousness. This is similar to what Satan did to the brothers of Joseph
when he planted in them jealousy of their brother. Joseph said,

.

.

.

.

.

He [Allah] was indeed good to me when He took me out of the prison
and has brought you (i.e., his father) to me from the desert after Satan
had made strife between me and my brothers

p. 42.
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(17) Women and the love of this world
The Prophet (peace be upon him) has informed us that he has
not
men a greater trial than that of women. For this reason he
ordered the women to cover all of their bodies save the face and palms,
and men have been ordered to lower their gaze. He also prohibited men
to be in privacy with women he is not related to. He said that if two such
people were alone, then Satan made the third of them. An-Nasai records
in his
with a sahih chain,

The woman is to be concealed and when she goes out, Satan makes her
look beautiful to the men who look at her.
In these days we have witnessed this calamity as the majority of
women are going out of their houses in exactly the manner that the
Prophet (peace be upon him) had described to us: they will be dressed
but naked at the same time. Companies in the East and West have been
established to show men and women undressed and in lewd acts in
motion pictures and other forms of media in order to attract people to
such acts.
As for the love of this world, it is the root of every sin. The
spilling of blood, wasting of wealth, exploitation, cutting off of the ties
of relationship only occur because people covet this world and compete
for its pleasures and limited, depleting resources.

(18) Singing and music
Singing and music are two tools of Satan that are used to ruin
the heart of the human and to destroy his soul. Ibn al- Qayyim has
Al-Ashqar stated that this hadith was recorded by al-Nasaai. However, that does not
seem to be correct. Instead, it was recorded b al-Tirmidhi. According to
the hadith is
See Muhammad Nasir a -Din
al(Beirut: al-Maktab al-Islami,
vol. 2, p. 1134. Note that the above
translation is based on one of the interpretations of that
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written that from the machinations of the enemy of Allah and snares that
he uses on those who are lacking in knowledge, intelligence and religion
and by which he traps the hearts of the ignorant and foolish is by
listening to clapping, whistling and singing to forbidden instruments that
take the hearts away from the Quran and make them addicted to sins and
lewdness. This is the Quran (reciting) of Satan and it keeps one from
the Quran of the Merciful. It is the chant of the homosexuals and
adulterers. Satan is able to deceive the wrongful souls by it. He makes it
look good to them by way of deception. He inspires them with false
thoughts to consider it something good. They accept his guidance and,
therefore, neglect and avoid the Quran.
One of the strangest phenomena is people using music and
singing as a type of worship or a way of getting closer to Allah while at
the same time they leave the recital of the Merciful for the recital of
Satan.
Ibn al-Qayyim listed the following as terms used for such music:
useless amusement, nonsense, futility, false speech, the invocation of
adultery, the recital of Satan, the planting of hypocrisy in the heart, the
sound of the foolish, the sound of the evil-doer, the sound of Satan and
the psalms of Satan.*
In that work by ibn al-Qayyim he clearly shows the evil of music
and he proves its forbidden status in Islamic law; the interested reader
should consult it.

(19) Making Muslims lackadaisical in fulfilling what they
have been ordered to do
If a Muslim always adheres to the teachings of Islam, Satan will
have no way to misguide or toy with him. But if he becomes negligent or
lazy in some of his acts, then Satan has a chance with him. Allah says,
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who believe, come, all of you, into submission (unto Him); and
follow not the footsteps of Satan. Lo! He is an open enemy for you
(al-Baqara 207). This means to enter into Islam completely in every
affair. This will free the person from Satan. An example of this is to
stand straight and next to each other in the rows of prayer. If this is
followed, Satan is blocked; if it is not, it allows Satan to pass through the
people who are praying. The Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him)

said,

Straighten your
[stand shoulder to shoulder, be flexible with
respect to your brother,] and close up the gaps, for the devil enters
through such gaps like the
He was asked, What are the
He answered, Small black lambs found in Yemen. In
another hadith he said, Stand close together in your rows, bring them
close to one another. By the one in whose hand is my soul, I can see
Satan passing through the gaps in the rows like a bunch of small black
sheep

This

recorded by
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How Does Satan Get to the Souls of Humans?
The secret whispering
Satan is able to reach the thought and the heart of the human. He
does it in such a way that the human does not perceive it or recognize it.
He has been helped in this manner by the nature in which he has been
created. This is the thing known as the whisper or thought that enters a
humans mind. Allah informs us of that when He calls him,

the mischievous whisperer, who whispers into the hearts of mankind
(al-Naass 4-5). Ibn Katheer says in his commentary to this verse, Satan
perches and lurks at the heart of the human. If he is neglectful, Satan
whispers into his heart. If he is remembers Allah, Satan withdraws.
And it is confirmed in Sahih al-Bukhari that the Prophet (peace
be upon him) said,

Satan flows in the children of Adam like the flowing of the blood.
It was that secret whispering that misled and deceived Adam and
lead him to eat from the tree.

But Satan whispered to him, saying: 0 Adam! Shall I show you the tree
of immortality and power that wastes not away? (Taha 120).
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And, also, Satan may take the shape of a human, and may talk to
humans and order them to do things or not to do things. We shall discuss
this presently.
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The Forms Devils Can Take
Sometimes Satan does not approach humans by way of
whispering into his soul. Instead, he appears to them in the shape of a
human; his voice can be heard but his body cannot be seen. Or he might
take on a strange shape. Sometimes the jinn appear in front of humans
and inform them that they are jinn. Sometimes they falsely claim to be
angels. Sometimes they call themselves invisible men while at other
times they claim to be from the world of the spirits.
All of these things have been related from people throughout the
ages. Sometimes the devils speak directly to a person while at other
times they speak through a medium or
using the tongue of
that person for a while. Sometimes, they may respond to humans in
writing.
They can do much more than that. They have been known to
carry humans through the wind and take them from place to place. Or
they may bring the person something he desires. But this is only done
with the evildoers who do not believe in Allah as the Lord of the
Heavens and the Earth or those people who do sinful acts. Many times,
such people appear like the most pious of people but in reality they are
the most misguided and corrupt people. Many of the past and present
have related such incidents and they cannot be denied since the reporting
of such occurrences has been widespread and continuous

Actually, the author gave no title to this chapter. This title is suggested by the
translator .-JZ
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Included among those reported events is what

ibn

recorded
al-Hallaaj: He was a magician, and sometimes
devils would serve him. He was with some of his companions on
Qabis Mountain. They asked him for some sweets. He went off to a
place close by and brought a plate of sweets. Later it was determined

sweets had been stolen

carried it to that place.
And ibn Taimiya also wrote,

a

Things like that happen to many, besides al-Hallaj, who
live evil lives. We know of many such people during our
time and during other times. Like the man who is now
[during ibn Taimiyas time] in Damascus. Satan used to
carry him from Salihiya Mountains to villages around
Damascus. He would be carried through the air to the
windows of houses and enter the houses with the people
seeing him. He would come at night to the Small Gate
[one of the six gates around Damascus at that time] and he
and his companions would be seen there. And he is one of
the most wicked people. One of them was in a fortified
prison in a city called Al-Shahida. He would go through
the air to the top of a mountain and people would see him.
A devil used to carry him. He was a highway robber.
Most such people are leaders of evil. One of them was
called al-Barsha Abu al-Majib. His tent was pitched for
him once on a dark night. Bread was made in the manner
of an offering. They did not mention Allah. And there was
none among them who would mention Allah nor had they
any book containing Allahs name. Then al-Barsha rose in
the air. They watched him and heard him speak to Satan
and heard Satan speak to him. Whoever laughed or stole
some of the bread wou Id be hit without knowing who hit
him. Then Satan informed them of some of things they
had asked about. Then he ordered them to sacrifice a cow,
horse or similar animal. [He told them] to strangle the
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animal and not to mention the name of Allah upon it.
When they would do that, he would then fulfill their
needs.
Ibn Taimiya also mentioned a Sufi shaikh
who said about himself that he used to commit adultery
and sodomize boys. He said, A black dog with two white
spots between his eyes would say to me, So and so will
come to you about an oath he made by you and I have
fulfilled his need on your behalf. Then the person would
come with that oath and that disbelieving shaikh would
already tell him about it.
And ibn Taimiya mentioned from the same man, If anyone desired me
to change anything, like glue, then would speak until I lost my senses
and then I would find the glue in my hand or my mouth and not know
who put it there. And he said, When I walked at night, I would have a
black staff with a light in front of me. Ibn Taimiya said, When that
shaikh repented and started to pray, fast and avoid the forbidden acts, the
black dog left him. And the alterations stopped and he could not produce
glue or anything else.
Ibn Taimiya also mentioned another shaikh who would send his
devils to possess certain people. The family of those people would come
the shaikh
g him to rescue their relatives. Then that shaikh wou
I his devi to leave that person. The family would then pay that
shaikh lots of money for his services. Sometimes the
would
the shaikh money and food that they had stolen from
people had some figs. The shaikh asked his devils for some figs and they
brought those figs to him. When the owners went to their containers,
they found the figs gone.
Ibn Taimiya mentions another person who was busy in acquiring
knowledge. The devils came to him to deceive him. They said to him,
We have made the prayer no longer obligatory on you. And we will
bring you whatever you need. Then they would bring him sweets or
he met some true
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asked him to repent. Then he paid the owners of the sweets for the
sweets he had eaten while being tempted by the devils.
In Majmu al-Fatawa, ibn Taimiya explained some of the ways
of the devils in tempting people. He wrote,
I know some people whom the plants would talk to and
tell them of their beneficial ingredients. Actually, Satan
who had entered the plant was the one talking. And I
know people to whom the bushes and rocks would say,
Welcome, o devoted servant of Allah. If they read The
Verse of the Throne ( al-Baqarah 255) all of that would
stop. I know of some people who go bird hunting and the
sparrows and others say to them, Take me so the poor
can eat
A Satan had entered the bird and spoken in
the same way he enters humans and speaks from them.
And some people are in their houses with the doors locked
and see themselves outside while they did not open the
door and vice-versa. Similar is the case with the city
gates. Jinn take them in and out of them quickly. Lights
will shine for them. Or a person who he was seeking
would appear while actually it was Satan appearing like
his friend. If they recite The Verse of the Throne over
and over, all of that
And ibn Taimiya wrote,
I know of people who are spoken to by something that
says, I am from the commands of Allah. And he tells
the person that he is the Mahdi that the Prophet gave glad
tidings of. And he performs supernatural acts for him. For
example, if he even thinks of flying with birds or locusts
through the air or if he desires them to go to the right or
left, they do whatever he wishes. Of if he thinks to get
some cattle up or have them sleep or leave, it happens for
him without any apparent movement on his part. And they
of the above quotes are from ibn Taimiya,
Majmoo
vol. p. 300.
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al-Rasaail, pp.

take him to Makkah and back. Someone will be brought to
him in a beautiful form and he will be told that it is one of
the noble angels who has come to visit him. The man will
say to himself, How [can the angel] look like a beardless
youth. Then he will look up again and find that he has a
beard. It will be said to him, The sign that you are the
Mahdi is that you have a specific birthmark. He will look
and he will see it. All of that is from the plots of Satan.
Ibn Taimiya also wrote,
The people of misguidance and heresies, those who are
ascetic and worshippers but not according to the manner
prescribed by the
sometimes have strong
influence that draws many to the places of Satan in which
it is prohibited to pray. This is because the devils descend
upon them and the devils talk to them about some matters
in the same way they talk to the fortune tellers. In the
same manner, they enter the statues and idols and talk to
the worshipper of the idols. And they help them in some
of their needs in the same manner they help magicians. In
a similar fashion, they help the worshipper of idols, the
sun, the moon and the planets when they worship them in
a manner they think that are deserving of, of sanctifying
them, to dressing and lighting incense for them and so on.
Devils, that they call the spirits of the planets, descend
upon them and meet some of their needs.

Those who are served by the devils get close to them by
way of sinful acts

Those who believe that they have been granted special powers
and consider themselves special devotees of Allah are actually just being
served by the devils. There is no doubt that they get close to the devils
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by way of what they love of disbelief and idolatry. Ibn Taimiya says that
many of those people write the Word of Allah in impure substances and
they invert the letters of the Quran, either the words of surah al-Fatiha,
al-Ikhlas or other verses. And they write the Word of Allah in
blood or other impure substances. And they write or make other
statements that are pleasing to Satan.
If they say or write what is pleasing to the devils, then the devils
aid them in satisfying some of their desires, such as transforming water
or transporting them in the air to some places. Or they might steal wealth
from other treacherous people who do not mention Allahs name over it
and bring it to some of their selected friends and so on.

Invisible
It is mentioned in the explanation to the Creed of at-Tahaawi,
There are some devils that the people call invisible men.
Some people converse with them. They perform for the
people some miracles that make the humans believe that
they are close friends of Allah. Some of them aid the
polytheists against the Muslims. Some say that the
Messenger ordered them to kill the Muslims along with
the polytheists because the Muslims were sinful.
The commentator to the Creed noted,
In reality they are the brothers of the polytheists. The
people of knowledge are in three groups with respect to
invisible men. (1) One group denies the existence of such
invisible men. But the people have witnessed them. And it
is confirmed that some trustworthy people have witnessed
them and have related what they saw. And if they would
were to see them and confirm their existence they would
submit to them. (2) A group that admits their existence
and accepts it as a will of Allah. They believe, therefore,
vol.

that there is a hidden path to Allah other then the path of
the Prophets. (3) A group that rules out the existence of
patrons of Allah outside of the framework of the
Messenger but they believe both groups have received
help from Allah. These people give glorification to the
Messenger, being ignorant of his religion and laws.
Then he says, making clear what they and their followers are:
The truth of the matter is that they are all followers of the
invisible men are nothing butjinn
are
Indeed
men
of
humans
called men, as
says,
used to invoke the protection of men of the Jinn...
(al-Jinn 6). And the humans have company with them and
witness and see them. Sometimes they cannot be seen but
it is not the case that they always keep themselves hidden
from mankind. Those who think that they are humans are
mistaken and ignorant.
Then he explains the reason for the differences of opinion about
them an d the reasons for the existence of three groups mentioned above,
The problem lies in not differentiating between the
patrons of Satan and the patrons of Allah. It is obligatory
to compare the actions of the people (or of the invisible
men) and their statements to the book of Allah and the
sunnah of the Prophet (peace be upon him). What agrees
with these two guides is correct and what disagrees with
them is wrong. No matter what a person does and exposes
of his deeds, he will not be a believer or devotee of Allah,
even if he flies in the air or walks on water, as long as he
does not stick to the Book and
The human must always have some balance that can be used to
distinguish between the devotees of the Merciful and the devotees of
Satan and between the righteous and the impious. Otherwise, he will
himself stray. That standard is the book of Allah and the sunnah of the
al-Aqeeda al-Tahaawiya, pp.
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Prophet (peace be upon him). If a person adheres to them, it is fine and
good. If not, then he is not upon anything sound or praiseworthy, even if
we see him resurrecting the dead or performing alchemy. Ibn Taimiya
said,
The one who cannot distinguish between the Godly
situations and Satanic situations will have truth
resembling falsehood in his eyes. One whom Allah does
not enlighten his heart and give him the reality of faith
and following of the Quran will not know the path of truth
from falsehood. He will confuse the two situations, in the
same way people were confused by Musailama the liar of
Yemen and other liars who claimed to be prophets.
Ibn Taimiya has written an important book that clearly
differentiates between the servants of Allah and the servants of Satan.
After reading this book the affair should be clear to the reader. Its name
is Al-Furqan bain Auliya ar-Rahman wa Auliya

The Ruling about being served by the jinn
It is clear that Allah granted the Prophet Solomon a dominion
that no one will be given after him, due to his supplication. If a human is
being obeyed by the jinn, not by mastery over them, but by their own
pleasing, is this considered permissible? Ibn Taimiya has written a
response to this question:
Jinn, with humans, are in different situations. If one
orders the jinn to what Allah and His Messenger has
ordered from the worship of only Allah and obedience to
Him and His Prophet, and he also orders mankind to the
same, then that person is from the most virtuous of the
Jaami al-Rasaail, 197.
That book has been translated into English: The Criterion between the Allies of the
and the allies of the Devil (Birmingham, England:
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patrons of Allah. And he is acting as the successor of the
Prophet (peace be upon him) and his lieutenant.
If a person uses the jinn for activities that are permissible
and he also orders them to what is obligatory for them and
prevents them from what is prohibited for them, then he is
similar to a king that behaves in the same manner. Then
the most he can become is a devotee of Allah among the
general devotees of Allah, like the comparison between a
Prophet who was given rule and a worshipping messenger
of Allah: like Solomon and Joseph with respect to
Abraham, Moses, Jesus and Muhammad, the blessings of
Allah and peace be upon all of them.
If he uses the jinn for activities that have been prohibited
by Allah and His Messenger, as idolatry, or killing one
who has no right to be killed, or being an enemy of the
people without fighting them, such as harming others or
making them forget knowledge and other acts of
oppression, or committing lewd acts- that is, he uses
them to help him in sin and transgression and
he is a disbeliever. If he uses them for acts of
disobedience then he is a sinner, either a faasiq (wicked
evildoer) or a sinner who is less than that.
If the person is completely ignorant of Islamic law and
uses the jinn for what he believes to be noble deeds, such
as having the jinn take him to the pilgrimage, listen to
innovations or take him to Arafat, then this does not fulfill
the requirement of the pilgrimage, and similar other
activities. The person is mislead and has been duped by
such actions.

Majmoo, vol. 11,
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Making the Spirits Appear [Through Seances
and Channeling]
Talk about the appearance of spirits had become widespread
these days. Many people who are considered wise and prudent believe in
this falsehood.
The alleged appearing of the spirits have come through many
means. Some of it is just clear fabrication simply through deception,
trickery, psychological influence, scientific instruments and so on. In
other cases it is done through the use of the jinn and devils.
Dr. Muhammad Muhammad Hussain has written a book entitled
al-Roohiya al-Hadeetha in which he uncovers much of the deception
that is performed under the name of this activity. The charlatans never
perform their acts except under a very dim red light that approaches
darkness. They make bodies appear. Sounds and movements come that
darkness. Even the one who is watching closely cannot determine where
people are sitting or where voices are coming from. Similarly, he cannot
distinguish the different aspects of the room, such as its walls, doors or
windows.
In that book, Dr. Muhammad discusses al-Khibaa (a separate
chamber) which is a room that is cut off from the people present or in the
corner or a room covered by a thick curtain. This is the place where the
medium sits and it is from his hands that the alleged bodies appear. In
the darkness of the room, it is that dark corner from where the spirits and
voices come. And when they return they also return to that same place. It
is not permitted for the people present to touch or look into the spirit or
shape that has appeared.
The author states that the spiritualists will never be at a loss, in
such a dark environment, for any scientific instruments they need to
perform their tricks.
Deceiving humans by such deception is an old and well-known
trick that the devils have always used to mislead mankind. They seek the
peoples credibility and honor in the same way that they seek their
wealth. Ibn Taimiya discussed a group of people of his time who were
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called
ihiya. They claimed that they had knowledge of the
unseen and that the truth was unveiled to them. They claimed that they
could see and show people the invisible men. Then some of their
deception was discovered. They used to send some women to some of
the houses to find out the inner secrets of the household and then they
would claim that such was some of the special knowledge that they were
privy to.
They promised one man, who was hoping to be a ruler, to show
him some of the invisible men. They made a long plank of wood. They
set up a long platform on a mountain some distance away. This made it
look like people were walking in the air. The deceived one will look at
them from a distance and will see a people on the mountain, raised
above the earth. They took from that man a great deal of money and then
their deception was made clear to him.
They deceived another man called Qafjaq. A man would enter a
grave and talk from the grave and he would think it was the dead
speaking. They took him through a small gate in the cemetery to a man
they claimed was al-Sharani from the hills of Lebanon. They did not
bring him close to him but kept him far away so his blessings would
return to him. They asked him for a great deal of money. Qafjaq said,
The shaikh knows the unseen and he knows that in all of my wealth, I
do not have as much as he asked for. So Qafjaq got close and tore off
the hair of the person and found that the faker was covering himself with
a sheepskin.
Dr. Muhammad Muhammad Hussain also makes it clear that the
mediums or channelers those people whom the spiritualists claim are
naturally disposed to make the actual contact with the spirits and it is
through them that they appear and speak- are usually deceiving fakes
and liars. Most of these mediums are not of good character, nor are they
religious. In fact, the spiritualists do not require any character or religion
in their mediums. He mentioned an incident that happened to him
personally that made it clear that these mediums are nothing but
deceivers and liars.

Ibn Taimiya, Majmoo al-Fatawa, vol. 11, p.
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He also explained how some of those present are also involved
in the scheme. And they are very careful just to pick participants who are
not sharp enough to figure out the deception that is going on.

The use of the jinn and devils
Muhammad Hussain uncovered much
Dr
Muhammad
concerning the first method of the spiritualists in their claims to bring
forth the spirits. This is the method of trickery, falsehood, psychological
deception and scientific tricks.
But I must point to the second method, that of using jinn and
devils. I believe that the majority of such claims of presenting the spirits
are done through this method.

Making the spirits appear is an ancient claim
The claim of making the spirits appear is not of recent invention,
but it is an ancient claim indeed. We have already discussed how some
people had connections with the jinn. In fact, it is recorded in books of
trustworthy people that some people claimed that the spirits of the dead
had reappeared after the death of the person. Ibn Taimiya wrote, From
those people [that is, those people of satanic influence involved in
idolatry, polytheism, magic and so forth] are those who believe that if
one of them dies, he returns to them after his death and talks to them,
pays their debts, returns their pledges and advises them. He appears to
them in the shape that he was in during his life. It is a Satan who appears
in his form and they think it is actually him.

pp.
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A modern day experience
place with the author
in his book Kitab
to quote the complete text of what he wrote:
people of the East and the West have preoccupied
themselves with the claim of making the spirits appear. There have been
many articles written about it, written in different languages, published
in Arabic as well as non-Arabic magazines. Books have been written
about it. Much research has been done lately on this topic. Many
experiments have been performed. After all of that, the intelligent people
have concluded that the raising of the spirits is nothing but falsehood
and forgery, a call to disbelief and wickedness.
What they claim to be the appearing of the spirits of people who
have passed away is nothing but fakery and forgery. The spirits that
appear are nothing but devils that are playing with and duping humans.
In reality, there is no one who is capable of making the spirits
appear. After the spirit leaves the body it goes to reside in the realm
called al-Barzakh which is the interval between this worldly life and the
life of the hereafter. Therein the person is either in bounties or
punishment. They are preoccupied there with a great affair which would
prevent them from appearing before the humans.
I [al-Bayanuni] was called to such an act of these spiritualists.
And I experienced my own lengthy experience. This experience made it
clear to me that it is nothing but falsehood, forgery and deception. It is
just the playing of the devils. They present that to the people to mislead
them and to deceive them and to make humans follow them.

The beginning of the experience
I had known for more than ten years of a person who claimed
that he was using the jinn to do good deeds in the service of mankind.
And that was done through a person who was a medium. He claimed that
he achieved that through recitations and lengthy invocations which took
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up a great deal of time. He was instructed in thorough incantations by
someone who claimed he was knowledgeable in that area.
The medium came to me one day telling me that so and so of the
jinn had called for me to discuss something important and there was a

great matter in store for me.

I
to the appointment, trusting in Allah and very happy
about it, in order to learn new information through this experience.

How did the deception begin?
The first deceiving step that they took with me, in the process of
bringing forth the spirits, was to have me ask Allah for forgiveness,
This would make a person believe,
glorify him and other acts of
at first glance, that he is meeting with spirits who are pure, holy and
truthful.
I entered the house of the medium and we were alone together in
0 bviously under
a room. The medium sat on the bed. And we
his guidance with asking forgiveness and
Allah- until he
became like in a trance and I laid him down on his bed. I covered him
with a covering in the way I was told to do. Then in a low voice, his
companion greeted me. His knowing me and his like for me were
obvious. He introduced me to himself. He claimed to be a created being.
He was not from the angels or the jinn but was of another creation, a
different species. He came into being by Allahs saying, Be and he
was.
The person of the voice claimed that the jinn only appeared
through his command. And that between him and receiving the
command from Allah there was only four intermediaries, with the Angel
Gabriel being the fifth.
He began to praise me. He said that they will cut off any
meetings they have with other humans and they shall only meet with me.
Because, they claimed, I was a special person of this age. And this was a
special sanction from Allah and it was Allah who had chosen me for
that. And they made me a glittering promise full of amazing things.
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I accepted this new experience and false call with trust in Allah
and asking Allah to protect me from error and to guide me to the clear
truth, enlightened by the light of knowledge and following the path of
steadfastness and praising Allah.
At the end of the first meeting, he promised me a second
meeting. Then the person himself instructed me to make some special
incantations to awake the medium from his absence. That was done. And
the medium was sitting. His eyes opened as if he had been wakened from
a deep sleep and did not know what had transpired.
I went back for the second appointment also. Then we had many
meetings, one after another, for a long time. During every meeting, they
renewed their good promise to me and described a great future for me
and the great blessings that the nation would receive at my hands.

The situation develops
The situation developed further. Many spirits came to visit me
in every meeting. Some with invocations being made before the meeting
while others without it. While eating or drinking tea with the medium,
the medium would fall asleep with his head down at the promised time.
And the spirits would appear, some claiming to be angels or from the
jinn or companions of the Prophet or saints. They would always speak
with reverence and respect. They would invoke blessings for my visit
and point to a blessed future. Then they would leave and others would
come.

I was visited by beings that claimed to be angels, jinn, Abu
Huraira, scholars, saints, such as Abu al-Hasan al-Shaadhili,
known and accepted scholars, such as al-Shaikh
al-Tirmaaneeni,
and some scholars that I had met before and had known of their deaths,
including my father (may Allah have mercy on him).
They gave me glad tidings of my fathers visit at a specific time.
I looked forward to this meeting with anxiety. When it was time for the
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meeting, they requested me to read
al- Waqiah aloud. read it.
When I finished reciting it, they said, Your father will appear after a
few moments. Listen to what he says and do not ask him about
anything.

The beginning of my vigilance
After a few minutes, there came someone who claimed to be my
father. He greeted me. He showed his happiness for meeting me.
he
was happy with me for meeting those spirits. He advised me to assist the
medium and his family and to take care of them in the best way as he
had no other means of making money except through this way.
He ended his speech with the prayers on the Prophet
Abraham. And I knew that my father was passionately fond of saying
the prayers upon the Prophet (peace be on him), especially in the prayer
of Abraham.
The most amazing thing was that his accent was exactly the
same as my fathers.
and left.
He said
Then I began to ask myself, Why did they advise me not to ask
him about anything. For a secret reason no doubt. The secret reason
became clear to me at that moment. It was not my father. It was his
partner from the jinn, the one who accompanied him throughout his
life. He came to me in the form of my father and imitated his most
particular characteristics.
They advised me not to ask him about anything because the
partner from the jinn, no matter to what extent he knows and
remembers about my father, he is not able to remember every detail that
a son knows about his father. They feared that if I asked him something
of that nature, he would not be able to respond and the matter would
become clear.
With others, 1 would meet them and not know who they were
until they were about to leave and then they would say, I am so and so,
greet me and leave immediately.
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There was also a secret reason for that: If any of them would tell
me who they were, and he was well-known for being knowledgeable, I
topic with him and he would not be able to
could discuss a
respond. Again, the matter would then be uncovered.
One time someone came and debated with me saying that the
face of the woman is not aurah [or from the private parts that must be
covered] and need not be covered. I refuted him and he responded to me
with a response that had no aspect of knowledge in it. The argument
became heated between us, I said to him, How do you respond to those
jurists who say that the face of the woman is aurah and she must cover
out of fear of
[temptation and sin]? The argument ended without
al-Tarmaaneeni
any benefit. Then he told me that he was Shaikh
and he left. It became clear to me that he was undoubtedly a liar because
Shaikh al-Tarmaaneeni was a leading
scholar and the leaders of the
Shafi school say that all of the woman is aurah, even if she is an aged,
gray-haired woman. If he really was the shaikh he said he was and he
had discovered some new knowledge in the world of barzakh he would
have informed me about it and shown me its evidence. But it was all a lie
and deception. Its intention was misguidance. And Allah- and all
refused except to guide me and confirm me on
praises are due to
the truth and guidance. A woman uncovering her face, especially in
times like these with moral laxity and a sick society, is something no
knowledgeable or religious person would agree to.

The reality becomes uncovered
The reality of the situation became more and more uncovered
meeting after meeting and experience after experience. Finallv. I was
.
certain that all of it were lies and forgeries. It had no
in
righteousness and no standing in religion.
Even the medium, who I was advised to help and treat
generously, was known not to pray and he was not ordered to perform
his prayers. His beard was shaven and no one ordered him to let it grow.
is the existence from death until one is resurrected.
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Certainly, he devours the wealth of the people through falsehood
and deceiving promises. There is no source of income for him except
through that evil means.
A man came to me after he heard that I had some relation with
that medium and complained to me about his deception. He took 300
Syrian
from him and the man was a poor person who was very
much in need of that money. I insisted that the medium return the money
to him. He did so, in his and his devils hope that I would continue to
meet with them.
The medium and his family base most of their entire lives on
lying.

Those spirits, after everything became clear to me, tried to
threaten me. But that did not shake my heart whatsoever. And all praises
are to Allah.
I used to record what they used to say to me. These recordings
filled two large files. I recorded most of what they said to me.
When it became unquestionably clear to me that it was all fake,
without any other way to explain it, I made my final judgment about
them and burned the two files that were filled with lies and forgeries.
Those spirits who claimed to be Companions of the Prophet,
saints and pious people were all devils. No intelligent believer should be
deceived by them.
All of the ways that are taken to make the spirits appear are
nothing but lies and falsehood. It does not matter if it is through a
or medium, as in the experience I had, or through a table or tea
cup, that some people have experienced and mentioned to me. All of
them end in the same result that I reached.
A wonderful thing is that I have seen other people write on this
topic and the conclusion of the intelligent people who experienced these
things is the same conclusion I arrived at. They concluded that those
spirits are nothing but the partners of humans from among the jinn, as
Allah had guided me to. And all praise is to Allah.
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I have fulfilled, by these words, the obligation of advising
others. And Allah is the Guide to the Straight Path.

The gravity of this call
This claim of those people that the spirits appear is an attempt
on the part of the devils, both jinn and human, to ruin the religion of the
people. Those beings that appear are nothing but devils that come and
speak in words that would destroy and demolish religion. They propound
new principles and teachings that are completely opposed to religion. In
one such meeting, the spirit (Satan) claimed, by the tongue of the
that the Angel Gabriel was present at that meeting. When they
did not know who Gabriel was, he told them, You dont know Gabriel,
the one who revealed the Quran to Muhammad? He is blessing this
gathering. Dr. Muhammad Muhammad Hussein quoted a magazine
entitled Aalim al-Ruh (The World of the Spirit). It had an article
entitled, The Speech of the Great Spirit Wyatt Hook. It stated,
We must become united in this movement, in this new
religion. We must have love between us. We must have
the ability to compromise and understand one another...
My message [the spirit that is speaker here, that is Satan]
is to nurse the rejected and help mankind free himself
from Allah [and that is the truth as his message is one of
disbelief in Allah]. Humans are a god garbed in the
elements of the earth [this is what they pump up humans
with, they lie to them in order to mislead them]. And he
does not know what is in his power. He has not sensed his
angelic and divine parts... Spiritualism will be more
powerful than any other thing to establish this new
religion that can encompass the entire world.
And he also quoted from that magazine the introduction of a
new order or system that is built upon the above goal.
This ends the excerpt that is taken from al-Bayanunis work.
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That new order will be for every human being and
through it they will make clear for us a new way of life
and they shall give us a new concept of Allah and His
will. They will give us spiritual peace and comfort and the
happiness of soul and heart. They will break down the
barriers between society and individual and between
beliefs and religions. Membership in that order will be
without reference to country, color, religion or political
persuasion.
These spirits allege that they are messengers that are sent from
Allah. Dr. Muhammad Muhammad Hussain mentions that Muhammad
Wajdi related that one of those spirits (or devils), said, We are
messengers from Allah in the same way that messengers were sent
before us. Except that our teachings are more advanced than their
teachings. Our god is their god. Except our god is more apparent than
their god. He has less human characteristics and more godly ones. Do
not submit to any belief or ideology. Do not accept any belief without
thought nor any teaching that is not based on reason.
They allege that the messengers and prophets were nothing
except intermediaries of the highest rank of intermediaries. The miracles
that were performed at their hands were nothing but what the spirits
manifest, like what manifests itself in the seances. They claim that they
can repeat any of the miracles ascribed to Jesus. Some newspapers ran a
large add claiming that one of the spiritualists in America could perform
all of the miracles of Jesus, such as returning sight to the blind, allowing
the mute to speak and so on. Furthermore, that alleged doctor is a child
When he comes to a sick person, he
of only ten years old, called
simply puts his fingertips on the person and recites some invocations and
words and the miracle happens. They say that that child inherited his
spiritual blessings from his father. And he never accepts any money for
what he does.
That child inheriting those blessings from his father reminds us
of a story that is told in some parts of Palestine. It is said that one man,
See Jaridat al-Qabs al-Kuwaitiya, Nov. 17, 1977.
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who was seen to be pious and holy, used to perform extraordinary acts.
He used to- during that time they had no planes or cars- go to
during the Night of Arafat. The pilgrims would witness him there and he
would even deliver some letters to his relatives and friends. He would
also take letters from them for their relatives and return on the same
night. Many people believed he was noble and pious although he never

performed any of the rites of the pilgrimage and would not stay in Mina

for the prescribed time or perform the throwing of the stones. Then
Allah willed that his falseness be discovered and shown to the people.
When death came to him, he called his oldest son and told him that on

the night of Arafah a camel will come to take him to Arafah every year.

When the camel came, he rode it for some time and then it stopped and
started talking to the son. He told him that he was a Satan that his father
had worshipped and prostrated to. That is why he used to perform those
services for him. When his son refused to prostrate to Satan and sought
refuge in Allah from him, Satan
him in the desert. Allah gave him
the ability to return to his home and unveil the truth about his father, the
disbeliever.
This story was also alluded to by al-Bayanuni in his book about
the angels in a more abridged fashion.

Is it possible to make the spirits appear?
The magazine Scientific American offered a large financial prize
for anyone who could offer proof that spirits do appear. That prize is still
available as no one has been able to win it, although there are a great
number of spiritualists and their likes in America. In addition to that,
there is another prize that is being offered by the American magician
Denger for the same purpose and no one has won that prize either.
But what is the Islamic position with respect to bringing back
the spirits of the dead? When one studies the texts related to this point,
he will conclude with certainly that such an act is absolutely impossible.
Allah has informed us that the spirit is from the unseen which man
cannot possibly fathom or reach.
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They ask you concerning the spirit. Say: The spirit is by command of
my Lord, and of knowledge you have been vouchsafed but little
(al-Israa 85).
And Allah has informed us that He takes the souls of the dead
when they die,

Allah receives the souls at the time of their death, and that (soul) which
dies not in its sleep. He keeps that soul for which He has ordained death
and dismisses the rest till an appointed term. Lo! Herein are portents for
people who take thought (al-Zumar 42). After death, Allah puts angels
in charge of the souls that either punish it if he were an ungrateful
unbeliever or gives it bounties if he were a pious person.
The Prophet (peace be upon him) has made clear to us how the
angel of death takes the soul at the time of death and what happens to it
after that. If the souls are held by Allah and in the charge of strong
guardians, it is not possible that they escape from them and come to the
people and talk to them and play with the minds of humans.
Some of the mediums claim that the spirit of some righteous
person, martyr or prophet has come to them. How could it be that they
would leave the bounties of paradise to come to this world to come to
the dark rooms of the mediums? Allah has informed us that the martyrs
are alive with their Lord.
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Think not of those who are slain in the way of Allah, as dead. Nay,
are living. With their Lord they have provision
169).
The Prophet (peace be upon him) has informed us that the souls
of the martyrs are in the bellies of green birds in paradise; they eat from
the fruits of paradise and drink from its streams. And they are hanging
from the Throne of the Lord. How do these liars of today claim that their
spirits are appearing before them? This is a grave sin that comes from
their mouths and they say nothing but a lie.

A conjecture and a reply
Some people may ask, How is it that these spirits know the
deeds and the character of the persons who they claim to be?
We have stated that the one who claims he is a spirit is a devil.
Perhaps that devil is the partner that accompanied that human through
his life. We mentioned the texts that state that every human has a devil
who accompanies him. That devil accompanies him and knows many
aspects related to his character, habits, attributes, friend, relatives and so
forth.
It is very easy for them to answer the questions put to them
because they have such knowledge. If one asks, How do you explain the
scientific answers that they sometimes give? We reply, We have
already mentioned that devils and jinn have such knowledge that allows
them to respond and benefit us. But this knowledge is used to mislead
mankind. They only benefit us to the point that we trust them. Then they
mislead us in such a way that destroys our worldly life and our life in the
Hereafter.

The devils leave those who follow them
Those spiritualists who claim that they make the spirits appear
and can cure people by them are nothing but liars; and the spirits are
nothing but devils. Sometimes Satan even leaves such people and
disgraces and humiliates them. In al-Qabas, a
newspaper
there was an article about a medium in England by the
name of Peter Goodwin. He had come into spiritual powers by which he
was able to perform many miracles, such as cure those it was difficult to
cure, find lost items and so forth. And he had mastery over the spirits to
have them help mankind.
Peter Goodwin, by his unique powers, was able to be in many
places at one time. For example, his friends saw him in London, while,
at the same time, some others saw him in Liverpool and still others saw
him in Manchester. And during the whole time yet another group stated
that he was not in any of those places but he was actually sitting at home
with his family.
Sometimes his body would appear at different times in one and
the same place. For example, he would be sitting among his friends, then
he would enter upon them again and sit with them. Then again for a third
and fourth time, sitting and talking with them. So there would be five
at one meeting and he would be talking to them or some
Peter
of them.
But then Peter lost all of that and became like a normal person,
without the ability to cure, find lost items, predict the future or control
the spirits to serve mankind.
His downfall began last year when he began to use his spiritual
powers that Allah had granted him for material gain. He now looks to his
near past and says, What happened to me was not in the reckoning. The
spirits became angry with me and have afflicted me by leaving me.

The beginning of his plight
Last year, he decided that he would open centers for spiritual
healing throughout all of Britain. He wanted to open a center in every
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big city in Britain. For that purpose, he placed advertisements in the
evening newspapers. He was looking for trainees for spiritual research in
a full-time or part-time course. The cost would be between 40 to 50
British pounds.
He received some applicants for the position. One of the
Lacy, a
applicants he received was a twenty-nine year old writer,
sixty-five year old woman, Jean Bartlett, and man in his thirties named
Arthur Jeffrey. Peter Goodwin began holding interviews until he began
to tire.
Lacy stated,
We found when w cam e to the appointment that Peter
Goodwin was not there. I nstead, the one who
the interview was a woman in her fifties who was assisted
by a young man and woman, very beautiful. They
distributed a questionnaire to us and asked us to fill it out.
Among the questions it included were, Have you ever
witnessed a spirit before? Do you believe in spiritual
remedies? Do you take drugs? Have you ever been in
a mental hospital? The woman told us that Peter
Goodwin was planning on opening up a medical center in
every city in England and that he would train us in
spiritual healing so we would be able to work in those
centers. Then he would send us clients. We would charge
five sterling pounds for one session. And we would cure
approximately forty per week- on the condition that we
would give Peter Goodwin half of the first five thousand
sterling pounds we make and we would be able to keep
the rest. Most of the people began to debate this issue.
Some of the people did not like what they heard so they
left the room without completing the remainder of the
questionnaire.
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What did an eyewitness say?
After all of that, some of the respondents were selected and they
were allowed to meet Peter Goodwin in another room. He met with the
first person for twenty minutes. Successively his interviews grew shorter
until he saw the last one for only about five minutes. Then he chose
some of them for him to train.
One of the persons he chose was Jean Bartlett who was a retired
interior decorator. Her husband was Arthur Bartlett. Jean stated,
I could not comprehend anything that Peter was trying to
teach me. He would always start to get confused during
the training. At the end of the training, he had stopped
giving lectures in person but would just record what he
had intended to say and give them the cassettes to listen
to. He talked about the limits that humans can reach in
life. One time, he asked us to make a figure out of clay
that resembled a human. And he taught us to recite some
incantations to it. But all of that did not result in
anything.. Peter Goodwin gave us some more comments
but we did not understand anything from him.
Peter had also chosen Arthur Jeffrey and his wife Angela.
Angela narrated their experience?
At the beginning, we got the feeling that there was a
scientific atmosphere prevailing in his lectures. But
Goodwin was always confused. He began to lose his
powers little by little. After some days, he became like a
normal person, like us. He did not have any miraculous
abilities. We felt that since he no longer did anything
amazing in front of us. In fact, he began to record his
lectures and we would listen to the tapes without seeing
him. For that reason, we all stopped attending his lectures
and paying the fees we used to pay, which were ten
sterling pounds for each lecture.
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From his office, Peter Goodwin, the one who lost the trust of the
spirits, stated,
I was planning on developing the spiritual powers of my
students. Then I was going to give them a diploma for that
so they could go and work. They would benefit from it
and would benefit others and I would benefit. And
although I received many spiritual messages telling me
that I must not use my great spiritual gift from God for the
purposes of gaining economic rewards, I did not listen.

The result was that I began to lose my spiritual powers

until they left me completely. How did that happen? Until
now I do not know.

Our Comments to this Event
This man claimed that he brought forth the spirits but he has
no proof for this claim. But there is proof that they were simply devils
who were playing with him as he asked the people to make a statue and
read some specific incantations. These are things that are pleasing to
Satan and angering to Allah.
2. If it were the case that Satan was helping him, then it is very
possible that he may have been seen at many places at one time since the
devils have been given the ability to resemble humans.
That happened in the past and it continues to happen. We have
already related that Satan came to the polytheists in the form of Maalik
ibn Suraaqa during the battle of Badr. Ibn Taimiya narrated many such
incidents. shall recount some of what he wrote to make it clear to the
reader that this is something very old. Ibn Taimiya stated,
Some of my Companions told me that they had sought my
help during their harshest times. One of them was afraid
of the Armenians while the other feared the Tartars. Both
of them mentioned that they sought my aid and then saw
me flying in the air defending them from the enemies. I
informed them that I was unaware of that. I never
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defended them. But that was Satan who comes in the form
of humans to deceive them when they associated partners
with Allah [by calling on ibn Taimiyas aid instead of
Allahs].
He also said, This happened to more than one of our
companions and shaikhs with respect to their friends. One of them prays
for aid from his Shaikh and he sees his shaikh coming and fulfilling his
need. The Shaikh then tells him, I was not aware of that. And it
becomes clear that it was a devil.
He also wrote,
I told some of our companions when they mentioned to
me that when they sought aid in two people that they
believed in, they saw them coming in the air and telling
them, Make your heart good and we will defend you and
do such and such for you. I said to them, Does that tell
They said, No. I said, That shows you
you anything
that they were devils. For devils, if they tell humans the
truth about any issue or story they then commit many lies
with it as the jinn used to do with the soothsayers.
3. The devils of Peter Goodwin abandoned him in the same way
that the devils who appeared like shaikhs abandon the people they
promise to defend and help. The same was true for Satan who abandon
the monk after he promised to help him. This is to disgrace and
humiliate the person who was just previously honored and respected by
everybody.
4. Peter was under the impression that this power had come from
God, but this is a lie that has no proof for it.

The Jinn and the Knowledge of the Unseen
It is spread among many people that the jinn know the unseen.
And the jinn do their best to spread this wrong notion among humans.
But Allah has shown the falsity of their claim in the story of the Prophet

Solomon. Solomon was given power over
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behalf. After his death, his body stayed erect, leaning on a staff, and the
jinn continued to work. They were not aware that he had died until some
crawling creatures ate away the staff he was resting on. Then Solomon
fell and it was made clear to the people that the jinn are liars when they
claim to know the unseen. Allah says,

And when We decreed death for him [Solomon], nothing showed his
death to them save a creeping creature of the earth which gnawed away
his staff. And when he fell the jinn saw clearly how, if they had known
the unseen, they would have not continued in despised toil (Saba 14).
We have already mentioned how they stole messages from the
heavens and how the number of guards in the heavens were increased
after the Prophet Muhammad (peace be upon him) was sent. After that
the jinn were confounded.

Fortune tellers and diviners
By that we know one of the greatest mistakes that the masses
make when they believe that some people, like fortune tellers and
soothsayers, know the unseen. We see them going to them and asking
them about things that were stolen or crimes that were committed. And
they ask them about things that have not happened yet to themselves and
their children. Both the questioner and the questioned will be thwarted.
The knowledge of the unseen rests only with Allah. Allah does not
disclose any of it except to whom He chooses of his righteous servants:
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He is the Knower of the Unseen, and He reveals unto none His secret,
Save unto every messenger who He has chosen, and then He makes a
guard to go before him and a guard behind him that He may know that
they have indeed conveyed the messages of their Lord. He surrounds all
their doings, and He keeps count of all things (al-Jinn 26-28).
To believe that a certain person has the knowledge of the unseen
is a sinful and wrong belief that goes against the authentic Islamic belief
that only Allah has the knowledge of the unseen.
To go to some people to ask for a verdict that involves the
and
unseen is a very great sin. It is recorded in Sahih
on the authority of one of the wives of the Prophet (peace be
upon him), that the Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) said,

Whoever goes to a diviner and asks about something, his prayer will
not be accepted for forty days.
To believe in what they say is disbelief. Abu Huraira reported, as
recorded in
that the Prophet (peace be upon him) said,

Whoever goes to a diviner or soothsayer and confirms what they have
said, then he has disbelieved in what was revealed to Muhammad.
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In
al-Ageeda at-Tahaawiya it states, The astrologers fall
under the category of diviners according to some scholars while others
only say that its meaning applies to them also. And if that is the case for
the one who asks the question, what (do you think) will be the case with
respect to the one who is being asked? Meaning that if the one who just

asks the question will not have his prayer accepted for forty days and if

the one who confirms what the diviner says becomes an unbeliever, what
do you think is the ruling concerning the diviner or soothsayer?

Questioning the diviner for the purpose of testing him
Ibn Taimiya is of the opinion that to question the diviner in order
to test him, uncover his true situation and distinguish between his false
and true statements is permissible. His proof is in the hadith that is in the
two books of Sahihs: The Prophet (peace be upon him) questioned ibn
Sayaad. The Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) asked him, What
comes to you? He answered, Sometimes a truthful person and
sometimes a liar comes to me. He then asked him, What do you see?
He answered, I see a throne upon the water. The Prophet (peace be
upon him) said,
have concealed something from you. He said, It is
al-Dukh. The Prophet (peace be upon him) said, May you be
disgraced. You will never raise above your rank. You are nothing but a
brother of the soothsayers. You can see that the Prophet (peace be upon
him) asked him those questions to show his true situation to the people.

Astrologers
These are the people who use the stars or the celestial bodies to
predict the affairs of the earth. This is a practice that is prohibited by the
Book and the sunnah. In fact all of the messengers of Allah have
prohibited it.
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And a wizard shall not be successful to whatever point of (skill) he may
attain (Taha 69). And Allah also said,

Have you not seen those unto whom a portion of the Scripture has been
given, how they believe in idols (Ar., jibt) and false deities (Ar.,
taaghoot) ( al-Nisa 5 1). Umar ibn al-Khattab said that the jibt is
magic.

A Misconception
Some people allege that the astrologers, soothsayers, fortune
tellers and others are sometimes truthful. Their being truthful in many
situations is just a form deception of mankind. As they usually make a
general statement that can be interpreted in numerous ways. When the
event occurs, they interpret their statement in the way that would make it
seem correct.
Other times when they are correct, it is the result of acumen and
a keen eye. Other times it comes from the jinn who meet them and give
them some news they stole from the heavens. In the two Sahihs and in
it is related from Aisha that the Messenger of Allah
(peace be upon him) was asked about diviners. He said, They have
nothing. They said, But sometimes they give some words that turn out
to be true. He answered her, Those words of truth are from what the
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jinn stole. He says them into the ears of his patron and mixes with it one
hundred lies.
If the information they give that is correct is related to
something similar to the name of a thief or knowing the name of a
person and his family members before the first meeting with him, this
could all be done through some trickery. This could be done by having
an assistant who gets information from the people or is able to listen to
their discussions before the time of the meeting. Or it could be from the
acts of the devils as devils knowing about things that
past is not something strange or marvelous.

The soothsayers are the messengers of Satan
Ibn al-Qayyim has written,
Fortunetellers and soothsayers are messengers of Satan.
This is so because the polytheists hasten to them. They
rush to them in anticipation when anything important is
happening and they believe in their words. They take
them as the decider of their affairs and they are pleased
with their rulings. This is the same behavior that the
followers of the messengers [of Allah] have towards the
messengers. They believe that [these fortune tellers] have
knowledge of the unseen. They inform them about the
unseen things that no one else knows about. So for the
people who make idolatry through them, they are in the
place of messengers. In reality, the fortune tellers and
soothsayers are truly the messengers of Satan. He sends
them to his party of polytheists and makes them appear
like truthful messengers until his party responds to them,
in order to take them away from the messengers of Allah.
They consider their messengers to be the truthful ones
who have knowledge of the unseen. Since there is such a
great difference and contradiction between the two, the
Messenger of Allah (peace be on him) said, Whoever
goes to a fortunetell er and believers in what he says, he

disbelieved in what has been revealed to
has
Muhammad.
So people are of two categories: followers of the fortune
tellers and followers of the [true] messengers [of Allah].
One person cannot be of both the latter and the former. In
fact, the further he goes from the Messenger (peace be on
him) by the amount he gets closer to the fortune teller.
And he denies the Messenger by the amount that he
believes in the fortuneteller.
Whoever studies the history of the different peoples in the world
will recognize that the diviners and magicians have been given a position
similar to that of the messengers. But they are messengers of Satan. It
was the soothsayers and magicians that their people listened to. They
determined what would be lawful and what would be prohibited. They
took the peoples wealth. And they ordered the people to perform
different types of rituals and worship that were pleasing to Satan. And
they ordered the cutting off of family relations and violating peoples
honor. Al-Aqqad has discussed these topics in his book

The Obligation of the Muslim Nation Towards Them
What the astrologers, fortune tellers, magicians and diviners
claim is a great misguidance that should not be taken lightly. It is to be
rejected and stopped. It is an obligation upon those whom Allah has
given His religion and taught them His book and the sunnah of His
Prophet to eradicate this misguidance through speech, by showing the
falsity of their claims with clear proofs. And those who have power must
use that power to physically stop those who claim the knowledge of the
unseen, such as fortune tellers, soothsayers, palm readers, people who
read tea cups and so on. They must be stopped from spreading their
diseases in the magazines and newspapers. Anyone who shows their
material publicly must be punished for the evil that they do. Allah
al-Qayyim,
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blamed the Children of Israel for failing to prevent the wrong that they

saw among themselves,

They did not prevent the evil that was being done (al-Maaidah 79).
And the Prophet has said, as Abu Bakr narrated and is recorded in the
books of

Verily, if a people see an evil and do not put an end to it, then Allah
might afflict them all with a general affliction.

Jinn and Unidentified Flying Objects
Many times we hear about the sightings of unidentified flying
Perhaps a week cannot go by without hearing of one
objects
person or a group of people who have reported a sighting. They are seen
either flying through the skies or stationed for a time on earth. Some
people have reported a creation different from that of humans emerging
from
them
1
such as the ex-President of the United States, Jimmy Carter, who
to have witnessed a UFO in Georgia in 1973.
He began a special study of the existence of other creatures who
have began to invade earth. He even had a discussion with a scientist
who believes in other creatures. Along with President Carter was Frank
Price, his scientific advisor. Then Carter watched a film detailing the
1
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most recent researches on creatures that live in outer space. The one who
presented that film was the Head of the Department of Astronomy of
Cornell University, Carl Sagan. Sagan is the expert that the Space
Administration turns to with any question concerning creatures living in
outer space.
journal that Mao Tse Tung
It was also reported in a
believed that beings other than humans lived on other planets. The
author of that report mentioned that about 61% of the American youth
are convinced that
do exist and, according to American
newspapers, about a half a million Americans have actually witnessed
Some of them even had direct contact with the
such
Recently film producer Steven Spielburg made a movie entitled
Close Encounters of the Third Kind which cost 22 million dollars to
produce. This film was made after he collected together all of the
information about the sighting of and contacts with
The film was
first shown in the White House and the first person to see it was the
President. After that film came out, the Space Administration was
convinced that it is a must to research this matter more. In 1979, they
devoted one million dollars for such research. They started a secret
project called SITY and they set up special instruments to determine if
there were creatures invading the earth from outer space.

After the above, we can conclude the following
1. There is no scope to deny the existence of strange creatures
that are not human. Sightings of such creatures have come through
continuous reporting over the past twenty centuries, in fact over the last
one hundred centuries. I researched this topic for some time and found
an article reporting such on a weekly basis or even more
2. People are confused concerning the exact explanation for
what these beings and flying objects might be, especially since the speed
no. 3399, May 12, 1977.
The most recent event occurred in Kuwait where more than one person said he saw
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of their vehicles seems to be much greater than what humans have been
able to manufacture.
3. I am certain that those beings are from the species of the jinn
that reside on this earth and which we have been discussing throughout
this book. We have already mentioned their superior abilities, including
their speed of movement above the speed of sound or light. Similarly,
they have been given the ability to take on different shapes and they are
able to appear in front of humans in different shapes.
And by that, by the grace of Allah, it has been made clear to us
the reality of these beings. We can feel the loss and confusion of those
people who do not have the knowledge that we possess. Therefore, we
can spend our mental and monetary resources on researches that will be
beneficial.
Some people have asked about the reason why these beings and
seem to be appearing in our times while they did not appear in
past times. The response is that the jinn use, in their schemes, whatever
happens to be the mode of the day. During this time, scientific progress
is the fad of the day. Therefore the jinn mislead them by the use of this
medium that interests them. Today people are beginning to explore space
and the possibility of life in outer space. [Hence, the jinn are appearing
and space creatures in order to mislead and deceive
in the form of
mankind.]
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THE WEAPONS OF THE BELIEVER IN HIS W A R
AGAINSTSATAN
1. Caution and care
This evil enemy of the human is always anxious to mislead
mankind. He does this through a number of means, many of which we
have discussed in the previous chapters. One must beware of this enemy.
One must be aware of his goals and his stratagem in order to be
victorious over him. If man is heedless about these affairs, then Satan
can attack him through any means that he pleases. Ibn al-Jauzi made an
exceptionable parable about this battle between man and Satan. He said
in Talbees,
The heart is like a fort that is surrounded by a wall and the
wall has gates from which it can be torn down. In it lies
the mind. The angels frequent that fort and next to that
fort are places where the desires lie. And the devils enter
into this surrounding area without being prevented from
doing so. And the war exists between the inhabitants of
the fort and the inhabitants of the surrounding areas. The
devils never stop circling the fort and looking for an
opening where the guard is heedless and from where he
can tear down the fort. It is obligatory for the guards to be
completely aware of all of the gates of the fort that must
be guarded as well as all of its weak points from which
destruction can come. The guard cannot take a break
because the enemy never takes a break. A man said to
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al-Hasan al-Basri, Does Iblees sleep? He answered, If
he were to sleep we could then have a rest.
The fort is lit by the remembrance of Allah and faith in
Him. In it is a polished looking glass through which [the
guardians] can then see anything that passes by. The first
thing that Satan does is to blow smoke into the fort to
make its walls black. This causes rust and damage in the
fort. Sound thought repels Satan and remembrance of
Allah cleans the looking glass. The enemy has carriages
and sometimes they are able to enter the fort. The guards
may come upon them and force them to leave. Perhaps
they may enter due to the heedlessness or carelessness of
the guards. Perhaps, due to the smoke and the rust, Satan
enters through any way and he is not perceived. Perhaps
the guard is injured by the heedlessness or is taken
prisoner and led to the following of the desires. And
perhaps he becomes like the jurist who does evil.

2. Sticking to the Book and the sunnah
The greatest thing that can be used as a defense against the
devils is sticking to the Book and the sunnah, by ones knowledge and by
ones actions. The Book and the sunnah present the straight path, and it
is Satan who struggles to steer us from this straight path. Allah says in
the Quran,

49.

And He (commands you, saying:) This is My straight path, so follow it.
not other ways, lest you be parted from His way. This has He
ordained for you, that you may ward off evil (al-Anaam 153). The

be upon him) explained this verse.

straight

on

with his hand and said, This is the straight path of Allah.

left and on its right he drew other lines and he said, These
to them. And then he recited the

all have Satan

above verse.

If

person follows what has
from
in his beliefs,
and
on,
and
avoids
what
words,
ad
forbidden, then he will be protected from Satan. Allah says in the

Oh you who believe, Come, all of you, into submission (unto Him); and
follow not the footsteps of Satan. Lo! He is an open enemy for you
Baqara 208). The Arabic word al-silm in that verse refers to Islam while
some say it means obeying Allah and Muqaatil says it refers to all acts in
which there is righteousness. From that we see that it is an order to apply
all of the branches of Islam and all the aspects of its laws according to
ones abilities; and the verse prohibits the following of the footsteps of
Satan. Whoever enters completely into Islam is far away from the steps
of Satan. Whoever does not follow any part of Islam has, in fact,
followed in some of the footsteps of Satan. Therefore any kind of
allowing what Allah has prohibited or vice-versa is a following of Satan.
Eating any forbidden and foul foods is all part of following in the
footsteps of Satan that has been declared prohibited for us.

This was recorded by

who called it sahih, and al-Nasaai.
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mankind! Eat of that which is lawful and wholesome in the earth, and
follow not the footsteps of the devil. Lo! he is an open enemy for you
(al-Baqara 168).
Sticking to the Book of Allah and his sunnah in ones words and
actions will rebuke Satan and will greatly infuriate him. It is recorded in
Sahih Muslim,
and
Ibn
on the authority of
Abu Huraira that the Prophet (peace be upon him) said,

the son of Adam reads a verse of prostration and then prostrates,
Satan departs from him and cries, saying, Woe to me. The son of Adam
was ordered to prostrate and he did so and, therefore, he will be granted
paradise. I was ordered to prostrate and disobeyed and, therefore, I will
get the hell-fire.

3. Taking refuge and shelter in Allah
The best way to take shelter from Satan and his soldiers is to
seek refuge and aid in Allah from the accursed Satan. Allah has power
over Satan. If the slave seeks refuge in Him, how can Satan get to him?
Allah says,

Keep to forgiveness and enjoin kindness, and turn away from the
ignorant. And if a slander from the devil wounds you, then seek refuge
in Allah. Lo! He is Hearer, Knower (al-Araaf 199-200).
Allah even ordered the Messenger (peace be upon him) to seek
refuge from the suggestions of the devils and from having them present
with him.

And say: My Lord! I seek refuge in You from suggestions of the evil
ones. And I seek refuge in You, my Lord, lest they be present with me
(al-Muminoon 98-99). This invocation is asking that we dont fall prey
to what they whisper to us and we do not follow such whispers up. Allah
has ordered us to seek refuge in Him from the Satanic enemy from which
there is no other escape, since he does not accept acts of kindness and
courtesy. He only desires the destruction of humans due to his enmity
for them.
Ibn Katheer, in his commentary to the Quran, states
This means to seek shelter in Allah and to adhere to Him
in the face of any possible evil. The meaning of I seek
refuge in Allah from the outcast Satan, is to seek shelter
in the protection of Allah from the outcast Satan, such
that he will not harm one in ones religion or worldly life.
[It is seeking refuge in Allah such that] Satan shouldnot
prevent one from doing what one has been ordered to do
or to push one to do some act that one has been prohibited
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to do. Verily, Satan does not turn from the person except
through the aid of Allah. The devils from among the
humans can be dealt with in a kind fashion, as has been
ordered by Allah. And this kind treatment may stop them
from the evil that they plan on doing. But such bribery
will not work with the devils from among the jinn because
they are a different type of creation. He does not accept
bribes nor is he affected by kind behavior. This is because
he is evil by nature. The only source that can help one
against him is his Creator.
The Prophet (peace be upon him) would often seek refuge in the
Lord from Satan, in different ways and on many different occasions.
After the opening invocation of the prayer he used to say, I seek refuge
in Allah, the Hearer, the Knower, from the accursed Satan and from his
puffing up, spitting, and evil suggestion. The four compilers of the
related that hadith. These words are interpreted in the following
manner:
up means death by strangling; sputtering means
pride; and the latter refers to poetry.

Seeking refuge upon entering bathrooms
When one enters the lavatories, one should seek refuge from the
male and female devils. It is reported in the two Sahihs that
ibn
Malik related that whenever the Prophet (P
be upon him) would
enter the place to relieve oneself, he would
.

.

.

Oh Allah, I seek refuge in You from the male
evil jinn. It is
recorded in
and
Abu
with a sahih chain,
that Zaid ibn Arqam related that the Prophet (peace be upon him) said,
This is what
ar wrote. Most authorities say it means madness. See, for
example, Mad al-Din i n al-Athir,
al-Haditb (n.c.: al-Maktab
n. vol. p.
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These privies are frequented by jinn. So when one of you enters the
privy, he should say, I seek refuge in Allah from the male and female
evil j inn.

Seeking refuge during the time of anger
A hadith states that during the Prophets time there were two
men who were caught by extreme anger such that it appeared to the
narrator of the hadith that one of them was going to cut off the others
nose due to his anger. The Prophet (peace be upon him) said,
know a
statement, that if he were to say it what troubles him of anger would
leave him. The people asked, What is it, oh Messenger of Allah? He
replied, Oh Allah, I seek refuge in You from the accursed Satan. (This
and the
was recorded by al-Bukhari, Muslim, Abu Dawud and
wording is that of
The Prophet (peace be upon him) taught one of his companions
to say,

Oh Allah, Creator of the Heavens and the Earth, the Knower of the
Seen and the Unseen, There is no God Besides You, Lord of everything
and Master over it, I seek refuge in You from the evil of my own soul,
and from the evil of Satan and his partners that they may perpetrate harm
against me or pass that on to another Muslim.
This was related by at-Tirmidhi with a

chain.
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refuge during the time of sexual intercourse

We have also been encouraged to seek refuge at the time that a
man goes to his wife, by saying,

In the name of Allah. Oh Allah, keep us away from

keep
Satan away from what You provide us. Should it be that a child shall
come from them, Satan will never harm it. This was recorded by
al-Bukhari and Muslim.

[Seeking Refuge Upon Entering a Valley or a Strange land]
When a person enters a valley or a strange land, it is necessary
for him to seek refuge in Allah and not in the jinn and the devils as the
people used to do during the days of ignorance. They used to say, I seek
refuge in the leader of this valley from the foolish ones of his people.
The result was that they would magnify the jinn and then the jinn would
harm them. Allah relates,

..

And indeed individuals of humankind used to invoke the protection of
individuals of the jinn, so that they increased them in revolt (against
Allah) (al-Jinn 6). In other words, the jinn increased their transgression.
But the Muslim has been shown by the Prophet (peace be upon him)
what to say instead, upon reaching a new place or valley,

This subtitle is not in
is needed

something

published edition but it is obvious that it or
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If one of you reaches a place (to stay), he should say,
seek refuge in
the perfect word of Allah from the evil of what He created, in that case
no harm will come to him from that place until he mounts to leave from
there. This was related by Ibn Majah with a sahih chain.

Seeking refuge in Allah from Satan upon hearing the
braying of a donkey
The Prophet (peace be upon him) said, If a donkey brays, then
Previously we stated that
seek refuge in Allah from the outcast
if a donkey brays at night it is because he has seen a Satan.

Seeking refuge in Allah before reciting the Quran
Allah says,

And when you recite the Quran, seek refuge in Allah from Satan, the
outcast. Lo! he has no power over those who believe and put their trust
98-99). Ibn al-Qayyim discussed the wisdom
in their Lord
behind seeking refuge in Allah from Satan while reading the Quran. He
stated,
Actually, Muslim has recorded virtually the same
This was recorded by at-Tabaraani in his
al-Kabeer with a
vol. 1, p. 286.
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chain. See

The Quran is a healing for whatever is in the
it
removes whatever comes from Satan, be it his evil
whisperings, lusts or evil desires. It is the antidote to what
Satan has put into the heart. So first the person is asked to
reject whatever is in his heart from the acts of Satan.
Therefore, the medicine will find the heart free and can
take its proper place and have its proper affect. As is said
in poetry, Her desire came to me before I knew the
desire/And it met my heart empty so it took root therein.
So this healthy medicine comes to the heart and cleans it
from what can damage it. And it becomes successful
therein.
2. The Quran is the source of guidance, knowledge and
good in the heart of the reader, in the same way that water
is the source that brings forth plants. Satan is a fire that
burns down the plants, one by one. For every good plant
that springs in the heart, Satan attempts to destroy it and
burn it down. And Allah orders us to seek refuge in Him
in order for Him to ruin what Satan is attempting to do.
The first point stated above deals with the benefits of the
Quran while this point actually deals with the preservation
and remaining of the Quran in the heart.
3 . he angels descend upon the one who reads the Quran
and listen to its recitation. This has been related in a
ibn Hudhair was reciting the Quran
had ith in which
and he saw a canopy with lamps in it. The Prophet (peace
be
him) told him that those were angels. And the
devils are the opposite of the angels and are their enemies.
The one who reads the Quran has been ordered to ask
Allah that he should be put far away from his enemy, the
devils, until he is in the midst of only angels. This
situation cannot possibly be occupied by both the angels
and the devils at the same time.
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4. Satan tries to disturb the one who reads the Quran with
his steeds and feet until the reader is void of the meanings
of the Quran. The reader should try to ponder over and
understand the words of Allah. Satan tries to come
between his heart and the meaning of the Quran. Thus the
reader is not able to benefit from the Quran. Therefore we
have been ordered to seek refuge from this Satan when we
are about to read the Quran.
5. The reader of the Quran is in a private conversation
with Allah. And Allah listens closer to His words when
recited in a pleasant way than a singer listens to her song.
The song of Satan is poetry and music. The reader has
been ordered to seek refuge from Satan so Satan will be
removed from the private conversation and Allah will
listen to the persons recital.
6. Allah has stated that whenever He sent a Messenger or
a Prophet, Satan has always tried to interfere in what he is
preaching by bringing words or ideas that do not originate
with Allah. The early scholars all agreed that this meant
that when one is reciting, Satan throws some words or
such into the recital. If this was done with respect to the
Prophets, what must be the case with respect to others?
This is why the reciter sometimes will make mistakes.
And why he sometimes gets confused and cannot recite
properly. Or his mind and his heart becomes confused.
When he begins to recite, he might find one of these, if
not all of them, occurring.
7. Whenever a person contemplates the doing of a good
deed, Satan becomes even more anxious in his attempts to
come between the person and the good deed, to prevent
the person from doing the good deed. [Therefore, we are
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asked to seek refuge in Allah in order for Satan to be
prevented from stopping u s from thi s good deed.]

Invocations for ones children and family
The Prophet (peace be upon him) used to pray for his grandsons,
al-Hasan and al-Husain, by saying,

I seek refuge for you two by Allahs perfect word, from every Satan and
evil suggestion (Ar., haama) and from every evil eye (laama). Then he
said, This is how my father Abraham used to invoke for Ishmael and
Isaac
Recorded in the two
Abu Bakr al-Anbari said,
Al-Haamat is the singular of al-hawam. It is used for every evil
inspiration. And al-lamat is al-mulama but it is stated in the text as
to match with
and be easier on the

The best of invocations are the last two surahs of the
The best words to make invocations with are surah al-Falaq and
surah al-Nass. Uqbah ibn Amr narrated that the Prophet said, The
people did not make invocation like these two: Say, I seek refuge in the
Lord of Daybreak, and Say, I seek refuge in the Lord of Mankind.
(Recorded by al-Nasaai

al-Qa im,
vol. 1, p.
This is at Dr. al-Ashqar wrote but the hadith, with a sli tly different word order,
is only in
but not in
-Tirmidhi has recorded it
as
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A great understanding
One of the early scholars said to his student, What would you
do if Satan entices you to sin? He said, I would struggle against him.
And if he returns?
would struggle against him, the student
repeated. And if he returns again? The student again says, I would
struggle against him. The scholar told him, This can take forever.
What if you are passing by some sheep and their watchdog starts barking
at you, preventing you from passing, what would your action be? The
student answers, I would wear it down by struggle and repel it. The
teacher then says, This is a lengthy process. If you go instead to the
owner of the sheep, he will be able to make the dog desist. This is a
great lesson narrated by ibn al-Jauzi and that is that seeking refuge and
shelter with Allah is the strongest way to refute Satan and to get far
away from him. This is what the mother of Mary did when she said,

I crave your protection for her and for her offspring from Satan the
36).

A Misconception
Some people say, We seek refuge in Allah but we still feel
Satan coming to us and urging us to evil or preoccupying us while we
are in the prayers. The reply to this is that seeking refuge in Allah is
like a sword that is in the hands of a warrior. If his arm is strong, he is
able to penetrate and kill his enemy. If his arm is weak, he may leave no
mark at all on his opponent, even if it is a very sharp sword. The same is
the case with seeking refuge from Satan. If one is pious and God-fearing,
this invocation becomes like a fire that bums Satan. If the person is of

Quoted from ibn

48.
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weak faith, one whose faith is mixed with evil, then this weapon hardly
harms Satan whatsoever. Ibn al-Jauzi has drawn the following parallel,
The likeness of Iblees with a pious person and with one of
weaker faith is like the [following two men]: A man who
sits to eat a meal. A dog comes to partake of the food. The
man shouts at the dog and he flees. And there is another
man for whom a dog comes to eat from his plate and he
also shouts at the dog, but it has no affect. The first man is
like a pious man whom Satan comes to but is repelled by
his invocation. The second is like one whose faith is
mixed with evil, when he seeks refuge in Allah, Satan
does not leave him. And we seek refuge in Allah from
Satan.
Therefore, the Muslim who wants safety in Allah from Satan and his
plots must work to increase his faith and he must turn to Allah for help
and security. And there is no power or strength except Allah.

4. Being busy with the remembrance of Allah
Remembrance of Allah is one of the greatest acts that will save
the person from Satan. We shall present the hadith in which John came
to the Tribes of Israel with five commands. One of them was, And I
order you to make remembrance of Allah for its example is like that of a
man who is being chased quickly by an enemy until he reaches a
protected fort. He then protects himself from the enemy. Similarly, the
servant does not protect himself except by the remembrance of Allah.
Ibn al-Qayyim said that if that were the only benefit of the remembrance
of Allah, then the slave should always be remembering Allah and never
let his tongue leave from His remembrance. The person does not protect
himself from his enemy except through the remembrance of Allah. Satan
does not enter unless one becomes neglectful and falls into his ambush.
But if he remembers Allah again, Satan will be defeated, humiliated and
Ibn al-Jauzi,

48.
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made small like a small sparrow or a small fly. This is why it is called
the withdrawing whisperer. In other words, it whispers into the souls of
men, but when Allah is remembered it is turned away. Ibn Abbas said
that Satan perches in the heart of the son of Adam. If he is forgetful or
neglectful, Satan whispers to him. If he remembers Allah, Satan
withdraws.
According to ibn al-Qayyim, the devils enclose humans and are
their greatest enemies. What do you think of a person who is surrounded
by his greatest enemies who are bent on his destructi on. All of them
attack him with whatever evil and harm they can. The only way to be
safe is to be safe from all of them, and that is through the remembrance
And ibn al-Qayyim records the hadith that was related by
of
Abdurahman ibn Samra. He said that the Prophet (peace be upon him)
went out to them. He stood among them and said,
I saw something amazing yesterday. I saw a man from my
community having the angel of death coming to him to
take his soul. Then came good dealings with his parents
(to intercede for him) and the angel of death left him. And
I saw a man whose punishment in the grave was being
laid out for him. Then came his ablutions and he was
rescued by them. Then I saw a man from my community
who had been surrounded by devils. Then came the
remembrance of Allah and the devils were driven away
from him. And I saw a man of my community who was
surrounded by the angels of punishment, then there came
his prayers and he was rescued from their hands. And I
saw a man from my community who was panting from
thirst. When he got close to them, he was prevented from
every jug of water and they were taken away from him.
Then came his fasting of the month of Ramadhan and,
therefore, he drank and was satisfied. I saw a man from
my community and I saw prophets sitting in groups. Every
time the man went to the circles he was driven away. Then
al-Qayyim, al-Waabil
60.
al-Qayyim, al-Waabil al-Sayib, p. 144.
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came his washing from major defilement, and they took
him by his hand and sat him besides me. And I saw a man
from my community, in front of him was darkness, behind
him was darkness, on his right was darkness, and on his
left was darkness, and above him was darkness, and below
him was darkness. And he was lost in the darkness. Then
there came his pilgrimage and lesser pilgrimage and they
took him out of the darkness and entered him into light.
And I saw a man from my community who was being
burned by a fire. Then there came his charity and it
formed a cover between him and the fire. And it provided
.
a shade over his head. And I saw a man from my
community who was talking to the believers, but they
would not talk to him. Then there came his keeping of
family relations and it said, Oh gathering of Muslims, he
kept together family ties so speak with him. Therefore,
the believers talked to him and they shook his hand. And I
saw a man of my community who was encircled by the
angels who throw the disbelievers into Hell. Then there
came his
. ordering the good and forbidding the evil, so he
was rescued from their hands. And he was entered among
the angels of mercy. And I saw a man from my community
who was kneeling and between him and Allah there was a
curtain. Then there came his good character and he was
taken by his hand and permitted to be with Allah. And I
saw a man from my community whose recorded deeds
were taken from his
hand. Then there came his fear of
Allah and he took his papers and had them placed on his
right side. And I saw a man from my community who had
a very light weight on the scale. Then there came his
young children who had died and his weight was
increased. I saw a man from my community who was on
the brink of the hell-fire. Then there came his hope in
Allah and he was rescued from it and he moved on from
it. I saw a man from my community who was thrown in
the fire. Then there came his tears that he cried
184

of Allah and he was rescued from that. And I saw a man
from my community standing along a path that was
shuddering in the same way that a limb of a palm tree
shudders on a stormy night. Then there came his good
thoughts about Allah and the shuddering was stopped.
And I saw a man from my community crawling on the
path [over the hell-fire]. Sometimes he was crawling on it
and sometimes he was hanging from it. Then there came
his prayers upon the Prophet and he was made to stand on
his feet and he passed over it. And I saw a man from my
community who came to the doors of paradise and they
were closed in front of him. Then there came his
testifying that there is no god except Allah and the doors
were opened for him and he entered into paradise.
[Ibn al-Qayyim then stated,]
This hadith was recorded by
al-Madeeni in his book At-Targheeb

Abu Musa

al-Khisaal

In
fact, this hadith is the basis of his book and the rest of the
work is just a commentary on this hadith. He says that this
hadith is very good. It was related by a Amr ibn Bariz,
ibn Zaid ibn Jadaan and Hilal Abu Jabalah from Saeed ibn
al-Musayyab. Ibn Taimiya also thought highly of this
hadith. It is reported to me that he used to say,
Supporting narrations show that it is authentic.
wa at-Tarheeb min al-Khilaal

The important portion of the hadith [for our purposes] is,
I saw a man from my nation who had been surrounded by
This length hadith was recorded by al-Tabaraani and al-Hakim al-Tirmidhi. Its
according to Nur al-Din al-Haithami and al-Ira i. Ibn al-Jauzi stated
chain is
that the hadith is not authentic. Al-Suyooti, al-Munaawi an 8
have all
determined that it is weak. See
Rauf al-Munawi,
al-Qadeer
al-Sagheer, (Beirut: Dar al-Marifa,
vol.
26; Muhammad Nasir
al-Din al-Albani,
al-Sagbeer wa
(Beirut:
al-Islami,
pp.
hadith no.
J.Z.
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devils. Then came the remembrance of Allah and the
devils were driven away from him.
This is consistent with the hadith of al-Harith
which states, 1 order you to the remembrance of Allah. It
is like a man who is being quickly chased by his enemies
until he finds a safe fortress to be in and he has protected
himself from them. In the same way, the remembrance of
Allah protects one from Satan.
The person never completely protects himself from Satan
except through the remembrance of Allah. At-Tirmidhi
records on the authority of
ibn Malik that the
Prophet (peace be upon him) said, Whoever says
(meaning, upon leaving his house), In the name of Allah.
I trust in Allah. There is no power or might except in
Allah, it is said to him, You have been guided, defended
and protected. And he will be protected from Satan. And
Satan will say to another devil, What can we do with a
man who has been guided, defended and protected?
This was also related by Abu Dawud and an-Nasai.
At-Tirmidhi said the hadith is
And it is confirmed
that the Prophet (peace be upon him) said, Whoever
repeats one hundred times in a day, There is no god
except Allah, the One who has no partner, Whose is the
dominion and the Praise, and who has power over all
things, will be protected from Satan until the evening.
And Sufyan mentioned from Abu az-Zubair on the
authority of Abdullah ibn Dhamra that Kaab said that
when a man leaves his home and says, In the name of
Allah, an angel will say, You have been guided. And if
he says, I trust in Allah, the angel says, You have been
protected. And when he says, There is no power or
might except in Allah, the angel says, You have been
guarded. Then the devils say to each other,

you have no way to him. How could you have a way to
guided and guarded?

someone who has been

Abu Khilaad al-Misri said, When a person embraces
Islam, he enters into one fort. When he enters the mosque,
he has entered into two forts. And whoever sits in an
assembly that is making remembrance of Allah, he has
entered into three forts.
Al-Haafedh Abu Musa related in the above-mentioned
book that Abu Imraan al-Jauni related that
said that
the Prophet (peace be upon him) said, If a person lies on
his side in his bed and says, In the name of Allah, and
recites surah al-Fatiha, then he will be safe from the evil
of the jinn and humans and of everything.
In Sahih al-Bukhari it is related from Muhammad ibn
on the authority of Abu Huraira that he was put in
charge of the zakat and a man came and started taking
from the food. [This hadith was mentioned earlier.] On the
will teach you
third occasion, Satan told Abu Huraira,
some words by which Allah will benefit you... He taught
him to read the verse of the throne upon going to bed. The
Prophet (peace be upon him) commented that he had told
the truth although he is a liar.
Al-Haafedh Abu Musa records from Abu al-Zubair on the
authority of Jaabir that the Messenger of Allah (peace be
upon him) said, When a person goes to his bed, an angel
and a devil are promptly with him. The angel says, Seal
your day with good. And the devil says, Seal your day
As-S ti mentions it in
al-Kabeer and traces it back to al-Bazzaar and
al-Dai
Al-Haithami said in
In its chain is Ghassan ibn
and he
is weak. Ibn Hibban declares him to be trustworthy. The rest of the narrators are
(These comments were made by the editor of ibn
from the two
al-Qayyim s book al187
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with evil.
he remembers Allah until he is overcome
with sleep, the angel drives the devil away and he spends
the night guarding him. When he gets up, the angel and
Satan are promptly with him. The angel says, Begin the
day with good. The devil says, Begin the day with evil.
If the person says, Praise be to Allah, the one who gave
my soul life after its death and He did not kill it in its
sleep. Praise be to Allah, the One who clings on to [the
soul] that has had death determined for it and sends the
others [back to the person] again for a determined period.
Praise be to Allah, the One who holds the heavens and the
earth from perishing. And if they were to perish, none
would be able to hold them after him, Praise be to Allah,
the One who holds the skies from falling on the earth,
Then the angel drives away
except by His permission.
Satan and protects him during the day?
And in the two Sahihs, it is recorded from Ibn Abbas that
the Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him) said, When
one of you goes to his wife and says, In the name of
Allah. Oh Allah, ward off Satan from us and ward off
Satan from what you shall provide us, then if they are
given a child from that union, Satan will never harm
al-Dbamaan and in Majma
it states, instead of the last
uoted above, he then lies on his bed, he will enter paradise. In
by al-Haakim, it states, If he is strangled by an animal, he will die as a
martyr.
if he stands to pray, he prays among the virtuous. (These comments
were quoted from the editor of al-Waabil
The meaning of this hadith has been
ed by Ibn Hibban
as it states
in
and al-Haakim (vol. 1, p.
declared it
and
al-Dhahabi agreed with him. Its narrators are trustworthy, Al-Haithami mentioned it
in Majma al-Zawaid (vol. 10, p. 120) and stated, Recorded b Abu
And its
narrators are from the
save Ibrahim ibn al-Hajaj
aami and he is
trustworthy. Actually the correct name is Ibrahim ibn a I
with a sin
instead of a shim. (From the editor of al-Waabil al-Sayib.)
Recorded by al-Bukhari (vol. 13,
in the Book of
Chapter;
Asking by the names of Allah, Book of the Beginnin of Creation, Chapter:
Attributes of
and his soldiers, and in The Book
sentence
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Al-Haafez Abu Musa also related that al-Hasan ibn
said,
am the guarantor for anyone who relates these
twenty verses that Allah will protect him from every
oppressive devil and from every rebellious devil and from
every harming predatory animal and from every assaulting
robber. The verses are: the verse of the throne, three
verses from surah al-Araaf, from Verily, your Lord is
Allah who created the Heavens and the earth (al-Araf
the first ten verse of al-Saffaat, three verses from
and the ending of surah
surah al-Rahmaan (verses
al-Hashr (verses 2
Muhammad ibn Abaan said: While a man was praying in
the mosque, something by his side startled him. It said,
You will face no harm from me. I came to you for the
sake of Allah. Go to Urwah and ask him, What do you
say to seek refuge from
He (Urwah) said, Say: I
believe in Allah, the Great, the One. And I have
disbelieved [and denied] the false gods and idols. And I
stick to the firm handhold that has no break to it. And
Allah is all-hearing, all-seeing. Allah is sufficient and
suffices. Allah hears him who calls upon Him. And there
is no end beyond Allah.
Bishr ibn Mansur said: Wuhaib ibn al-Warid said: A man
went to the cemetery during part of the night. He said, I
heard a sharp voice. Then a bed was brought and laid out.
Something came until it sat upon it. His soldiers gathered
around him. Then he screamed, saying, Who will rid me
of Urwah ibn al-Zubair? None of them responded to him
until one of them said, I will take care of him for you.
He turned toward
and I was watching. Then he
The supplication for the Married Person. And recorded b Muslim, number 1434, in
ed to be said at the Time of
The Book of Marriage, Cha ter: What is
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returned soon. He said, There is no way to get to Urwah.
And he said, Woe to you, I found that he said some words
in the morning and in the evening. With those words, we
cannot get to him. The man continued saying, When
the morning came, I told my family to prepare my trip for
I came to
and asked about Urwah until
I was guided to him. He was an old man. I said, What is
it that you say in the morning and in the evening? He
refused to tell me. Then I told him what I had seen and
heard. He answered, I do not know except that I say in
the mornings, I have believed in Allah, the Great and
disbelieved in the false gods and idols. And I cling to the
firm handhold that has no break in it. And Allah is
all-hearing, all-knowing. In the mornings, I say it three
times. And in the evenings, I say it three times.
Abu Musa recorded on the authority of Muslim al-Bateen
that the Angel Gabriel said to the Prophet (peace be upon
him), Verily an
(devil) plots against you. So when
you go to bed, say, I seek refuge in the perfect words of
Allah which neither the pious nor the corrupt can exceed,
from the evil of what descends from the sky and the evil
of what ascends to it, and from the evil of what the earth
sheds and the evil of what comes forth from it, and from
the evil of the trials of night and day, and from the
visitations of night and day, except for one that comes
knocking with good, Oh Most Merciful One.
Its chain is broken. Malik recorded it in al-Muwatta (vol. 2, pp. 951-2) in The
Book on Hair, Chapter: Taking
e, on the authority of Yahya ibn Saeed in
mursal form. Al-Zurqaani said in
al-Muwatta, Al-Nasaai recorded it with an
unbroken chain from Muhammad ibn Jafar from Yah a ibn Saeed from Muhammad
ibn
ibn Saad ibn Zaraarah from i n
al-Salami from ibn
Masud.
said, Hamzah
al-Hafedh said, That is not what is
considered strong. The correct view is that it is mursal. Al-Suyooti said, Al-Baihaqi
recorded it in
wa
at with the chain Dawud ibn
al-Attaar from Yahya ibn Saeed o said: I heard a man from
narrate from
Masud
said, During the night of
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It is also stated in the Sahih that Satan flees from the call
to prayer.
Suhail ibn Abu Saleh said: My father sent me to the Tribe
of Haaritha and with me was a young boy, my companion.
Someone called his name out from behind a wall. He
looked over the wall and did not see anyone. When I
mentioned that to my father, he said, If I knew that you
would encounter such a thing, I would not have sent you.
But if you ever hear a voice, make the call to prayer as I
heard Abu Huraira narrate from the Messenger of Allah
(peace be on him) who said, When the call to prayer is
made, Satan flees and he loudly emits gas. Another
narration states, If he hears the call to prayer, he turns
and loudly passes wind until he cannot hear the call..
Al-Haafez Abu Musa also recorded from the hadith of
Abu Raja that Abu Bakr related that the Prophet (peace be
upon him) said, Be excessive in saying There is no god
but Allah, and in asking forgiveness, for Satan says, I
destroy them by sins and they destroy me by saying,
There is no god but Allah, and by asking forgiveness.
When I see that among them, I destroy them by their
desires until they reckon that they are guided and they no
longer ask for forgiveness.

hand a blaze.. Al-Zur aani said, There is some question about that. The Night of
the Jinn is when the 4istened to the uran. It is not the same as the Night of the
The are two di erent hadith even ough the supplication is the same in both
of them. From the editor of
al-Sayib.)
Recorded by al-Bukhari in The Book of the Call to Prayer, Chapter: The Virtue of
Making the Call to Prayer, and by Muslim in The Book of Prayer, Chapter: The
Virtue of the Call to Prayer and Satans Fleeing upon Hearing it. (From the editor of
alal-Sayib
Al-Haithami mentions this hadith in Majma
and ascribes it to Abu
Al-Haithami said, Its chain contains
ibn Matr and he is weak. (From
the editor of al191

He also mentions from Ibrahim ibn al-Hukm from his
father on the authority of Ikrima who said: While a man
was traveling, he passed by a man who was sleeping. He
saw two devils with that man. The traveler heard one of
the devils say to his companion,
and destroy that
sleeping persons heart. When he came close to him, he
returned and said, He fell asleep with some verses so we
have no path to him. The other devil went to the sleeper
to confirm it. When he came close to him, he returned. He
said, You are correct. Then they both left. The traveler
went to wake the person who was sleeping to inform him
of what he had seen from the devils. He asked the sleeper,
Tell me upon what verses you slept? The man said, On
this verse, Lo! Your Lord is Allah Who created the
heavens and the earth in six Days, then mounted He the
Throne. He covers the night with the day, which is in
haste to follow it, and has made the sun and the moon and
the stars subservient by His command. His verily is all
creation and commandment. Blessed be Allah, the Lord of
the Worlds (al-Araaf
Abu al-Nadhr Haasim ibn al-Qaasim said, I saw [some
jinn] in my house.. . It was said, 0 Abu al-Nadhr, move
from our neighborhood. That was difficult for me, so I
wrote to ibn Idrees, al-Muhaarabi and Abu Usaamah in
Kufah. Al-Muhaarabi wrote back to me, There was a
well in
and they would cut the rope for the
bucket. A group of riders stopped there and they
complained to them about that. They called for a
container of water and they said these words [given
below] and then they poured that water into the well. A
fire came out of the well. It was extinguished at the top of
the well. Abu al-Nadhr said, So I took a container of
There is something missing in his words. From the context it seems that those
whom he had seen said to him, Abu
,.
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water and then I stated those words. I went to the corners
of the house and sprinkled that water over them. They
cried out to me, You are burning us. We will move from
you. Those words were, In the name of Allah, we begin
our evening in the name of Allah, the One for whom
nothing is prevented; by the power of Allah that no one
can possibly reach or which never does any wrong; and by
Allahs authority, the forbidding, we seek a covering; and
by all His excellent names, I am a seeker of refuge from

the deceivers and from the evil of the devils of both man
and jinn; and [I seek refuge] from the evil of every open

and hidden [evil]; and [I seek refuge] from what comes
out in the night and takes root in the day and what takes
root in the night and comes out in the day; and from the
evil of what is created, both animate and inanimate; from
the evil of Iblees and his soldiers; from the evil of every
walking creature whose forelock You have taken; verily,
my Lord is on a straight path; I seek refuge in Allah from
whatever Musa sought refuge from, and Jesus and
Abraham who fulfilled his covenant; and from the evil of
what is created, both animate and inanimate; from the evil
of Iblees and his solders and the evil he wants. I seek
refuge in Allah, the All-Hearing, the All-Knowing, from
the accursed Satan. In the name of Allah, the
Compassionate, the Merciful. By those [angels] arranged
in rows, by those [angels] who drive the clouds, by those
[angels] who bring the Book, verily, your God is indeed
one, Lord of the heavens and of the earth, and of all that is
between them, and Lord of every point of the suns
risings. Verily, We have adorned the near heaven with the
stars and to guard against every rebellious devil. They
cannot listen to the higher group for they are pelted from
every side, outcast. And theirs is a constant torment,
except such as snatch away something by stealing, and
they are pursued by a flaming fire of piercing brightness
I
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This is some of what is related in reference to the
Prophets statement to the person, One protects himself
from Satan through the remembrance of Allah.
I would like to end this topic with a hadith that was not
mentioned by ibn al-Qayyim. This hadith shows that remembering Allah
in every affair will make Satan despised, belittled, disparaged and
defeated. Imam
related that Tameema heard from one of the
companions of the Prophet (peace be upon him) who related that he was
riding behind the Prophet (peace be upon him) and the Prophets donkey
stumbled. The companion said, Perish Satan! The Prophet said, Do
not say, Perish Satan, for in that case you give him some honor and he
said, By my strength it fell down. If you said, In the name of Allah,
Satan would have been belittled until he became like a fly. Ibn Katheer
related it and it has a good
said only

Although ibn al-Qayyim and al-Ashqar (may Allah reward them both) found these
reports to be im ortant enough to re
them in their respective works, one
must very
in how one deals wit such reports. The general principle is true
and there can be doubt about that: the remembrance of Allah repels Satan. However,
some eople may conclude from these reports that there is something special about
what ese different people had said or recited of the Quran. This special status can
only be known from the Quran itself or from the Prophet (peace be upon him).
Especially worrisome is the narration where the person saw two jinn who had
attempted to get to a person who was sleeping but because he had read a certain
verse, the devils could not et to him. What is known from the Prophet (peace be
upon him) is that
t e verse of the Throne protects one from Satan durin
ones sleep. One may as : Why did those jinn a pear to those humans? This
have been simply another attempt on the devi s part to mislead mankind. That
sleeping person did not read the verse of the Throne but he read a different verse.
Based on this story, some peo may recite that verse and neglect reading the verse
of the Throne and that may ave been the goal of those evil devils in the first place.
Allah knows best. The point is that nothing special can be said about certain verses
or words of
unless such special status can be proven through the Quran and
Katheer,

vol. 1, p. 65.
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5. Sticking to the Muslim community
What makes the Muslim even farther away from Satan and his
tricks is living in the lands of Islam and choosing for oneself a pious
group of companions that will support him along the truth and encourage
him to it. They will keep him from evil deeds and will remind him of
good deeds. Unity and togetherness adds strength to strength and is a
special strength. The Prophet (peace be upon him) said,

Certainly, Satan is with the one and is farther away from the two.
Whoever of you desires the felicity of paradise, should stick to the
community. And community means the community of the Muslims
with their imam. And there is no value in a community in Islam except
for those communities that stick to the Book of Allah and the sunnah of
the Prophet (peace be upon him). And it is stated in a hadith,

. .

There are not three persons in a city or desert except that they must
establish the prayer, otherwise they are overcome by Satan. Stick to the
community for the wolf eats the sheep that is remote from the
Abu Dawud also recorded in his
from Muaawiya ibn Abu
that the Prophet (peace be upon him) said,

This was recorded by at-Tirmidhi who called it
Its narrators are all
and the hadith is
as it has many chains.
This has a basan chain. It was recorded by
Dawud, al-Nasaai and others.
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Verily the people before you of the Book split up into seventy-two
groups. This nation will split up into seventy-three groups. Seventy-two
of them will be in the fire. One of them will be in paradise: the one of
the community.

6. Uncovering designs and plans of
It is upon the Muslim to discover the way of Satan in misleading
mankind and to uncover Satans ways and to show them to the rest of
mankind. The Quran does this, as did the Prophet (peace be upon him).
They did so in the best manner possible. The Quran showed us the way
in which Satan deceived Adam. And the Prophet (peace be upon him)
informed his companions about how the devils listened to the news of
the skies and passed that on to the diviners and soothsayers along with a
hundred lies to go with it. He clarified that for them in order for them not
to be deceived by something similar to it. He also explained to them how
Satan whispers to them in order to ruin their prayers and worship. He
also explained to them how Satan makes them think that their ablutions
had become invalid when that was not really the case. He also described
to them how the devils separate a man from his wife. He also told them
how Satan makes one think about who created this and that until he
thinks about who created Allah.
This was recorded by
Dawud with a ood chain.
If the reader desires to know the detai s of the fans, plots and conniving of Satan
and how he deceives people in their religion wit respect to beliefs, acts of worship
and deeds, and how he to s with the Jews, Christians, Magians and idol worshippers,
then he must read the
two books:
by ibn al-Jauzi and
by ibn
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7. Differing from Satan
Satan appears in the form of a sincere advisor and claims that he
is giving sincere advice to humans. It is incumbent upon the person to do
the opposite of what he orders and to say to him, If you were to advise
anyone, you should advise yourself. You have put yourself in the
Hell-fire. And you have earned the wrath of Allah. How can anyone
advise another when he does not advise himself? Al-Haarith ibn Qais
said, If Satan comes to you while you are praying, and says, You are
showing off, then rebuke him and make it even longer! This was
his insight, may Allah have mercy on him. If we are aware that there is
some act that is pleasing to Satan or is one of his characteristics, then we
must act in a contrary manner. For example, if Satan eats with his
hand, then we must eat with our right hand. The Prophet (peace be upon
him) said,

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

Each of you should eat
his
drink with his right, take with his
right and give with his right for Satan eats with his left, drinks with his
Also Satan drinks with
left, gives with his left and takes with his
us if we drink standing; therefore the Prophet (peace be upon him)
taught us that we should drink sitting.
Also the Prophet (peace be upon him) told us that we should
take a short nap at midday because Satan does not do so. He said, Take
a short nap because Satan does not take a short
The Quran has warned us about extravagant spending. It has
counted the one who spends extravagantly as a brother of Satan. This is
true because Satan loves the wasting of wealth and its spending where it
Quoted in
p.
This was recorded by ibn Majah with a
p. 81.
This was recorded by
Nuaim in
Sabih
vol. 4, p. 174.
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is not needed. And under the heading of extravagance comes the owning
of more furniture and bedrooms than one needs. The Prophet (peace be
upon him) said,

Bedding for the man, bedding for his wife, bedding for a guest, and the
fourth bedding is for Satan.
Concerning this aspect, the Prophet (peace be upon him) has
also instructed us about the food that we drop. We should not leave it for
Satan. We should remove the dirt from it and eat it. He (peace be on
him) said,

Verily, Satan is present with you in every affair, he is even present with
you when you take your meals. So if a portion of food should fall, then
wipe off any dirt that may be upon it and eat it and do not leave it for
Satan. And when one is finished, he should lick his fingers for he does
not know wherein may lie the blessings. This was related by Muslim in
his

The transportation of the devils and their lodging
The transportation in the form of camels, horses and donkeys in
the olden days, and in the form of cars and other similar vehicles in the
This was recorded by
al-Nasai and Abu Dawud with a
chain. See
al-Jaami, vol. 4, p. 8. [Actually, it was also recorded by Muslim.-JZ]
See
vol.
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present day are for the benefit of mankind. However, if the owner of a
car does not have use for it and passes by a people who need it for
transportation and he does not allow them to use it, then it is a vehicle of
the devils. It is stated in a hadith,

There will be camels for the devils and houses for the devils. As for the
camels of the devils, I have already seen them. One of you goes out with
an animal that he has made fat and passes by his brother who is in need
of a lift, and he does not give him a ride. As for the houses of the devils I
have not seen them yet. Perhaps the meaning of the houses of the
devils in that hadith are the modern day automobiles. People ride them
and are always passing up their brothers who need rides without
stopping for them.
The horses and animals that are counted among the horses of
Satan are those on which bets and wagers are made. The Messenger of
Allah (peace be upon him) said,

Horses are of three kinds: the horses of the Merciful One (Allah), the
horses of Satan, and the horses of man. The horse of the most Merciful is
the horse that is dedicated to fighting in the way of Allah. Therefore, its

Recorded by Abu Dawud with a

chain. See al-Abani,
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feeding, dung, urine and everything related to it are considered good
deeds. The horse of Satan is that horse on which the
gamble. The horse of man is that which is used for breeding and which is
a protection against poverty.

A characteristic loved by Satan is haste which leads humans
make mistakes. The Prophet (peace be upon him) said, Deliberateness
is from the Merciful and haste is from
It is obligatory upon us
to differ from Satan in this characteristic and to act in a manner that is
pleasing to the Merciful one. The Messenger of Allah also said to one of
his companions,
.

You have two characteristics that
clemency and

and His Messenger love:

Yawning
From among the actions loved by Satan is yawning. It is for this
reason that the Prophet (peace be upon him) ordered us to restrain yawns
as much as possible. He said,

This was recorded by

137.

with a

chain. See al-Albani,

This was recorded by al-Baihaqi in
vol.

Recorded by
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is from Satan. If one of you yawns, restrain it as much
.
can. If one of you says,
yawning, Satan
at him. (This
hadith was recorded by al-Bukhari and Muslim.) This is because

yawning is a sign of laziness. Satan is pleased and rejoices when the
becomes lazy. Due to laziness, his actions and sacrifices that raise
him in Allahs sight become less.

8. Repentance and seeking forgiveness
Quick repentance and returning to Allah whenever one is
seduced by Satan aids the servant against the plans of Satan. This is a
characteristic of the pious servants of Allah. Allah says,

those who ward off evil, when a glamour from the devil troubles
them, they do but remember (Allah) and behold they then see [what is
right] (al-Araaf 201). This verse as been explained as being in
reference to thinking about or actually committing sins. They then
remember the punishment of Allah and the reward from Allah in case of
good deeds and Allahs promise, so they repent and return quickly to
Him and they seek refuge in Him. And behold they then see, means
that thev stand bv the
and correct what they have done. This points
to the
that
to make the
from the
his eyes and heart become covered by desires and doubts.
The Prophet (peace be upon him) said,

201

Verily, Satan said, By your honor, Oh Lord, your servants will never be
free from my seductions as long as their souls are in their bodies. And
the Lord said, By My Honor and Grandeur, I will not stop to forgive
those who ask for my forgiveness.
That is the case for those servants who return to Allah
their deed and repent. In this matter they have a perfect example in their
father Adam. When Adam ate from the tree, he was given words of
repentance from his Lord and he repented. Adam and his wife both
turned to Allah, saying,

Our Lord! We have wronged ourselves. If You forgive us not and have
not mercy on us, surely we are of the lost (al-Araaf 23).
As for the devotees and allies of Satan, Allah says about them,

Their brethren plunge them further into error and cease not (al-Araaf
202). Their brethren here refers to the brothers of the devils among the
humans, as in the verse,

The squanderers
They obey and listen
plunge them further
make them look good,
This was recorded by

were ever brothers of the devils (al-Israa 27).
to the devils and accept what they order. A nd
into error, means that they adorn the sins and
as in the verse,

vol.
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Do you see not that We have set the devils on the disbelievers to
confound them with confusion
83).

9. To put an end to the suspicious aspects and
the questionable matters by which Satan enters
into the soul
Y O U should never allow yourself to be in a doubtful o r
questionable situation. When that is the case, you should tell others
about what is happening, to make the matter clear to them. And you
should not to allow Satan to whisper into the souls of the Muslims. On
this matter, the Prophet (peace be upon him) has set a perfect example
for us. Earlier we mentioned the hadith from al-Bukhari and Muslim in
which Safiya bint Hayy came to visit and talk to the Prophet (peace be
upon him) while he was making seclusion in the mosque. She got up to
go back home and the Prophet (peace be upon him) also got up to walk
her back home. Her apartment was in the house of Usama ibn Zaid. Two
men of the Ansar passed by. When they notice the Messenger of Allah
(peace be upon him), they passed by quickly. The Messenger of Allah
informed them that that was his wife Safiyyah bint Hayy. They glorified
Allah, implying that they could not have any suspicion with respect to
the Messenger of Allah and he told them, Satan flows in the human like
the flowing of the blood. I was afraid that he would forge some evil lie in
your hearts or say something to you.
Al-Khattabi said, From the beneficial points of that hadith is
that it is preferable for a person to be cautious concerning any disliked
act that may lead to doubts or bring some thought to the hearts. He
should himself show to the people that he is free of any suspect act. It
said that the Prophet (peace be upon him)
has been related that
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feared that something would occur to them in their hearts and they
would think about it and be led astray or out of Islam. Hence, the
Prophet (peace be on him) said that to them out of apprehension for them
Allah has guided us to speak well among each
and not for himself.
other in order to prevent Satan from putting enmity and hatred between
us. Allah says in the Quran,

Tell My bondsmen to speak that which is kindlier. Lo! Satan
discord among them. Lo! Satan is for man an open foe
Some people are very lax with respect to this order from Allah.
speak to their brother in some ambiguous fashion or call him
nickname that he does not like and from that Satan enters to
discord between them instead of love and closeness.

sows

53).

They
by a
cause

The cure for being possessed
Previously it was mentioned that Satan is the cause of what is
known as possession or the touch of the jinn. Here we shall try to
make clear the cause of possession and its cure.

The causes of being possessed
Ibn Taimiya explained,
Possession of the human by the jinn can occur from
desires, lusts, passions and zealousness in the same way
that a human is in accord with another human. . . And it
also occurs, and this is the majority case, due to hatred
and revenge. For example, one of the humans harms a jinn
or the jinn thinks that the human was trying to harm them
Quoted in ibn

p. 46,
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by urinating on some jinn or throwing hot water on them
or a human might kill a jinn, even though the human may
not have realized that. Among the jinn is ignorance and
wrongdoing and, therefore, they get revenge from humans
above and beyond what is just. And it could occur from
the horseplay or simply evil acts of the jinn in the same
way the evil is done by the foolish of the humans.*

Our obligation towards them
We mentioned that the jinn have been ordered to worship
according to the prescribed law. If a Muslim is able to contact a jinn, in
the same way that a human speaks to a jinn that has taken over a human
body, the Muslim must seek to enforce the Islamic law upon the jinn,
that is, encourage the jinn to good and so on.
If the possessed is from the first type above, due to desires, lust
or passion, then it is a great lewd act that has been prohibited by Allah
for humans and jinn. This is true even if it is with the approval of the
therefore, what must obviously be the ruling if the other
other
party does not like it? It is a lewd and oppressive act. One must tell the
jinn that and inform him that it is a prohibited act and provide evidence
against such an act such that the ruling is clear to him. And inform him
that this is the rule of A llah and His Messenger that was sent to all the
beings: jinn or human.
If it is from the second type, where some human had harmed
them, if the human was not aware of that, then inform the jinn that the
human was acting in ignorance and that he did not intend to harm the
jinn. Therefore he does not deserve the punishment that is being given to
him. If the action occurred in the persons house or on his property, then
inform the jinn that the person was just acting in a manner that was
permissible to him. And the jinn need not live in a place that belongs to a
human without the humans permission for they are allowed the
dilapidated and abandoned buildings.
Ibn Taimiya,

vol. 19, p.
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Taimiya said,
If the jinn is wronging the human, then inform the jinn of
the rule of Allah and His Messenger and provide
evidences for him to establish the proof against him. And
order him to the good and forbid him from doing the evil,
in the same manner that one treats another human. As
Allah says, We never punish until We have sent a
messenger (al-Israa 15). And He says, 0 you assembly
of the jinn and humankind. Came there not unto you
messengers of your own who recounted unto you of My
tokens and warned you of the meeting of this your Day?
(al-Anaam 3

Prohibition of killing the snakes of the houses
Ibn Taimiya said, It is for this reason that the Messenger of
Allah (peace be upon him) forbade the killing of the snakes in the house
without first giving them proper warning three times. We have already
mentioned the hadith on this question. Ibn Taimiya mentions the hadith
and then explains the reasoning behind it,
To kill a jinn without any right is not permissible in the
same way that it is not permissible to kill a human without
any due right. Oppression or wrongdoing is forbidden
under any circumstance. It is not allowed for anybody to
wrong another, even if the other person is an unbeliever.
Allah says, Let not hatred of any people seduce you that
you act unjustly. Deal justly, that is nearer to your duty.
Observe your duty to Allah (al-Maaida 8). The snake in
the house could be one of the jinn. So it should be given
three warnings and if it leaves, [fine. If not, then] kill it. If
it is a jinn, it may have come as a snake to frighten the
humans. This provocation means it is allowed to be
Taimiya,

vol. 19, p. 42,
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repelled, even if this implies killing it. Otherwise, killing
it for no proper reason is not permissible.

Abusing the jinn and striking them
Ibn Taimiya mentions that it is obligatory to aid ones brother
who is being wronged. The one who is a victim of possession is being
wronged. But aid is also only done with justice, as Allah has ordered. If
one does not drive away the jinn with exhortation, proof and
consultation, then it is allowed to abuse, strike or curse the jinn in order
to drive it away. This is what the Prophet (peace be upon him) did with
the devil who put a flame of fire in his face, he said, I seek refuge in
Allah from you, and I curse you with the curse of Allah. He said that
three times.
Ibn Taimiya also mentioned that one may be forced to strike the
jinn in order to try to drive it away. One may strike the possessed
numerous times as the strikes will harm the jinn and not the human who
is being harmed, until the person comes to and he will not have felt a
thing. There will be no mark left on the person himself. It has been the
case that some have been struck three hundred to four hundred times on
the leg, such that had it been a human he would have been killed. But it
is the jinn that is being hit and screams. Ibn Taimiya has related that he
himself has done and witnessed such an act on many occasions.

Using

reciting as help against the jinn

The best thing that can be used against the jinn in the case of
possession is the mentioning of Allah and reciting of the Quran,
For whoever reads
especially the verse of the throne (al-Baqara
it, Allah will not stop to have a protector for him and Satan will not
come close to him until the morning. This is in a hadith from Sahih
al-Bukhari that was presented earlier.
Ibn Taimiya wrote,
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The numerous people who have experienced these events
all confirm the amazing effectiveness of this verse in
warding of devils and breaking their spells. It has a great
effect in repelling devils from humans, from the possessed
and from those picked out by devils, such as wrongdoers,
with bad tempers, those who follow their desires
and lusts, musicians and those who become ecstatic
through whistling and clapping. If these verses are read
over them with sincerity to Allah, the devils will leave. It
will put an end to the mirages created by the devils. It will
also disclose the falseness of those, the brothers of the
devils, who perform miraculous acts. The devils inspire
their devotees with some knowledge that the ignorant
think are miracles that Allah grants His pious servants. In
fact, they are simply Satans acts of deception over his
devotees, of those whom have earned Allahs wrath and
those who have gone astray.

The Messenger (peace be upon him) drove away the jinn
from the possessed
The Prophet (peace be upon him) did this on more than one
Dawud and
it is recorded on the
occasion. In
authority of Umm Abbaan bint al-Waazi ibn Zaari ibn Aamr al-Abdi on
the authority of her father, that her grandfather went to the Messenger of
Allah (peace be upon him) and with him was his son (or the son of his
sister) who was possessed. Her grandfather said, When we came to the
Messenger of Allah (peace be upon him), I said, My son (or the son of
my sister) is possessed. I want you to pray to Allah for him. The
Messenger of Allah (peace be on him) said, Bring him to me. So I
went to get him from the group of riders. I took off his traveling clothes
and put nicer clothes on him. Then I took him by his hand to the
Messenger of Allah. The Messenger of Allah (peace be on him) said,
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him closer to me and turn his back to me. SO the Messenger
his garment from top to bottom and struck him with such
force in the back that I could see his armpit. He said, Leave, oh enemy
of Allah. Leave, oh enemy of Allah. After that the look of the boy
changed to a healthier one. Then the Prophet sat the boy in front of
himself and called for water and wiped the boys face with some and
the Messenger of Allahs
m a d e a supplication for him.
supplication, there was no one in his group who was better than him.
In the
it is also related from Yala ibn Marra that he said,
I have seen three things from the Prophet that no one saw before me nor
after me. I went with him on a journey and we came upon a place on the
trip where we found a woman sitting and with her was her boy. She said,
Oh, Messenger of Allah, this boy is afflicted with a calamity and,
therefore, we are afflicted by it. It afflicts him, in one day, I do not know
how many times The Prophet asked for the boy to be given to him. The
boy was lifted up to him. The Prophet placed the boy between himself
and the saddle front. He opened the boys mouth and blew in it three
times, saying, In the name of Allah, I am a slave of Allah, be driven
away, oh enemy of Allah. Then he gave the boy back and said, On our
way back we shall meet you here and you tell us what has happened.
We left and on the way back we found the woman in the same place with
three sheep. The Prophet said, What has happened to your boy? She
said, By the One who has sent you with the truth nothing (of that
nature) has occurred to him until now! So take these sheep. The Prophet
said, Go down and take one from her and leave the rest.
The Prophet (peace be upon him) made the jinn leave by
ordering, striking and cursing. But by themselves they are not sufficient.
One must also possess a strong faith and a good relationship with Allah
to have a strong effect on the jinn as the following story will
demonstrate.

B a quick scan of both
cou d not find this hadith in either

and
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this translator

lmam

ordered the jinn to leave and they responded

It is related that Imam
was sitting in his mosque. There
came to him one of his companions from the caliph al-Mutawakil. The
man said to
In the house of the commander of the Believers,
there is a slave-girl who is possessed. He sent me to you for you to pray
gave him a pair of wooden shoes and said,
for her recovery.
Go to the house of the commander of the believers and sit at the head of
has said to you, Which do you
the slave girl and say to the jinn,
prefer: leaving this slave-girl or being struck by these shoes seventy
times? The man went with the shoes to the slave girl and he did as he
was instructed. He heard from the tongue of the slave-girl, Listening
and obedience is for
If he were to order us to leave Iraq, we
would leave it. He obeys Allah and for whoever obeys Allah, everything
the slave girl. She became better and
is obedient to him. It
afterwards she gave birth to children. Then
died and the jinn
returned again to the slave girl. The commander called the same
companion again to come. He came with the same shoes and said to the
jinn, Leave or else I will strike you with this shoe. The jinn said,
will not leave nor will I obey you but
ibn Hanbal obeyed Allah
and we were ordered to obey him.

What the Healer Must Be like
It is necessary that the one who is trying to cure the possessed be
of strong faith and full of conviction that the remembrance of Allah and
Quranic recitation will have an effect on the person and the jinn. The
stronger the faith, the stronger the effect on the jinn. Perhaps the person
is stronger than the jinn in faith and, therefore, he drives the jinn out.
Perhaps the jinn is stronger and, therefore, he does not leave. Perhaps the
person is weak in faith and the jinn has intended him harm. So the
person must continue to make supplications and invoke the aid of
remembrance of Allah and Quranic recitation, in particular the verse of
the Throne.
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Ibn Taimiya stated,
Concerning curing the possessed by means of incantations
and invocations, there are two types: One type is where
the meaning of the incantation is clear. It is within what
Islam allows to be said by any person, such as prayers to
Allah and mentioning His name and His speech to His
creation and so on. This type is allowed to be used as an
incantation in the case of possession as is confirmed in the
Sahih that the Prophet (peace be upon him) said, What is
permissible in incantations is what does not contain any
polytheism. And he also said, If one of you is able to
aid his brother, then he should do so.
If the incantation contains statements that are forbidden,
such as elements of some type of polytheism, or they have
no understandable meaning to them, which might imply
some words of disbelief, then it is not allowed for anyone
to use such an incantation. This is the ruling even if the
jinn should leave after its use because Allah and His
Messenger have prohibited it due to its harm being greater
than its benefit.
He also mentioned at another
that many of those people
who use the polytheistic incantations are unable to repel the jinn. Many
times they are not able to overpower the jinn when they ask them to kill
or capture a jinn that has possessed a human. The jinn deceives them and
only makes it seem like they killed or captured that jinn.

Taimiya, Majmu, vol. 24, p. 277.
Taimiya, Majmu, vol.
46.

Conciliation to the jinn
Some people endeavor to please the possessing jinn b y
performing animal sacrifices to them. That is an act of polytheism that
Allah and His Messenger have prohibited. It is related that the Prophet
(peace be on him) prohibited sacrificing to the jinn.
Some people allege that this falls under the category of using
something that is forbidden as a medicine. But this is a grave mistake on
their part. Actually, Allah never places a cure in something that is
forbidden. Even if one accepts the opinion that it is permissible to use
forbidden objects, such as dead carrion or pork as medicine, this cannot
be used as a proof that it is permissible to make sacrifices to the jinn.
About using forbidden things as medicine, there is a dispute among the
jurists, but there is no difference of opinion about the illegality of using
polytheism and disbelief as medicine; this is forbidden by all the
scholars. There is no dispute on this point.

The reality of the struggle
To end this section, I would like to reproduce ibn al-Qayyims
important discourse on the reality of the struggle and its nature. He said,
.
Allah chose man from among His creation and honored
him, selected him and made him the seat of the aspects of
faith, oneness of Allah, sincerity, love and hope in Allah.
But He also tested man with desires, enmity and
heedlessness. He also tested man by his enemy Iblees that
never lets
Then he wrote,
He [Satan] enters upon the person through the doors of his
own soul and nature. Therefore, his soul is inclined
towards him. Because he gets to the person through the
Ibn al-Qayyim,

al-Sayib,

21.
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things he loves. So he works with the soul and the
persons desires against the person. Hence, there are three
controlling conspirers. They make the persons limbs act
out their commands, as the limbs are simply instruments
for the execution of acts. It is the persons will, which is
controlled by those three [mentioned above], that drives
them. The case of the limbs is just to obey what they have
been ordered to do. This is the affairs of the slave. But
because of His Lords mercy, Allah, the All-Powerful, the
Merciful, has sent another soldier to help him and has
given him another force to fight off that force that seeks
his destruction. He has sent His messengers to him. He
has revealed His book for him. And He has helped him
with an honorable angel to oppose his enemy Satan. If
Satan orders him to do something, the angel orders him to
follow the command of his Lord. And he shows him the
destruction that will be the result of following the enemy.
Sometimes one force is successful and sometimes the
other force is. The person who is given victory is the one
whom Allah supports. The one who is preserved is the
one whom Allah guards. He makes for him, in opposition
to the soul that commands the person to do wrong, the
soul that is filled with tranquillity. When the soul orders
to evil, the tranquil soul keeps him from it. If the evil
commanding soul tries to keep him from good, the
tranquil soul orders him to do it. Sometimes the person
will obey this one and sometimes he obeys the other. That
is the normal case. Perhaps one of them may have a
complete control over him such that the other never has
any control over him.

These different aspects of the soul are based on the uranic verses, Lo! the
human soul enjoins unto evil,
this is the lower se f of man that incites to
evil.
But ah! Thou soul at peace! Return unto thy Lord, content in His Good
Pleasure

Against those desires that lead one to
Satan and the
instigating soul, Allah made light, vision and intelligence
that
one to reject the following of the desires.
time he wants to follow desires, the intellect, vision and
light call out in warning, Be aware, be aware. One who
destructs and ruins is in front of you. You are the hunted
for the criminals.
Sometimes he obeys the advisor and his guidance and the
right way is made clear to him. And sometimes he follows
the guide of desires and he breaks away from the path. His
wealth is taken and his clothes are stolen. And it is said,
Do you see from where you have come? The strange
thing is that he knows from where he has come. And he
knows the path that he has been cut off from and the path
that he has taken. But he insists on following it and his
guide has made him firm in it and has ruled over him and
has overpowered him. If he were to make it weakened by
going against it, warning it when it calls him, fighting it
when it wants to take him, he would be able to control
himself from it. But he himself gives himself over; he
gives it his hand. He is like a person who puts his hand
into the hand of his enemy. He gives him glad tidings and
then metes him out a painful punishment. He seeks help
but it does not help him. This is how he becomes a
prisoner to Satan, lusts and the instigating soul. Then he
seeks rescue from it and he is not able to be rescued.
When the person has been tried with what he has been
tried with, he is supported by soldiers, numbers and
It is said, Fight your
fortresses [such as words of
enemy and struggle against him. These are the soldiers
and take whichever of them you wish. These are the
fortresses and use any of them you will. And cling to them
until death and the matter is soon and the time of clinging
will be short indeed. It is as if a great king has sent for
and taken you to his residence. You are made to rest
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from that struggle. You are separated from your enemy.
You go wherever you wish within that noble residence [of
Paradise]. And your enemy is imprisoned in the harshest
conditions in front of your eyes.
He has entered into that prison [Hell] that he wanted to
leave you in and its gates have been closed upon him. He
despairs of any rescue. You are in the midst of those
things that your soul desires and that are pleasing to your
eyes. This is the reward for your patience during that short
span of time and your clinging to guard posts in the
battlefield. It was only but a short span of time that was
then finished, as if there were no hardship at all. If the
soul becomes weak and forgets about what a short span of
time it is and how quickly it will be finished, he should
ponder Allahs words, On the day when they see that
which they are promised (it will seem to them) as though
they had lived but an hour of daylight (al-Ahqaaf 35).
On the Day when they behold it, it will be as if they had
but lived for an evening or the morning thereof
(an-Naaziaat 46). And, He will say: How long did you
stay on the earth, counting by years? They will say: We
stayed but a day or part of a day. Ask of those who keep
count. He will say: You tarried but a little if you only
knew
114) And, The day when the
Trumpet is blown. On that Day We assemble the guilty
white-eyed (with terror), murmuring among themselves:
You have lived but ten (days). We are best aware of what
they utter when their best in conduct say: You have lived
104). One time the Prophet (peace
but a day (Taha
be upon him) was addressing his companions while the
sun was just over the top of the mountain, close to setting,
and he said, There is not left of this world, compared to
what has already past, save as much as is left of this day
in
compared to what has passed. (Recorded by
at-Tirmidhi in his
Al-Tirmidhi called
his
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it
sahih.) The intelligent, sincere person must
ponder over this hadith for his own well-being. He must
realize what little is to be achieved of what is
world and realize that he is in a world of deception and
dreams. He has traded the eternal happiness and
everlasting bounties for a measly price that is worth
nothing. If he were to seek the pleasure of Allah and the
life of the Hereafter, he would be given a wonderful and
great bounty. As it states in a report, Son of Adam, sell
this world for the hereafter, and you will profit by both.
And do not sell the hereafter for this world, as then you
will lose both of them.
One of the early scholars said, Son of Adam, you are in
need of your portion of this world, but you are much more
in need of your portion in the hereafter. If you start with
your portion in this life, you will lose part of your portion
in the Hereafter. Be careful about your portion of this life.
But if you start with your portion of the Hereafter, you
will be successful also in your portion of this life.
Umar ibn Abdul Aziz said in his speech,
people, you
have not been created without a purpose. Nor have you
been left without guidance. You are promised a day in
which Allah will judge between you and separate you.
And the servant who has been barred from the mercy of
Allah that encompasses all things and thrown out of His
paradise that is as wide as the heavens and the earth will
be miserable and frustrated. Tomorrow, safety and
security will be for the one who fears Allah and is
conscious of Him. He who purchased a big thing by a
small thing. He who purchased an everlasting thing for a
fleeting one. He who buys happiness in the place of
misery. Do you not see that you are in the way of those
who are to die. And you leave behind you those who will
remain.
people are dying in front of you and
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going to meet Allah. And you throw them in their graves.
Their loves and hopes have come to an end. The means
have come to an end. They have left their friends and are
facing the account.
The point is that Allah gives us, in this short period,
soldiers and resources to protect ourselves from our
enemies. He has even shown us what protects ourselves
from our own enemies and how to free ourselves if we are
by them. Imam
recorded in his
and at-Tirmidhi in his
from the hadith of
al-Haarith al-Ashari, that the Prophet (peace be upon him)
said, Verily, Allah ordered John the son of Zakariya with
five commands, that he must act by and order the children
of Israel to act by. And he was about to be slow in
delivering them. Jesus said to him, Allah ordered you to
five commands, to act by them and to order the children
of Israel to act by them, so either you order them or I will
order them. John said, I fear that if you beat me to it that
I shall be swallowed up and punished. So John gathered
the people in Bait al-Maqdis. The mosque was filled. John
sat in his place and said, Allah has ordered me by five
commands, to act by them and to order you to act by
them... The fifth of those was, And I order you to
remember Allah as it is like a person who is being quickly
followed by his enemies until he takes refuge in a fort and
he protects himself from them. Similarly, the servant
cannot protect himself from Satan except by the
remembrance of Allah. (Al-Tirmidhi called the hadith
sahih.)
He also ordered the people to prayer. And I order you to
prayer. And if you pray, do not turn away for Allah sets
His face to the face of the servant in prayer as long as he
does not turn away. The turning away that is prohibited
in the prayer is of two types: (I) Turning the heart away

of the

from Allah to something other than Allah. (2) Turning the
sight or the face away. Both of them are prohibited. Allah

does not stop facing the slave as long as the slave stays in
prayer and does not turn away from Allah. If his

or heart
away, Allah turns away from him.
Prophet (peace be upon him) was asked about turning
away in the prayer and he said, This is what Satan steals
from the prayer of the person? In a report it is stated
that Allah says, Are you turning to something better then
Something better than Me? One who does such an
act is like a person who receives an audience with a king
and during the conversation he is looking to his
and to
the king and he does not
his right. His heart has
understand what the king said. This is because his heart is
not present with the king. What does that person expect
the king would do to him? At the least, he would expect
the king to turn away from him in anger due to the way be
behaved. Isnt that much less than the case of the person
who turns away from Allah during the prayer and earns
Allahs anger? Such a worshipper is not equal to the one
whose heart is conscience and turning to Allah in the
prayer and in whose heart he realizes the greatness of the
One he is standing before. His heart is filled with awe. His
neck is in submission to Him. He is ashamed to turn

towards something else in front of Allah or that Allah
would turn from him. The difference between one who

does such an act in the prayer and one who does not do so
is like the difference between the heavens and the earth.
Hasaan Ibn Atiya said, Two people participate in the

Recorded by
in
(vol. 6, pp.
al-Bukhari (vol.
,
in
The Book of the Call to Pra er, Chapter: Turning During the Prayer, u Dawud
(number
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same prayer but there is a difference between them in
merit like the difference between the heavens and the
earth. That is because one of them sets his heart to Allah
while the other is not thoughtful and is heedless. When
the person turns his thoughts to some other creation
similar to himself, between him and His Lord there is a
curtain. He does not turn to Allah or come close to him.
What do you think of the Creators reaction towards

him?

If one stands in front of the Creator and between them
there is a partition, which is the secret whispers, desires
and the soul that is infatuated with them, then how can
this really be a meeting? When a servant stands for prayer,
Satan becomes jealous of him as the person is standing in
the most honorable of settings. Satan comes close to him
and tries to seduce him. He makes it hard for the one who
is trying to pray and uses all of his devices and weapons
to distract the person. He never stops returning to the
slave and pestering him and trying to make him forget
what he is supposed to be doing and saying. He disturbs
him with his steeds and legs until the person takes the
prayer lightly. When he takes the prayer lightly, he
abandons it. If the servant can fight that off and disobey
Satan and stand for the prayer, Satan then gets between
the person and his own heart and he mentions to him in
the prayer things that did not come to his mind
beforehand, perhaps making him think that he has
forgotten something important. The person despairs from
that. Satan mentions that to him in the prayer in order to
make his heart preoccupied with other things and to take
him away from Allah. Therefore, the man stands in prayer
without his heart. He did not receive from his standing in
front of Allah and getting close to Him what the person
receives whose heart is attuned to Allahs presence in the
prayer. Then he leaves the prayer in the same way that he

entered it, with his mistakes, burdens and sins. And the
prayer did not aid him in eradicating those sins. For the
prayer only wipes out the evil deeds if the prayer is
performed correctly, with humbleness to Allah, and
standing in front of Allah in body and soul. In that case,
the person will feel the affects of the prayer, feeling
lighter as if weights had been taken off of him. He finds
the prayer to be spirit and life. And he wishes that he had
never finished the prayer because in the prayer he finds
the sweetness of his eyes and his true pleasure. In the
prayer, he finds the paradise of his heart and the rest from
this world. When he returns to this world from the prayer
he feels like he is in a tight cell of a prison until he returns
to the prayer. He gets rests in the prayer and does not rest
from the prayer. Those who truly love Allah say, We pray
to get rest in our prayer, as their imam, leader and
prophet said before them, Oh Bilal, give us rest by the
prayer. He did not say, Give us rest from the prayer!
He also said that the pleasure of his eyes lies in the prayer.
The one for whom the prayer is the pleasure of his eyes,
how can his eyes be pleased without it and how can he
bear not being in the prayer.
It is related that when a servant stands to pray Allah says,
Raise the partition between us. But when he turns away,
Allah says, Lower it again. This turning away has been
explained as the turning away of the heart. If one turns
ones attention to something else, the partition comes back
between him and Allah. Then Satan enters and presents to
the person the affairs of this world. He shows it to him
like in a mirror. If the person does not turn away from
Allah, Satan does not have the ability to come between
the person and Allah. Only when
the partition comes
.
down does Satan enter. If one flees to Allah and makes his
heart aware of Allah, Satan flees. If he turns away, Satan
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becomes present. And this is how the person and how the
enemy of Allah behaves with respect to the prayers.

How can a person make his heart observant during the
prayer?
[Ibn al-Qayyim also wrote,]
The person can make his heart attuned to the
the remembrance of Allah if he is able to conquer his lusts
and desires. If not, his heart will be conquered by his lusts
and his desires have taken him prisoner. In that case,
Satan will have found a place to sit and lurk. How can a
person then become free of his secret whispering and
thoughts?
The hearts are of three kinds: A heart which is free of any
faith or goodness. This is the heart of the wrongdoer (to
his own soul). Satan can take a rest from whispering into
such a heart because it is his home or land. He decides
within it whatever he pleases. He is completely
established in that heart.
The second type of heart is a heart which is somewhat lit
by the light of faith. Its lamp is there. But there is also the
darkness of lusts and desires within the same heart. Satan
comes to this heart and must also leave it at times. In such
a heart, Satan is at war. Such a heart has different
circumstances in different people. Some hearts of this
nature are victorious over Satan the majority of the time,
while others are losers to Satan the majority of the time.
While others run about fifty-fifty.
The third type of heart is a heart which is filled with the
light of faith which completely removes the lusts and their
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veils as well as the darkness from them. Faith is a type of
radiance that burns the whispering whenever it comes
close. It is like the stars in the heavens; if Satan
approaches, then meteors are thrown at them and burn
them. The heavens are not more inviolable than the
believer. Allah protects the believer to a greater degree
than He protects the heavens. The heavens are the places
of worship for the angels and the place from whence
comes the revelation and in it are the lights of obedience
to Allah. But the heart of the believer contains the unicity
of Allah, love for Allah, cognizance of Allah and faith in
Allah. In it are their lights. It has the right to be guarded
and protected from the schemes of its enemies. Nothing
will pass to it save that it will be guarded from it.
Here is an excellent analogy: There are three types of
houses. The home of the king that contains his treasures,
jewels, and so on. The home of the corn mon man that
contains his treasures and provisions. But his provisions
are not like that of the king. And an empty house that does
not contain anything. If a thief was coming to one of these
houses to steal something, which one would he come to?
If you said the empty house, then your answer does not
make any sense because in that house there is nothing to
steal. It was said to Ibn Abbas, The Jews allege that they
receive no mischievous whispering during their prayers.
He replied, What is Satan to do with a heart that is
ruined? If you said the house of the king, that is an
impossibility. It is too difficult to get into as there are
always guards present that are watching the house. It
would not be possible for the thief to enter therein. How
will the thief even be able to get close to it? The only
solution that is left for the thief is to go to the house of the
common man. Therein is what will attract him.
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Ponder this analogy. Let your heart think about it. This
analogy perfectly describes the conditions of the three
of hearts. The heart that is void of faith and
goodness is the heart of the unbeliever and the hypocrite.
That is the house of Satan. He protects himself therein
and has peace there. He takes it as his abode. There is no
treasure or provision for him to steal from there as it all
belongs to him. Therefore there is no need for the
mischievous whispering either.
As for the heart that is filled with the presence of Allah
and His grandeur, love for Him, protection from Him and
so forth, no devil would be able to steal anything from it.
The best a devil could ever do is take advantage of one of
those rare moments where the person is negligent, as this
happens to all people and he is human. It is the custom of
man that forgetfulness, heedlessness and similar aspects
sometimes occur to them.
Wahb ibn Munabbih narrated that in some of the previous
divine books it was recorded that Allah said, I do not
reside in houses as they cannot encompass Me. And what
thing can encompass Me when the heavens are filled by
My Throne? But I am in the heart of the faithful one who
leaves everything besides me. And that is the meaning of
another report, My heavens and My earth do not
encompass me, but the heart of my believing slave
encompasses
A heart has the [belief in the] oneness
Al-Sakhawi stated in
al-Hasana, Al-Ghazali mentioned it in
with
the text, Allah said, [The heavens and earth] do not encom ass me], And he
mentioned it with the wording, The heart of my believin , softcomposed
slave encompasses Me. Al-Sakhaawi said, Al-Iraqi said, I o not
any source for

it. And ibn Taimiya said, It is recorded among the
[stories that have
their source in the Jews or Christians] and it has no known chain back to the
Prophet (peace be on him). And it is recorded from al-Zarkashi that some of the
by
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of Allah, knowledge of Allah, love for Him, belief in him
and affirmation of His promises in it as well as desires of
the soul and its character and callers to desires.
The heart is between those two calls. Sometimes it tends
to the call of faith, cognizance and love of Allah alone.
But at other times it tends to the call of Satan and lusts.
That type of heart is coveted by Satan. But Allah gives
support to whomsoever He wills, Victory comes only
126). But
from Allah, the Mighty, the Wise
that heart cannot be overtaken by Satan except through
the use of his weapons. Satan enters into it and he finds
his weapons there [in the persons heart] and he takes
them and fights with them. Satans weapons are the lusts,
doubts, deceptions and false hopes that are found in the
heart. Satan finds these within the heart and uses them
against the heart. But if the person has a stronger faith, it
will be able to fight off Satan and overcome him.
Otherwise the place is for Satan. There is no power or
might except Allah. If the person permits Satan to enter,
and he opens the door to his house and allows him to
come in and use those weapons to fight himself with, then
he can only blame himself.. .

recorded that statement and approved of it. (From the editor of al-
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The Wisdom Behind the Creation of Satan
Satan is the fountainhead of evil and harm. He is the leader for
the destruction of this life and the next. He raises his banner at every
time and in every place. He calls people to disbelief and disobedience of
the Merciful. Is there, then, any wisdom behind his creation? If yes, what
is that wisdom? Ibn al-Qayyim has responded to this question in
under the heading, In the creation of Satan and his troops there
is a wisdom that none can completely grasp save Allah.

The effects of fighting against Satan and his supporters
leads to the perfection of worship
From this wisdom is the perfection and completion of the
servitude by the Prophets and the servants of Allah by their struggling
against the enemy of Allah and his party and by opposing Satan and his
supporters. This also includes their angering Satan and his supporters.
[Another important aspect is] their seeking refuge in Allah from Satan
and their fleeing to Allah in order to seek refuge from Satans evil and
machinations. From all of that accrues such welfare in this world and the
hereafter which would not have occurred without it. It also leads to the
reaching of lofty positions of worship that would not have been reached
without Satans existence.

By the existence of Satan, the slaves of Allah become
fearful due to their sins
The creation of Iblees has made the angels and humans fearful
of their sins since they have witnessed what has become of Satan after
great
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and complete. Of course, the angels who witnessed that event attained a
new worship of Allah and a different submission to Him and fear of
Him. They are like the slaves of a king who witness a slave being greatly
humiliated. Those who witness that action will definitely be the most
fearful and cautious in front of that king.

3. Allah has made him a lesson for those who reflect
Satan is a lesson for all who differ from the commands of Allah
and who, out of pride, do not obey Allah and who perform acts of
disobedience. This is in the same way that our father Adam is an
example for all of those who make mistakes as was his repentance and
his return to Allah. The fathers of the jinn and mankind were tested by
their sins. One father is a lesson for all of those who continue in their
sinful ways without repenting while the other is a lesson for anyone who
sins and returns to his Lord. The signs of these two great examples are
filled with wisdom and lessons.

4. Allah has made Satan a test and trial for His slaves
Satan is a quarrelsome creature by which Allah tests His
creatures, thereby distinguishing those who are pure from those who are
evil. Allah created the humans from the earth. Some of them are smooth
and some are rough. Some of them are good and some are evil.
Therefore, there must be something that makes their make-up apparent.
The Prophet (peace be upon him) said,

Allah created Adam from a handful which he took from all of the earth.
So the children of Adam are corresponding to the earth, some are
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smooth, some are rough, some are good and some are bad. What was
in the original source is also in the creation. It is part of Allahs wisdom
for these differences to exist and be exhibited. There must be a reason
for these differences to come about. The creation of Satan is the
instigator who makes it clear which of His creation are what. Iblees
shows the difference between the good and the evil in the same way that
the Messengers and Prophets from Allah also performed a similar trial.
Allah says,

It is not (the purpose) of Allah to leave you in your present state till He
179). The messengers
separates the wicked from the good
were sent to the humans who are responsible for their actions. Some of
the people are good and some are evil. The messengers join the good to
the good and the evil to the evil.
It is the infinite wisdom of Allah that mixes these two groups of
beings together in this world of trial and test. Then, in the everlasting
world, they will be separated and one group will go to one abode while
the other will go to the other abode, according to Allahs great wisdom
and overriding decree.

5. The creation of Satan demonstrates the complete ability
of Allah to create opposites
From the wisdom of creating Satan is Allahs showing that He is
completely capable of creating the likes of Gabriel and the angels as well
as Iblees and the devils. This is one of the greatest signs of His ability
and power. He created opposites such as the heavens and the earth, light
This is an abridgment of a hadith found in
elsewhere. According to al-Albani, it is
See
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al-Tirmidhi,
Dawud and
al-Jaami, vol. p.

and darkness, paradise and hell, water and fire, hot and cold, good and
evil and so on.

6. Opposites show the virtues of their opposites
Part of this wisdom is to show the complete goodness of one of
the two opposites. Opposites show the good points of their opposites. If
there was nothing that was ugly, we would not recognize what is
beautiful. If it were not for poverty, we would not recognize the value of
affluence.

7. Trials are a way to the actualization of thankfulness
From the wisdom of creating Satan is that Allah loves that
thanks to Him should be actualized and realized. There is no doubt that
His patrons are harmed by the existence of Iblees and his soldiers. Their
being tested by him leads to a type of thankfulness that would not exist
without Iblees existence. Compare how many times Adam gave thanks
to Allah while he was in the garden before he was expelled from there
and how thankful he was after his tribulation; he gave true thanks and
repented to Allah and that was accepted from him.

8. In the creation of lblees rests many aspects of worship
Such worship includes the love of Allah, trust in Him, patience,
being pleased with Allah and so on. These types of worship are most
beloved to Allah. These types of worship are realized through struggle
and the submitting of ones self to Allah and to put ones love for
Allah before anyone else. And jihad is the apex of worship and most
beloved to Allah. These types of worship are fully actualized due to the
creation of Iblees and his party. No one can enumerate all of the benefits
of this aspect except Allah.
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9. The creation of Satan makes Allahs signs clear as well
as the wonderfulness of His power
In creating those beings that oppose His messengers, deny them
and fight against them, Allah has opened the door to a way in which He
has demonstrated many of His clear signs, power, wonderfulness of His
creation and detail. These great signs make the existence of Iblees and
his soldiers more beloved to Allah than their non-existence. These great
signs include the flood at the time of Noah, the splitting of the sea, the
rod, Moses hand, saving Abraham from the fire and many other signs
that prove His power, knowledge and wisdom that would not have
occurred without the creation of those beings that oppose Him,

IO. Iblees creation from fire is a sign
Fire and related matters can be used for burning, overpowering
others or corruption. But it also contains radiance and light. Allah is the
one who brings out both of these aspects from it. In the same way, He
made from the clay of the earth good and evil, soft and rough, red, black
and white humans. This is a clear evidence and sign of His ability and
Power. And they are signs that show that,

There is nothing like Him, and He is the Hearer, the Seer (al-Shoora
.

Iblees creation makes apparent the meaning of many
of Allahs names
Many of Allahs attributes appear through the creation of Iblees,
such as the Debaser, the Elevator, the Honorer, the Humiliator, the
Judge, the Just, the Avenger, and so on. These names evoke their
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attached meanings that appear through His rulings such as His attributes
of goodness, sustaining, mercy and so on. It is a must that both of these
types of names be evident in this world.

12. The creation of Satan makes apparent Allahs complete
rule and control over the affairs of this creation
Allah has complete rule and authority over this creation. His
complete ability means His ability to administer the creation in any way,
including the aspects of punishment, reward, humiliation, justice, grace,
honoring and belittling. Both types of creation (good and bad) must be
present for all of these aspects to be displayed.

13.

existence is from the completeness of Allahs
wisdom

The All-Wise is one of Allahs names. Having wisdom is one of
His attributes. This requires that He put everything in its proper place,
for which nothing else would be proper, and with proper proportions.
He has decided to make exact opposites, that have no common
characteristics whatsoever. Would His Wisdom be complete except by
that? Therefore, the existence of both types of creation is from His
Infinite Wisdom in the same way as it is a sign of His Infinite Power.

14. Praise to Allah for what He has hindered and subdued
He is praiseworthy in everyone of His aspects, in His justice,
hindering, subduing, elevating, and humiliating. In the same way He is
praiseworthy for His granting, honoring, and elevating. His praise is
complete in both aspects. He praises himself for both of those. The
angels, messengers and servants also praise Him. All of this necessitates
His complete praise. In His creation is perfect wisdom in the same way
that for Him is perfect praise. It is not permissible to deny His praise in
the same way that one cannot deny His wisdom.
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15. By
creation, Allah shows His servants His
calmness and patience
From the wisdom of the creation of Satan, Allah loves to show
His servants His calmness, patience, mercy, generosity, and so on. In
order for that to be exhibited, it was necessary to create beings that
associate partners with Him, oppose His rule, strive to oppose Him and
work to anger Him. Some even compete with Allah in His lordship. Still
Allah grants them good things, health, provisions, and so forth. And He
calls them to follow the way of good and to leave evil and polytheism.
Even though, He still grants them all of those blessings, responds to their
supplications, removes them from harm, and treats them kindly in the
face of their disbelief, idolatry and evil. How much praise and wisdom
belongs to Allah for all of that.
And He becomes beloved to His servants and they recognize His
perfection. It is in the Sahih [of Muslim] that the Prophet (peace be upon
him) said,

No one is more patient to the harm he hears than Allah. They claim He
has a son while He provides for them.
And it is also in the Sahih [of al-Bukhari] that the Prophet
(peace be upon him) related from the Lord,
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Allah has said, The son of Adam
me, and he had no right to do
so. And he denied Me and he had no right to do so. As for his denying
Me, it is his saying, He will not remake me as He made me in the first
place. And the initial creation is no easier for me than the remaking. As
for his reviling Me, it is his saying, Allah has taken for himself a son,
while I am the One, the Everlasting, I beget not nor was I begotten. And
there is none similar to Me. Even with this reviling and denying,
Allah still provides for the unbelievers in this world. He even cures them
when they are ill. He even calls them to the way of paradise. He accepts
their repentance when they repent. He changes their evil deeds into good
deeds [at that time]. He is gentle with them at all times. He has made
them qualified for accepting His message. He orders them to be soft in
their speech and gentle. Al-Fadhl ibn Iyaadh said, There is no night in
which there is darkness except that Allah says, Who is greater in
generosity than Me? The creatures disobey Me and I protect them in
their beds as if they did not disobey Me. And I prolong their protection
as if they did not commit sins. And I guard them as if they did not
commit sins. I am generous with my providence to the sinner. And I give
graciously to the one who commits evil. Is there one who calls me and I
do not turn to him? Is there one who asks me and I do not give to him? I
am the generous and from Me is generosity. And I am the noble and
from Me is Nobility. From my nobility is that I give the slave whatever
he asks from Me. And I give him what he did not ask for. And from my
nobility is that I give the repenting one as if he did not disobey Me.
Where can the creation flee from Me. And where from My gate can the
sinners turn away to?
There is a narration from the Lord saying, Me and the humans
and the jinn are in a great affair: I created them and they worship other
than Me. I provide for them and they thank someone else.
The wording that the author
stated is actually that of al-Nasaai and not of
However,
has something very
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the following is stated: Son of Adam,
My blessings are being descended
you
and your evil is being raised to Me. How many blessings have I given
And how
you to make Me beloved to you and I am not in need
many times have you made Me angry with you by sins while you are in
need of Me. The noble angel never stops coming Me
your terrible deeds.
In a sahih hadith it states,
towards Me.

If you were not to commit sins, Allah would take you away and replace
you with a people that would make sins and seek Allahs forgiveness and
He would forgive

Allah created His creation in order to show the decrees of
His names and attributes and their effects
Because of Allahs complete love for His own names and
attributes, He decided by His wisdom to make a creation that would
demonstrate their excellence and effect. Out of His love for clemency,
He created those who deserved clemency. Out of his love for
forgiveness, He created those who He forgives and is gentle and patient
with and who He does not punish immediately. In fact, He loves His
guardianship and respite.
According to al-Hindi, thi
al-Ummaal
al-Aqwaal wa al-Afaal (Beirut: Muasassah
Risaalah,
vol. p.
Unfortunate1 , this translator could not find it in its
expected place in the published edition of a
work. However, the general
principle is that if a hadith is recorded only by al-Dailami from among all the works
of hadith, the hadith is considered suspect unless shown to be acceptable.
alQayyims statement that it is a good report may mean that the meaning is good
not necessarily that the hadith is of the level of
knows best.-JZ
Recorded by Muslim.-JZ
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Out of His love for His own justice and wisdom, He created
those who demonstrate His justice and wisdom.
Out of His love for generosity, kindness and piety, He created
those who respond to Him with evil deeds and disobedience while He
treats them with forgiveness and kindness. If He did not create those
people who respond to Him with disobedience, then this greatness and
kindness and its multiple related benefits would have been loss. Blessed
be Allah, the Lord of the Worlds, and the Most Just of the Rulers, the
One of Infinite Wisdom, and countless blessings, whose Wisdom is as
great as His ability. In every action He is full of clear wisdom in the
same way that in every action He demonstrates His Infinite abilities.

Resulting from the creation of this accursed being is a
wisdom that leads to the love of Allah
How many things come about due to the creation of this one,
who has earned Allahs wrath, that lead to what is beloved to Allah, the
Blessed and Most High? It reaches in what is beloved to Him more than
what comes about of what is disliked to Him. The Wise One is the One
who attains the more beloved affair to Him by bearing the thing He
dislikes and hates if that is the path that leads to the thing He loves. It is
not possible for the condition to exist without its necessary components.
If the creation of Iblees and his army leads to some evil and harm, how
much of what Allah loves, such as jihad in His way and denying ones
desires, results from his existence and the existence of the army that
follows him? People undertake hardships seeking.His love and pleasure.
The most beloved thing to the one who loves Allah is to bear hardships
and harm out of love for his beloved and to show the sincerity of his
love. [As is said in lines of poetry,] Because of you, I have made my
cheek an
for every gloating and envious person until You are
pleased with me.
And there is a narration from the Lord stating, What I desire is
what the bearers can bear for Me. There is nothing more beloved to
Allah than His servants bearing the harm of His enemies for His sake
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and for His pleasure; that harm will benefit them greatly as will the
praise that they will give Him for their final result, as well as what they
will gain from the honor of being His beloved and those whom He is
especially pleased with. But it is forbidden for the one who rejects the
love of the Lord to smell that fragrance or to enter from that door or to
taste that drink.
Say to the one who cannot see the sun, there are eyes
others than yours that can see it during sunset and sunrise
Forgive the desperate who is not qualified for that love
It is not good to be too devoted in every matter.
If that creation (Satan) angers the Lord, then He is still pleased
with His messengers, prophets and servants because of it. And that
pleasure far outweighs that displeasure. If He is displeased by the actions
of the disobedient, then He is even more pleased by the repentance of
His slaves than the one who has lost his camel with all of his food and
drink upon it and then finds them later. If He is displeased by what Satan
does to His Prophets and Messengers, He is even more pleased by the
opposing, angering of him and striving against Iblees and the
final victory that they have against him. That pleasure is greater in His
sight and more righteous than what would have come about if that
displeasing thing did not occur and those beloved results would not have
happened.
If He was displeased with Adam eating from the tree, then He
was more pleased with his repentance, submission, humility and his
return unto Allah.
If He was displeased by the Prophet (peace be upon him) being
expelled from his native Makkah by the disbelievers, then he was even
more pleased by the Prophets final return.
If He is displeased by the killing and the spilling of the blood of
His servants on the earth, then He is more pleased with the new life that
He will grant
the most gracious, blessed and pleasant life
possible-- close to Allah.
This point needs some
from either the Quran or sunnah. It implies
that bearing hardshi cou d be in itself a goal. Unfortunately, this translator could
not trace the hadith t at ibn al-Qayyim mentioned. From the way he mentioned it, it
does not seem to be a strong narration. Allah knows best.-JZ
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If He is displeased with the disobedience of His slaves, He is
more pleased by the witness of His angels, messengers, prophets and
servants of His forgiveness, clemency, kindness, nobility, generosity; as
well as the praise and magnification for all of those attributes. All of
that is more beloved to Him than what has been lost by the sin of the
sinner.
One should know that praise is the great source of all of that. It
is by it that the creation and the order stands. And for the Lord is all of
the Praise for all that He does and enacts. He did not create anything or
decide anything except that due to it He is to be praised, a praise that
reaches as far as his creation and rule. A true praise that guarantees
love for Him and being pleased with Him and glorifying of Him and
accepting of His Infinite Wisdom in everything that He created or
ordered. Denying his Wisdom is not denying His praise. As if he cannot
be but Praiseworthy, than He cannot be but full of Wisdom. His praise
and Wisdom is like His knowledge and power. His life is a necessity of
His being and one cannot deny any of His attributes or names and what
they imply as that would lead to a shortcoming that would deny His
perfection, greatness and magnificence.

He loves to be the Protector and the Refuge for His patrons
On this point, ibn al-Qayyim wrote: From the attributes of being
perfect and the owner of praise and glorification, He is generous,
beneficent and giving. Similarly He also gives refuge, support and aid. In
the same way that He loves for people to seek His protection, He loves
to give refuge to those who seek refuge in Him. People even take refuge
ibn Hussein al-Kindy said in a kings
in the kings such as what
praise,
0, the one in whom I seek protection for what I want,
and the one I seek refuge from what I am cautious about
People will not mend a bone that you broke
and they cannot break what you mend.
If he had said that about his Lord and Creator, he would have been the
happiest of all creation.
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The point is that the Master of all of the Dominions loves for
His slaves to seek protection in Him and seek refuge in Him as He
ordered His Prophet to seek refuge in Him from the accursed Satan on
more than one occasion in His Book. That makes apparent His complete
blessings on His servants that He gives them refuge from their enemies.
His giving of refuge and protection is not from the lesser blessings and
Allah loves to complete his blessings upon His believing slaves by
letting them see His succor for them against their enemies as well as His
protection for them and His giving victory to them. And from these
blessings for them, their pleasure and blessings are made complete and
justice against his enemies and opponents are made apparent.
There is none of the two except therein is wisdom that all who ponder
cannot possibly completely comprehend.

The wisdom behind leaving Satan until the end
of time
Ibn al-Qayyim has also addressed this question in
The points he makes are the following:

A trial for the servants
From the points that ibn al-Qayyim makes is that Allah has
Satan in order to use him as an instigator and test for His servants: to
distinguish between them, to see which are the good and which are the
evil. Therefore He has allowed him to remain forever. If Satan were to
die, this purpose of Satans original creation would vanish. Similar is the
case with His decision to always have unbelievers on the earth that
would be a test for His devoted slaves. If He were to remove all of them,
many wise points and benefits would be done away with. In the same
way that the father of the humans was tested by Satan, his offspring shall
al-Qayyim,

pp.
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also be tested. Those who disobey Satan and fight against him will be
happy and those who follow him will be leading themselves to their own
destruction.

He leaves Satan as a reward for his previous deeds
From the wisdom of leaving Satan to live is that, since according
to His law Satan will not have any good portion in the Hereafter
although Satan used to worship Allah along with the
reward
his good deeds shall come in this
him until the day of judgment as a reward for his past deeds and Allah
does not do injustice to anyone. As for the believer, he will get his
goodly portion in this life and in the Hereafter. As for the unbeliever, he
will get all of the reward for his good deeds in this life and he will
receive no goodly portion in the hereafter, as is confirmed in sahih
hadith.

He is left to increase his sins
Satan has been
until the day of judgment, but this is not due
to the honor of his creation. In fact, if he were to die it would be better
for him. This would lessen his punishment and the number of his evil
deeds. But he made his sin great by continuing to refuse to submit to the
Lord and he swore to himself that he would mislead mankind until the
day of judgment and keep them away from worshipping their Lord.
Thus, his punishment was the greatest punishment. He, therefore, has
been left to live in order for him to increase his sins as he will receive
the greatest punishment in the hereafter. It is just that he should receive a
punishment that is not matched by any other. He is the leader of evil and
disbelief. Since he was the foundation of every evil, he should also get
the punishment of every evil in the Hereafter. Every punishment in the
Hereafter will start with him and then move on to those who followed
him in those deeds. This is clearly just and infinitely wise.
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He has been left to be the patron and ally of the evildoers
Part of the decree to leave him until the day of judgment comes
from his statement in dispute to the Lord,

(Satan) said, Do you see this creature that you have honored above
me? If you give me grace until the Day of Judgment I verily will seize
his seed, save a few (al-Israa 62). Allah was aware that from Adams
progeny there would be many who do not deserve to live in paradise, so
He granted Satan his respite. He told Satan, by the tongue of preordainment, that such evildoers would be his companions and friends
and that Satan can wait in lurk for them. Every time one of them passed
by, it would be Satans affair. However, if the person were deserving of
Allahs pleasure, Allah would prevent Satan from him for He protects
the righteous. Allah said that they are deserving of Him while for Satan
is only the criminals and evildoers, who refused Allahs protection and
did not desire His pleasure.

He has no power over those who believe and put their trust in their
Lord. His power is only over those who make a friend of him, and those
who ascribe partners unto Him
But the prophets and messengers die. However, this is not a type
of disgrace for them. In fact, it gives them a rest from this worldly life
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and from their enemies and it gives them honor. And Allah sends
messengers after them. And their deaths are better for themselves and
their nations. As for themselves, they leave this lowly life and join the
companions on high in the greatest of pleasure. This is one of the
greatest things that could happen to them and one of the reasons why
Allah always gave them a choice between staying in this life or dying.
And their nations know that they must not only obey them while they are
alive but also after they are dead; but if they obey them they are not
worshipping them, but are worshipping Allah instead. For Allah is the
Living who never dies. Therefore, how many are the benefits and
wisdom for them and their nations in their deaths? Furthermore, they are
humans and Allah did not decree for any human everlasting life without
death. Furthermore it leads to the succession of the people in this world.
If Allah did not allow them to die, the benefits of them having
successors wou be lost and the earth woul .d be filled by them Death
the completion for every believer. If there were no death, the people of
earth would never have any good life and pleasure. The wisdom behind
death is similar to the wisdom behind life.

To what extent will Satan be successful in misleading
humans?
When Satan refused to bow down to Adam, Allah threw him out
of His mercy, paradise and pleasure and became angry with him and
cursed him. Satan then took an oath upon himself in front of the Lord to
mislead and seduce mankind. He promised himself,

Surely I will take of Your servants an appointed portion, and surely I
will lead them astray and surely I will arouse desires in them (an-Nisaa
118-119).
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Do You see this creation that you have honored over me. If you give
me grace until the day of Resurrection I verily will seize his seed, save a
62).
few
To what extent will he be able to fulfill his wish with respect to
the children of Adam? If one takes a cursory glance at the history of
humans, one will find humans being misguided and denying the
messengers and the books and Allah and making partners with Allah
from among His creation. Allah says,

Then We sent Our messengers one after another. Whenever its
messenger came unto a nation they denied him; so We caused them to
follow one another (to disaster) and We made them [the subject] of
narrations. A far removal for folk who believe not
44).
The one who ponders over what is happening will see the
servants of Satan swarming all around us. They are raising their banners
and calling others to it. They are punishing the servants of Allah. This
proves that Satan certainly has been given respite and that he is taking
the offspring of Adam and leading them to the hell-fire. And the
proportions have been stated, [Out of every one hundred] ninety-nine to
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the hell-fire and one to heaven, and in another version,
of every
one thousand] nine hundred and ninety-nine in the fire and one in
paradise.
This confirms what Satan thought about the offspring of Adam
who did not consider what happened to their father or the other
preceding generations. This cursed one has remained to lead them t o
their own destruction. Sometimes they even race him to the hell-fire.
There is nothing worse than having ones enemys expectations
about you come true.

And Satan indeed found his calculation true concerning them, for they
follow him, all save a group of true believers (Saba 20). It is terrible for
mankind to fulfill this expectation of Satan and to follow that enemy
and disobey their Lord, the Merciful. But it has reached an unbelievable
and unimaginable degree. There are groups in Iraq and elsewhere who
call themselves the worshippers of Satan, and in their books they
swear by what they call, the rights of Satan. What can be more
astonishing?

Do not think too much about the great number that are
being destroyed
The mind should not worry about this great number that is being
destroyed as quantity is not important in the measure of Allah. All that
matters there is truth and justice, even though the survivors of this
measure may be few.
So be among those who follow the truth, are pleased with Allah
as their Lord, with Islam as their religion and with Muhammad as their
messenger. They are the ones who recognize Satan and the followers of
Satan and fight against them with hatred in their
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writings, and by doing the works of truth and by fighting against the
devils with evidence, proofs, swords and speech. Before that, one should
turn to the Merciful and cling to His religion.
. I

.
. .

you who believe! Come, all of you, into submission (unto Him); and
follow not the footsteps of Satan. Lo! he is an open enemy for you. And
if you slide back after the clear proofs have come unto you, then know
that Allah is Mighty, Wise (al-Baqara 208-209). We ask Allah to make
us, by His grace and generosity, among those who enter into Islam
completely and who do not follow the footsteps of Satan. And the peace
and blessings of Allah be upon His slave and Messenger Muhammad.
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About the Book From the Introduction
Some people think that writing about this topic is
writing about a topic that is from the periphery of
knowledge. They approve of humans going over this topic
in the quickest of fashions and not giving it too much
thought. They think that the benefits that accrue from such
a study are very limited. Furthermore, they believe that
being ignorant of this topic is not harmful at all.
However, I am not delving into something distant.
Humans today spend billions of dollars with which they
could build cities or countries and end poverty in the
farthest reaches of the
and, instead, they spend that
money on research to discover if there is life or if life is
possible on nearby planets. Scientists spend a great deal of
their time and resources on such a question. What about an
existence that is known to be living and thinking, and that
lives right here with us on our earth? They live in our
houses and they eat and drink with us. In fact, they even
spoil our thoughts and our hearts. They drive us to destroy
our own selves and to spill each others blood...
No price can be put on the importance of the texts
of the Quran and authentic hadith that have reached us,
giving us knowledge of this matter.
Those texts uncover for us the secrets of that
existence: the world of the jinn.
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